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CHAP"‘ER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of regional disparities in economic
development is for India an inheritance from the colonial past.
At the beginning of the First Five Year Plan (1950-51), three
years after the advent of independence, the per capita State
income showed considerable inter—state variations. The per
capita income of Bihar which stood at the bottom of the State

income ladder was only less than two fifths that of West bengal
which stood at the top. Also, Bihar's per capita income was
only three fifths that of the national averagel as may be seen
from Table I-1.

It has been pointed out that this uneven develop
ment resulting in regional disparities was not due to any uneven
resource endowments. Development was concentrated in a few
areas to suit the interests of the foreign government, Regions
with proximity to ports or producing export commodities or with
military importance developed at the cost of others2. It was
understood by the Indian planners that left to the market forces,
this uneven growth will perpetuate itself and that any further
widening of inter—state disparities would not be desirable
either from the political or economic angle. One of the obj
ectives of all Indian Five Year Plans therefore was to reduce
the inter—state disparities3.
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The numerous empirical studies, however, have shown

that this regional objective of Indian Plans has not been achi
eved. In fact, the regional disparities have only widened
during the plan era as may be seen from Table I-1. The coef
ficient; of variation of per capita State Domestic Product
(SDP) from the national/all—States averages given in Table I-2
is indicative of the widening regional disparities over the
last 30 years.

Table I-2
Coefficients of Variation (CV) from the Average

Year CV Source of data
1950-51 0.251 }
1955-56 0.213 4 N°C‘A°E°R°
1960-61 0.242 }
1960-61 0.221 )
1961-62 0.198
1962-63 0.214
1963-64 0.210
1964-65 0.195
1967-68 0.226
1968-69 0.242 ( C°s'O"
1969-70 0.269
1970-71 0.262
1971-72 0.270
1972-73 0.250
1973-74 0.260
1974-75 0.235
1975-76 0.271 )

The formula used is '7? ““‘ - 2
/IT2(X_‘]_-X)..__»....—........_.._.=.. _...___.—u—_.

._-4

X



where

E = All India per capita income.

xi = Income of the ith State.
n = No. of States.
Source: Computed from the data given in,

1) National Council of Applied Economic
Research, Estimates of State Income
(New Delhi, 1967) p.57.

2) Majumdar Grace and Kapoor, J.L., "ggggyiour
of Inter—State Income Inequalities in India",
in the Journal of Ihcome and wealth,(Calcutta, Jan. 1980) p.3.

Any inter temporal comparison based on the Table
has to be made with caution due to the difference in the
sources of State income data before and after 1960-614. How

ever, it may not be wrong to infer that the income disparities
increased slightly during the Second Plan. The trend during
the Third Plan was one of decline. During the Annual Plan
period, the trend was reversed again. During the Fourth Plan,
the disparities more or less remained where it was. During the
first two years of the Fifth Plan, the trend towards increase
was resumed again. This may also be seen from Table I-3.
The distance from the state with the topmost per capita income
came down in the case of all except two out of the 14 States
during the first decade of Planning. The distance of the all
States average from the top income State also came down. The
distance between the lowest income State and the topmost income
State too was reduced. The coefficient of variation from the
per capita SDP of the richest State given in Table I-4 too
brings out more or less the same trends.
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C.S.O, estimates in 1960-61 increased to 41 per cent in 1970
71 and to 42 per cent in 1975-76. Between 1960-61 and 1975
76, the distance o£ ll states except Haryaha, frOm~the(\

top ranking States increased, The distance between the low
est income State (Bihar) and the highest income State (Maha
rashtra in 1960-61 and Punjab in 1970-71 and 1975-76) increased
from 48 per cent in 1960-61 to 60 per cent in 1975-76 as may be
seen from Table I-3.

Paradoxically, it was during these later Plans that
the problem of regional disparities got wider attention in
India. For instance, it was during the Fourth and the Fifth
Plans that a new multipronged strategy for correcting regional
disparities based on the Gadgil formulg and the Pande and
Wanchoo working group's6 recommendations was implemented.

Though industrial dispersal was one of the corner
stones of the regional policies of Indian planners, industrial
growth during this period was much more uneven than the growth
in State income, although the share of secondary sector in the
State income increased in the case of all States, except Assam.
This may be seen from Table I-5. In 1950-51, the share of
the secondary sector in the SDP was more than the national
average in the case of seven out of 14 States. But by 1975-76,
the share of secondary sector was above the national average
in«case of only four out of 19 States. The coefficients of
variation of the per capita income originating in the secondary
sector given in Table I-6 shows a much higher skewness of
distribution than the per capita State income. What is more,
the skewness is steadily growing.
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Year CV. Source of Data
1950-51 0.390 1
1955-56 0.356 1 N.C.A.E.R.
1960-61 0.334 §
1960-61 0.293 11961-62 0.260
1962-63 0.294
1963-64 0.290
1964-65 0.307
1967-68 0.397
1968-69 0.438 ; C'S'O1969-70 0.440
1970-71 0.429
1971-72 0.433
1972-73 0.440
1973-74 0.436
1974-75 0.398
1975-76 0.428 )

The formula is = $2 (x.—x )2.3... _.___%..__9.._.
X0

where: xo Income of the top ranking State
Income of the ith StateM II

n = Number of States.

Subsequent Plans, however, saw the reversal of

this healthy trend as may be seen from the same tables refer
red to above. The distance between the all States average
and the top income State which was 27 per cent according to
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Table I-6
Per capita Income originating in the secondary
§s9E9£:§e9£§$9i9aE§_9§_!§£i§E29§§_§£9@_Ehs_2§E29E§l

-l\‘_’_e.£E*9E£

7 ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' " " ‘ " 7 ' ” ‘C’ 157 T’" ' ‘ " '
Year Source of data Osggigtigfi of

1950-51 N.C.A.E.R. 0.43
1960-61 N.C.A.E.R. 0.49
1960-61 C.S.O. 0.48C.-3.0.
1975-76 C.S.O. 0.52

Sources: 1) Computed from the State Income data of N.C.A.E,R.,
93.913. p.57.

2) Computed from data given in Reserve Bank of India
Estimatesof State Domestic Product, 93.923.

Agricultural growth during this period also was
highly uneven, Agricultural growth had been either stagnant
or declining in nearly half the districts of the country. The
per capita food output of Punjab was three times that of Bihar
in 1975-76. The growth rate of food production in Punjab was
seven times that of Madhya Pradesh. Similar disparities are
visible when we look at the relative status of States with
regard to absorption of inputs like irrigation, water and
fertilizers7.

Disparities exist not only in State income but also
in the unemployment rates. The coefficient of variation in
inter-State unemployment rates increased marginally from
67.9 per cent in 1972-73 to 68.3 per cent in 1977-78. The
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ratio of maximum to minimum unemployment rate was 14 1
in 1977-788.

There is considerable inter-state variation in
poverty too. For instance the coefficients of inter-state
variation in rural poverty ratios calculated by Raj Krishna
show that rural poverty remained undiminished during the
period 1957-58 to 1973-74 as may be seen from the Table I-7.

Table I-7
Coefficients of inter—state variation of

1957-58 25.19
1960-61 28.34
1970-71 25.05
1973-74 24.34
Average (l957—58 to1973-74) 24°52

Source: Raj Krishna, gp.cit. p.6
II

The above analysis shows that the tendency towards
convergence, albeit marginal, noticed during some of the
earlier Plans was reversed during the later Plans. The
trend towards divergence appears to have taken over during
the later Plans, in spite of the fact that Indian planning
had set balanced regional development as one of its goalslo.

It is sometimes argued that since there is a ‘trade
off' between the national objective of high growth rate for
the economy as a whole and the regional equity objectives,
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widening regional disparities 'iflmnavoidable or even nece
ssary to achieve a high growth rate.

‘This argument would have held good if the early
development had taken place in accordance with the factor
endowments of different regions: As seen earlier, develop
ment of selected regions in India took place due to historic
reasons and to subserve the military and economic objectives
of the colonial powerlz. some of the poorest Gtates in India
today are also the richest in natural resource endowments13.
Besides, as Benjamin Higgins points out;
= "Tying rich and poor regions together in such

a way as to reduce the discrepancies between them,
to permit full use of the labour force without
serious inflation is the very crux of the develop
ment problem. Unless and until an economy is
integrated both regionally and sectorally neither
th% policy nor any other branch of Central Govern
ment's monetary and fiscal policy can assure full
employment, high rates of growth and reasonable
price stability all at once"14.

There are others who pin their hopes on the market
forces themselves to bring about convergence trends after the
initial divergencel5. But as Friedman observes, the market
system that actually exists today which brings about regional
disparities is not the market system of Adam Smith.

"It is not a competitive economy of small
producers. In fact,what we have is a set
of small number of monopolistic producers,
who in intimate conjunction with the govegnment
are managing the economy. So,what we have
is a managed economy rather than a market



economy and unequal development, slums, poverty,
megaeities etc. are the result of management,
not automatic results or spontaneous results
coming from heaven”15

Besides, regional changes take place only slowly

over,the decades, unless policy measures are taken to speed
up the processl7 This is because,”where large regional
gaps persit within the same national economy, it is apparent
that there is some degree of immobility of factors of produ
ction. Capital does not flow to the poorer region in suffi
cient quantities to provide jobs and raise incomes and thus
eliminate the gaps; nor does labour move to the rich region
finding there higher income and employment so that the gap
disappears"18. Though there has been some inter-state mig
ration, it has not been of such a high magnitude as to bring
about reduction in inter regional disparities,because in P
country of India's size, even distance can inhibit the , ._.
factor mobility. Added to this are the differences in langu
age, religion, race and culture. The federal constitutional
set up itself imposes some barriers for factor mobility in
India. On top of this, there have been the'Sons of the Soif
agitations, with or without the support of the local or State
governments or political parties. In such an economy, the
"trickling down effects" of development are likely to be

19smaller than the“polarisation effectsi
It is sometimes argued that the regional dispari

ties are smaller in India than in many other developed and
developing, capitalistic and soeialistie economieszo. But
as the Sixth Finance Commission which noted this argument
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observed, even the relatively small disparities cannot be
ignored when the absolute levels of per capita income are2 . . . .low 1. This lS all the more true in the absence of social
security schemes administered by national government which
assure a minimum subsistence to all, in all the regions.

The correction of regional disparities,desirable
in itself, is also a means to a desirable end; viz., reduction
of inter personal disparities in income. As Raj Krishna
notes, "Since millions of poor households are concentrated in
a few regions, the reduction of inter regional disparities
will inevitably lead to the reduction in the number of those

22. The three year average (1973-76)below the poverty line"
per capita income of Punjab (m.1,586) was 2V2 times that of
Bihar (m.645). Conversely, the poverty ratio in Bihar was
2V2 times higher than that in Punjab (in 1972—73)23.

The reduction of inter-state disparities is a desi
rable end in itself in a nation with many sub national group
ings. The Indian polity with its regional constituents orga
nised on linguistic basis with its distinctive cultural over
tones cannot be expected to withstand for long,the weight of
the lop—sided economic development. It has often been
pointed out that the political events in North East, Assam,
and of late in Punjab have certain economic undertones also24.
The threat to federal polity comes not only from the poorest
constituents, but also from the richest as noted by R.J. May.
Surveying the experiences of large number of federal states
the world over, May observes "where a small rich unit is
ranged against a large poor unit, or of course, one or two



large rich units are ranged against a number of poor units
(i) either the small unittwo broad outcomes are possible:

accepts the pressure from the large unit and assists it to
achieve the higher material standards going in the small unit

(ii) the small unit will resist this pressure and
seek to secede"25.
or else;

All the above discussions lead to the conclusion
that in a nation like India, one cannot patiently wait for

to coun
26

the ‘spread effects‘ or the ‘trickling down effects‘
ter the ‘backwash effects‘ or ‘polarisation effects" Time
cannot be entrusted with the task of solving this problem.

“policy can seldom allow its horizons to extend
27

As Nevin notes

into infinity”

III

The widening regional disparities in India bear
eloquent testimony to the failure of regional policies to
counter the pulls of external economies, already developed
physical infrastructure and social overheads exerted by the
developed regions.

In the present study, it is proposed to examine how
far one set of regional policies aimed to regulate inter
regional transfer of financial resources, was effective in
achieving the objective of reducing the disparities in State
incomes. It is not claimed that it is only the quantum of
financial flows that determines the growth in State income.
The pattern of expenditure financed by these financial flows

economic, politicalis also equally important. The social,

14



and administrative environments too have their roles to play
and in the absence of the desirable environment, the absorption
capacity of financial flows from outside will be less. But
it has to be conceded that financial flows, if directed to
the appropriate sectors and sub sectors, can help to change
this environment. It is also admitted that the role of the
financial flows is more limited than in a planned economy
which also employs administrative controls like industrial
licensing and other mechanisms as a means to economic develop
ment. But even then, getting control of the financial reso
urces is necessary to get control over real resources though
sanctioned by administrative authorities. For instance, a
quota alloting scarce raw materials will not be helpful unless
the industrialist has necessary finance, either from his own
sources or from the financial institutions28 In any case,
the role of administrative controls is progressively getting
reduced in recent years and the role of financial controls
is correspondingly on the increase.

Left to the market forces, poverty or opulence in
a region can be its own cause. An examination of the compo
sition of State income will make the position clearer. The
State income is constituted by (i) Government's consumption
and investment expenditure, i.e., the budgetary expenditure
of Centre and States in India. (ii) Private consumption and
investment expenditure of corporate and household sectors29.

The levels of State Government's expenditure as also
private expenditure are likely to be higher in the high income
States and lower in the low income States. This may tend to
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widen the inter—state income disparities unless the budgetary
policies of the Central Government and the credit policies
of the monetary authorities are geared to bring about an out
ward flow of funds from the high income States to low income
States to finance the necessary higher level of public and
private expenditure in the latter group of States. Apart
from the volume of expenditure, the size of the regional multi
pliers elso may tend to widen the regional disparities3O. The
size of the regional multipliers, which intg£—alia depend5on
a region's import propensity - the higher the import propen
sity, the smaller the multiplier - is likely to be smaller in
the low income States, especially those States with little
diversification of their economic structure, "One will some
times find also that a mature economy is relatively self suf
ficient whereas an immature one is subject to severe regional
leakages; thus a large proportion of a rise in a backward
area's income may leak out to an advanced area in the form
of dividends and imports of manufactured goodegl.

In India, the capacity of the Union Government to
bring about resource transfers in the interests of inter
regional equity is higher than in other federal States. This
is because of the tightness of the Indian federal polity which
is partly due to the constitutional provisions and partly on
account of the centralised political and planning processess.
The constitutional provisions relating to Centre-State finan
cial relations have been copied from the Government of India
Act, 1935 which provided for disproportion between the finan
cial powers and administrative responsibilities of States.
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The concentration of resource raising powers with the Union
Government and the flexibility which the Centre has got in
the allocation of these resources result in the dependence
of the States on the Centre.

Whatever may be the other drawbacks of these arrange
ments — it reduces the autonomy of the States — it has to be
conceded that given the will, it permits the Union Government
to bring about inter—state redistribution through the fiscal
transfer mechanism so as to achieve higher levels of governmental
expenditure in the low income States. "The principle of
strict allotment of revenue to individual budgets or firmly
fixed sharing conceals the possibility of disproportion between
planned requirements and financial possibilities in individual
territorial units: in some areas and republics there will be
more revenue than necessary while in others there will be an
acute shortage"32. According to Chanda, the framers of the
Indian Constitution too had these considerations in mind.

“It was not that the Constituent Assembly
was not aware that in adopting the financial
provisions of the 1935 Act, it was making the
States lean heavily on the Union for financial
support. It was a deliberate act to provide
for a measure of Central coordination of social
and economic activities of the States to ensure
their balanced and harmonious growth”33.

As Kaushalendra Rao noted,"the experience of the three leading
federal systems conveys a warning that in a federal system, uni
form distribution of powers between the federations and the 8
States does not necessarily mean the equal allocation of
resources to fulfil the functions assigned under the Consti
tution"34.
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Apart from the Union Government's influence on the
volume of State Government's expenditure through its control
on the purse strings, its own direct expenditure is sizeable
enough to raise the aggregate public expenditure levels in
a State. The Union Government's aggregate revenue and capi
tal expenditure amounted to m.18,79O crores in 1980-81 which
formed 86 per cent of the combined revenue and capital expen
diture of all States35.

Besides, unlike in other federations, the Union
Government has a virtual monopoly control over all financial
institutions which mobilise the financial savings of the
household sector36. The corporate and to a great extent the
household investment levels in different States can be influ
enced by the policies followed by these institutions,control—
led and in most cases owned by the Union Government37. This
is all the more true now as the dependence of the corporate
and household sectors on these institutions is on the increase
as will be seen in Chapter VIII.

OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In the above context, a survey of the existing
literature on the subject reveals disproportionate concern
with one particular stream of financial flows, viz., statutory
financial flows effected periodically under the awards of the
Finance Commissions. The periodic appointment of the Finance
Commissions, their visits to State capitals and public recor
ding of memoranda generate every five years a large volume
of literature on the subject. But because of the semi
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judicial character of the Commissions, the interpretation
of constitutional provisions gets undue emphasis in these
discussionsg States‘ autonomy therefore is an issue Miich
gets prominence in this body of literature. Besides, till
recently the analysis was more in terms of the progressiveness
of each stream of statutory transfers, viz., income tax sharing,
excise sharing, statutory grants, etc.38. In any case these
statutory transfers account for only less than two fifths of
the aggregate budgetary transfersgg.

The working of the Administrative Reforms Commission

and its various study groups and working groups have contri
buted to the generation of some literature on the Plan trans
fersfio. Most of the discussions on this subject too suffers
from the drawbacks of the discussions on statutory transfers
noted earlier. Besides the extra constitutional status of
the Planning Commission and the misuse of Articles 282 and 293
of the Constitution are issues which have merited attention.
There have been some studies of the Central Plan assistance to

different States and its regressiveness41. But again the
plan transfers account for only less than one third of the

42Central budgetary transfers .
I

One major drawback of the earlier studies has been
the exclusion of an important stream of budgetary financial
flows, viz. the nonstatutory, nonplan transfers effected by
the different Union Ministries according to their discretion.
These discretionary transfers which account for about one
third of the total budgetary transfers were given very little
attention by the researchers presumably due to data prob1ems43.
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Another limitation of the earlier discussions on
fiscal transfers is that the equalising effects of the com:
bined budgetary transfers comprising all the three streams of
budgetary flows in its totality had rarely been studied44.
Besides the progressive/regressive nature of budgetary flows
had been examined independently outside the context of its
effectiveness in bringing about progressiveness in the bud
getary expenditure of State governments. A progressive fiscal
transfer by itself need not bring about regional income equa
lisation except if it is of such a degree as to counter the
influences of States‘ own resources, Another drawback of the
literature on budgetary flows is its omission to study the

debt servicing problems as also debt rescheduling policies
from the angle of their effects on regional disparities.

That the flow of finance through individual finan
cial institutions has been more towards the developed States
and regions has been brought out in a few studies45. But no
systematic study of the impact of the financia‘ flows frdn
all the major institutions together on the regional dispari
ties has been made, What is more, these institutional fin
ancial flows have been rarely studied from the Centre—State
financial relations angle. Yet, such a study is vitally
important as these institutions are under Central ownership
and like the Central budget they too draw from the same pool
of financial savings of the community46. The present study
seeks to examine the direction of both budgetary and institu
tional finance, first separately and then together with a
view to study their impact on regional disparities.



One of the major limitations of the earlier studies
has been that they discuss each stream of financial flows in
isolation. Secondly, each of the studies follows its own
units and criteria of backwardness. For instance, Planning
Commission in the early days used to take contrguous areas
with similar climatic and physical endowments as their units
of backwardness.for their evaluatidn studies47. Official
studies conducted by the term lending institutions now take,
especially after the implementation of the Wanchoo Committee's
recommendations (noted earlier on p.4) the districts as the
units of backwardness. In this confusion regarding unit of
backwardness as well as criteria of backwardness, the impact
of each stflam of financial flows on fine overall disparities
among States is lost sight of. Throughout the present study,
for reasons explained later, we have taken States as the units
and per capita income as the yardstick of backwardness.

@013 OF STUDY

The study is evaluative in nature and uses secondary
data derived from the budget documents,48 as also the annual
reports of the financial institutions. The study on the
budgetary flows covers a quarter century beginning with 1955-56
and ending with 1980-81. The study could not be extended to
earlier years due to the data problems connected with the re

organisation of States. The study couldggg brought more upto
date as the Revised Estimates are available only for 1980-81.
The Budget Estimates available now are liable to substantial
revisions and therefore are considered not reliable enough



for inclusion in the study at this stage. For institutional
finance, the study, due to nonavailability of comparable data,
had to be restricted just to seven years ending 1979-80.

For the purpose of the study, the States have been
ranked and grouped according to the three year averages of per
capita State Domestic Product for the years 1967-70 compiled
by the Central Statistical Organisation for the Sixth Finance
Commission49. The quantum of financial flows from each stream
to each State and each group of States has then been calculated,
on a per capita basis over different Plan periods. Besides
the rank correlation coefficients between State income at the
beginning of the Plan periods and financial flows during the
subsequent Plan periods are calculated to determine the regres
sive/progressive nature of the financial flows. For the cal
culation of the rank correlation, only 15 States have been taken
into account. The special category States have been excluded
from these calculations for two reasons. First is the non
availability of income data for these States for all Plan per
iods. Second is the special nature of the economies of these
States and the special nature of their problems, not all of them
economic, which necessitated abnormal financial flows to these
States. The inclusion of these seven Stafig_ which together
accounted for only 2.2 per cent of the total population of
all States — less than the individual population of all other
States except Haryana — would have distorted the results.

Due to the imperfections and likely margins of errors

in State income data it was considered inadvisable to classify
States into two groups, viz., those whose per capita income
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are below and above the national average as is being done
by the Planning Commission while applying the Gadgil formula5O.
Accordingly, the States have been clustered into four groups 
three of them solely according to per capita income and one
according to other considerations besides per capita income,
The groups are (1) five top income States — those with per
capita SDP of more than 10 per cent of all states‘ average.
Included in this group are Punjab, Haryana, Maharashtra, Guja
rat and West Bengal which accounted for 26.8 per cent of the
population in 1981; (ii) middle income States with SDP in
the 10 per cent range around all States‘ average, viz., Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, Orissa, Assam, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh

accounting for 31.8 per cent of the population; (iii) low
income States with SDP below 10 per cent of all states‘ aver
age — Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar
accounting for 39.2 per cent of the population; (iv) Seven
border States — Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Nagaland,

Meghalaya, Manipur, Tripura and Sikkim are grouped as special
category States.

In classifying the seven border States into special
category States irrespective of their per capita income, we
hawgbeen following the usual practice followed by the Finance
Commissions as also the Planning Commission. This is being
done for a variety of reasons. Except for Jammu & Kashmir,
all these are relatively new States. Three of these were
Union Territories till 1971. Most of them are relatively
small and sparsely populated. The density of population
ranges from 31 per square km. in case of Nagaland to 62 for
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Himachal Pradesh as against the all India average of 177 9s per
the 1971 census.51. The population cdnprises mostly of hill
tribes. All of them have a narrow resource base with little
diversification of their economies. Besides, all these States
except Himachal Pradesh had per capita income less than the
all States‘ average during the period th¢=pErind 1967-70 which
is taken by us for grouping the States.

The selection of the years, 1967-70 as also the
averaging of the State incomes for three years require some
explanation. Because of the dominance of agricultural,sector
in the States’ domestic products and this sector's proverbial
dependence on climatic factors, which vary widely among States,
taking one year's_State income as the yardstick is likely to
be distorting. Therefore three year averages are generally
worked out to smoothen these fluctuations.52 Similarly, in
View of the divergence in the trends in prices among States,
comparison of State domestic products at State prices will again
be distorting53. Comparison will be more relevant if the
State Domestic Products are worked out at.abstract all-India
prices, though this also is not fully satisfactory. A com
parison of the SDPs worked out using the State prices and
all India abstract prices shows considerable variations for the

.

period 1967-7054. The difference between the two sets of
estimates ranged from $.62 in case of Orissa and.Re-1 in-case
of Madhya Pradesh. The first time such State income data
based on all India abstract prices were available was for the
Sixth Finance Commission and related to the years 1967-70.

Therefore;our classification of States had to be based on



1967-70 data though classification based on a three year
average income data prior to the study period would have been
better. Besides State income data for all the present States
are available only from 1967-68 onwards. In fact, data for
Meghalaya, the youngest State, are available only from the
year 1970-71.

LIMITATIONS

Following the national and international practices,
per capita income is used in the study as the yardstick to
measure a State's relative development. It is readily admit
ted that State income is an inadequate index, though it is
the single most appropriate index,used most commonly55. It
would have been ideal if a properly weighted composite index
of the socio-economic variables were available. But past
attempts to construct such indices have not met with much
acceptance due to conceptual, data and weighting problems56.
Therefore, per capita income, despite its limitations had to
be used.

The second most important limitation is the exelu
sion of one important stream of financial flows viz.:the
Central Government expenditure. The magnitude of such
expenditure has already been noted. The exclusion was nece
ssitated by the non availability of State-wise data except
those relating to the value of gross block in Central Govern
ment undertakings, other than departmental undertakhigs.
These data cover only one twelfth of the aggregate revenue
and capital expenditure of Union Government and therefore
may not be a true indicator of the regional pattern of Central
Government's direct expenditure in States.
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It may be argued that even if there is regressive

ness peg E3 in Union—State budgetary transfers, some inter
state redistribution takes place in as much as the developed
States get back only less than what they contribute by way of
taxes which are progressive to the Central pool and the
backeard States get more than what they contrfloute. It would
have been better if this argument could be tested empirically.
But this could not be done due to the almost insurmountable

data problems. It is almost impossible, for example to ass
ign Centre's resources like deficit financing and market bor
rowings from within the country and abroad to any State. Even
conceptually, it is now difficult to trace the origins of the
contributions of different States to the Union exchequer as
this capacity is not the result of State's policies alone57

SCHEME OF THE STUDY

0
This study consists of ten chapters, including

this long introduction. Chapter II examines the disparities
in budgetary expenditure of different States arising mainly
out of the differences in their'own'resources position, which
in turn is a result of the level and structure of States‘
income. The role of the budgetary support extended by fin
ancial institutions in contributing to the disparities in
States‘ expenditure is also examined.

Chapter IIIdiscusses the aggregate budgetary trans
fers from the Centre to different States during different Plan
periods. It highlights the failure of the fiscal transfer
mechanism to correct the disparities in budgetary expenditure
of States, noted earlier.



In seeking to explain the failure of the fiscal
transfer mechanism, Chapters IV to VI analyse each individual
stream or budgetary flows.

Chapter IV examines the redistributive effects of
statutory financial transfers effected under the aegis of the
different Finance Commissions.

Chapter V examines the regional pattern of Central
Plan assistance to different States as well as the States‘
Plan outlays during different Plan periods.

Chapter VI examines the nonstatutory non—Plan tra

nsfers effected by the Planning Commission and the different
Union Ministries according to their discretion.

Chapter VII examines the aggregate budgetary trans
fers according to the instruments of transfers. The relative
importance of theseinstruments of budgetary transfers,-share
in taxes, grants and loans — are examined.

Chapter VIII discusses the reverse flow of funds
from the States to the Centre in the form of repayment of
loans_and interest payments. The regional equity aspects of
the debt rescheduling effected according to the recommendations
of the Sixth and the seventh Finance Commissions are also exam

ined here. This chapter also examines the reasons for the
mounting debt servicing obligations. The terms and conditions
of the Central loans to different States are examined in
comparison with the Centre}s own internal and external loans.
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Chapter IX discusses the flow of institutional
finance from the leading financial institutions under Central
ownership, viZ., commercial banks and development banks inclu
ding Life Insurance Corporation and the Unit Trust of India.

Chapter X sums up the findings and analyses the
reasons why financial flows showed the regional pattern noted
in earlier Chapters.
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CHAPTER II

DISPARITIES IN_EUDGETARY EXPENDITURE OF STATES

One of the instruments of regional policy avail
able to governments is their expenditure policy. Variations
in the government expenditure in different States in favour
of the low income States can tend to bring about equalisation
of State incomes over a period. The degree of such desir
able variations depends on the existing disparities in income
levels, the period within which income levels are sought to
be equalised, the existing shares of public expenditure in
State incomes and the size of the regional multipliers.

Objectiveaof Public Expenditure Policy

One objective, albeit the most modest one, is to
equalise the per capita public expenditure — of both Central
and State governments — in different States. This implies
that public expenditure is to be allocated in direct propor
tion to population. Whether and how soon regional incomes
will be equalised under this scheme depends on the size of
the regional multipliers which in turn depends on the sectors
in which expenditure takes place, the import propensity of
a region,the saving rates. ltc. It is likely that low income
States with their narrow economic base will have higher import
propensity and, therefore, smaller regional multipliers.

A still more ambitious objective for public expen
diture policy is to distribute the expenditure in inverse



proportion to the per capita income of different States.
Again, by how much and how soon equalisation will” take place
depends on all the above factors.

Any model for regional distribution of public
expenditure will have to take into account the size of the
regional multipliers which is to be worked out on the basis
of inter—regional and inter—sectoral relationships. Reiner

has developed a simple model for allocating public expenditure
in two regions which incorporates the variable of regional
multiplierl. But even Reiner's simple model of allocation
of public expenditure among regions cannot be worked out now
in India, given the present state of data availability. On
the expenditure side,the distribution of Central government's
direct expenditure in different States is not available. A
second reason is the absence of data regarding inter-state
trade. According to the Central Statistical Organisation's
(C.S.O.) Committee on Regignal Accounts, "with the present
availability of data, it is next to impossible to estimate
the net exports to all other regions and the rest of the world
independently" in India2.

In the absence of any such model for distribution,
government expenditure in States varied largely according to
the fiscal capacity of States. The-bargaining capacity of
the States with the Centre also has played a role in attra
cting more Central funds, both for supplementing the States‘
own budgetary resources and for direct Central government
expenditure in their regions. The budgetary support
extended by the All—India financial institutions to different
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State government also accounts for the variations in the
States‘ budgetary expenditure.

As it is difficult to work out a model of allo
cation of government expenditure due to data constraints
noted earlier, our study evaluating the regional pattern of
public expenditure in India at present will have to Confine
itselfto an examination whether such distribution of State
governments‘ expenditure has met with the minimum objective
of equalisation of per capita expenditure. In this context,
it also examines the contributory roles of the Central bud
getary transfers as also the budgetary support to State govern
ments provided by financial institutions under the control of
the Central government.

Budgetary Expenditure (Gross and Net)

Table II—1 gives the per capita budgetary expen
diture of different States in gross terms. Budgetary expen
diture includes both revenue and capital expenditure. The
expenditure figures in Table II—2 are net of repayments of
Central loans including interest payments.

It can be seen from these tables that the budgetary
expenditure pattern of States during the quarter century
reviewed in the study had been clearly regressive. The per
capita gross expenditure of low income Group C States was
only 65 per cent of the per capita expenditure of the high
income Group A States. Again, the per capita gross expendi
ture of the low income States has been only a little more
than three fourths that of the middle income States. Special
category States understandably, spent more than twice that of
the national average Among individual non—specia1 category
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States, Punjab which had the highest per capita income had
spent the largest amount too. Bihar with the lowest per
capita income, on the other hand, spent the least. Bihar's
per capita expenditure was only two fifth that of Punjab.
Per capita expenditure of Uttar Pradesh, another low income
State, was only 48 per cent that of Punjab. All high income
States barring West Bengal, had per capita expenditure more
than flaat of all other non special category States. Even the
per capita expenditure of West Bengal which was below the all
States average, was more than that of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and, of course, Bihar. Among the middle incdne
States, the per capita expenditure of only Orissa and Andhra
Pradesh lagged behind the all States‘ average. Among the
low income States, only Rajasthan spent more than the national
average. In other words, of the six States which had spent
less than the all States‘ average, three were low income
States, two were middle income States and only one was a high
income State. It may be remembered that the three low income
States accounted for 34.6 per cent of the total population of
the States. All the six States which spent less than the
all States‘ average together accounted for about 54 per cent
of all States‘ population and 59.6 per cent of the country's
population below the poverty line.

The inter—state disparities in per capita expen
diture do not show any signs of decline as may be seen from
the indices in tables II—1 and II—2 for different Plan periods
constructed with all States‘ average as base. The coeffi
cients of rank correlation with per capita State income which
were positive throughout the Plan periods show a steady
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increase after the decline during the Third Plan period.
By the Sixth Plan period, it was back to the Second Plan
position. (This may be seen from Table II—8). That there
has been no major change in the regional pattern of State
governments‘ expenditure during the Plan periods is brought
out again by the high positive value for the coefficient of
concordance which is 0.873 for gross expenditure% Analysis
based on net expenditure given in Table II—2 also leads to
similar conclusions regarding the regressive nature of States‘
expenditure. That there has been no substantial change in thh
pattern over years of net expenditure is seen by the high
value of the coefficient of concordance (0.853).

Development Expenditure

Table II—3 shows the State—wise position of the
per capita development expenditure both on revenue and capi
tal accounts. The disparities in development expenditure
follow closely the disparities in aggregate expenditure. As
in the case of aggregate expenditure, the disparities in
development expenditure came down during the Third Plan and

then onwards wenqgzeadily increasing till the Sixth Plan.
However,the correlation between per capita income and deve
lopment expenditure, though positive and high, is less than
that of aggregate expenditure, both gross and net. This leads
to the inference that as compared to development expenditure,
the correlation between per capita income and non—development
expenditure is higher. This implies that the higher level
of development expenditure per head in the developed States
has been made possible not by their better economy in non
development expenditure, but in spite of higher Lfiels of non
developmental expenditure4,
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This is brought out more clearly from Table II-4
which gives the percentage share of development expenditure
in the aggregate net expenditure of States5. The share of
development expenditure was the highest for the special cate
gory States except during the Second and Third Plan periods.
It was the lowest for the high income States except during
the Fifth Plan. During the whole period under study, all
except Uttar Pradesh among the low income States had a higher
proportion of development expenditure than all the high income
States, with the exception of Haryana. Even the proportion
for Uttar Pradesh was more than that of Maharashtra. Among
the nonzspecial category States, the middle income States spent
proportionately more on development services during all Plan
periods. The rank correlation between per capita income and
the proportion of development expenditure in States was not
statistically significant for any Plan periods. This absence
of correlation should once again show that the.higher level of
development expenditure in high income States is not due to
their better economising on non development expenditure.

States‘ Internal Resources

The reasons for the disparities in the aggregate
and developmental expenditure among the States are not far to
seek. They are because of (i) the differences in the levels
of internal budgetary resources of States. The States‘ own
resources accounted for 52.6 per cent of their total receipts
and 30.3 per cent of their capital receipts. (ii) the failure
of the fiscal transfer mechanism to countervail the differences
in the States‘ own resources. The resources transferred from
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the Centre accounted for 45 per cent of the aggregate rece
ipts and 59.2 per cent of capital receipts. (iii) the differ
ences in the budgetary support given by financial institutions
to State governments. These accounted for 2.4 per cent of
the combined receipts and 10.4 per cent of the capital receipt

The disparities in the levels of revenue resources
of States are evident from Table II-5. The internal reso
urces of the low income group of States were less than half
that of the high income States and less than two thirds that
of the middle income States. Bihar's own resources were
only less than one fourth that of Punjab. The internal re
sources of Punjab, Haryana and Maharashtra, alone could sus
tain expenditure levels higher than the aggregate gross expen
diture of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. The eefienee resources of
Gujarat and Karnataka were more than the aggregate net expen
diture of Bihar. The resources of Tamil Nadu and Kerala
were more than the aggregate development expenditure of Madhya
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. The own resources of even West
Bengal were more than the development expenditure of Uttar
Pradesh. The rank correlation between per capita income and
internal resources is reaching out to plus one.

The relative position of the developed States in
the level of own resources has been increasing and that of
least developed States declining as may be seen from the
index numbers. The only exception was West Bengal whose

resources position came below the all States average from
the three Annual Plan period (1966-69) onwards. I The middle
incme States are just maintaining their position.
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Such inter—state differencas in the own resources

position have not been the resul or better tax efforts on
the part of the developed S-ates. Ruddy‘: study (1975) of
tax efforts by the States has shown that Bihar which had the
lowest amount of own resources in per capita terms had made
the highest tax efforts among the sixteen Indian States.6.
Reddy's ranking of States is given in Table II76. fiadhya
Pradesh, the State which was the second lowest in the matter
of per capita income among the 15 non_special category States
stood second, in tax efforts. Rajasthan's position in tax
efforts which was sixth, was higher than that of eight other
States with higher per capita incomes. Among the low income
States, only Uttar Pradesh with its 15th rank showed poor
tax efforts. On the other hand, Punjab which had the highest
internal resources was only eighth according to the tax efforts
criterion, and the rank of Gujarat which was fourth in per
capita internal resources, was as low as the eleventh in tax
efforts. West Bengal was the lowest among all Indian States
in tax efforts and that may partly explain the below the average
position of the State in raising internal resources despite
its high per capita income and industrial development. The
tax efforts of Haryana and Maharashtra among the developed
States were satisfactory. The rank correlation between per
capita income and tax efforts was not significant statistically.

The levels of the States‘ internal budgetary
resources are dependent largely on their levels of per capita
income, The sectoral origin as well as distribution of
income are also important in determining the revenue raising



TABLE II. 6

Ranking of States according_to Tax Effort

Sl.No. States Rank1 Punjab 82 Haryana 33 Maharashtra 44 Gujarat 115 West Bengal 166 Tamil Nadu 97 Kerala 78 Orissa 139 Assam 1410 Karnataka 1011 Andhra Pradesh 512 Uttar Pradesh 1513 Rajasthan 614 Madhya Pradcsh 215 Bihar 116 Jammu & Kashmir 12
r

Source: Reddy, K.N.,"Inter State Tax Effort", Econemig‘ and Political Weekly, Doe} 13, 1975. ”

CH



potential of the States. Nearly nine—tenths of the States‘
own tax revenues are derived from taxes on commodities and

services, sales tax alone accounting for nearly three—fifths.
The developed States have a distinct advantage in mobilising
these taxes since the potential of such taxes is dependent
largely on the levels of per capita consumption which in
turn is largely a function of per capita income. The indus
trially developed States have a further advantage. Not only
can they tax directly the population residing within their
own States, they can also tax indirectly the residents of
other States by employing inter—state sales tax on semi
manufactured and manufactured products originating within
their boundaries. They can also levy general sales tax on the
first stage of the sale of goods manufactured within their
territory7. The developed states have an edge over the less
developed States in almost all other tax avenues like the
taxes on income, property and capital transactions, etc. In
the matter of non—tax revenues like interest receipts, divi

‘dends and return on social and economic services, the reso
urces potential of developed States is clearly larger.

The principal internal sources of a State's
capital receipts are the state provident funds, small savings,
reserve funds, deposits and advances and recovery of loans
and advances. All these sources are dependent largely on

the levels of the past and present per capita income as also
the scale and pattern of budgetary operations.

Internal Debt

The own resources of States are supplemented by
the budgetary support given by the Al1—India financial
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institutions under the ownership and control of the Central
government like Commercial Banks, Life Insurance Corporation,
Reserve bank of India, Rural Electrification Corporation and
Housing and Urban Development Corporation. Other autonomous
organizations like the Cmmodity Boards, Khadi and Village
Industries Commission, National Co—operative Development Cor
poration and Warehousing Corporation, created, controlled and
nurtured by funds from the Union Government also supplement
the internal resources of the more developed States to a larger
extent than that of the less developed States. This may be
seen from Table II—7 which gives the State—wise distribution
of the internal debt and its principal component viz. market
borrowingsa. The problem of availability of data on a com
parable basis restricts the present analysis to the Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth Plan periods only.

§4§E}_‘§l'-_§9££9!’}E}§§

The expression ‘Market borrowing‘ is really a
misnomer in India as all the loans are subscribed largely by
the financial institutions under the control of the Central
Government. In other words,the market for borrowing by the
states is really a captive market of the Union Government.
The quantum of market borrowings of each State and its subs
cription by different agencies are actually detennined by the
Planning Commission, the Union Ministry of Finance and the
Reserve Bank of India. Nearly three fourth of the State
Government securities outstanding at the end of March 1980
were owned by Commercial Banks, Life Insurance Corporation

and the Employees‘ Provident Fundsg.
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Table II-7 clearly bringfiout that these financial
institutions helped only to aggravate the problem of dispa
rities in States‘ own resources instead of countervailing
their disequalising tendencies. The positive correlation
between per capita income on the one hand and internal debt
and its major component, — market borrowings — on the other,

was statistically significant.

Summing up, in the absence of any model for distri
bution of public expenditure designed to equalise State
incomes within a pre—determined time span, the government
expenditure of States varied according to their fiscal capa
city. The disequalising fiscal capacity, instead of being
countervailed by the financial institutions controlled by
the Central government, was only strengthened by their poli
cies regarding budgetary support and subscription to State
loans.

How far, then, did the fiscal transfer mechanism
of the Central government succeed in countering these dis
equalising trends? This question is examined in the next
chapter.
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Reiner's modal slows how a given expenditure (X) should
be allocated between two regions (a and b) in order to
equalise per capita income by a given target date
Given the data on total income (Y) and population (N)
in each regions and the values of regional multipliers
(M) and value of Government expenditure to be allocated
to region, a is determined as

(Yb + MbX[/Nb—Ya/Na
Ma/Na + Mb/NbXa =

The value of expenditure to be allocated to region b

See Reiner, T., "Sub—national and National Planning:
Decision Criteria" in Regional Science Association;
Papers and Proceedings (1965) Quoted in Stillwell
Frank J.B., Regional Economic_ Policy, Macmillan,
London, (1972), p.48. For further elaboration of this
Concept and its application, see (1) Archibald G.C.,
"Regional Multiplier Effects in the U.K.," g§£g£g Egg
nomic Papers (March 1967); (2) Steele, D.B., "Regional
Multipliers in Great Britain", Oxford Economic Papers,
July 1969); (3) Sadler Peter et.al, Regional Income
Multipliers, University of Wales Press, Wales_l973.

Final Report of theCentral Statistical Organisation, ___
Government of India,Committee on Regional Accounts,

New Delhi 1976, p.15.
The formula used is:_. . __ . 12 S
Coefficient of concordance, 1e., W = —§—~§—m (n —n)

where S = Sum of squares of the actual deviations
about the mean,

m = Number of RankingS(ie. number of Plan
Periods in this study).

n = Number of States.
Non Developmental expenditure comprises of expenditure
on (1) Organs of State, (2) Fiscal Services, (3)
Administrative Services, (4) Debt Servicing Payments
and (5) Pensions and Miscellaneous General Services~
For details of Development Services, see footnote to
Table II—3.



The ratio has been calculeted with net instead of
gross expenditure in order to eliminate the influence
of an important item i non development expenditure
viz., Debt Servicing, over which the States havelittle control.
Reddy, K.N., ”Inter—State Tax Efforts“, ggpnomic and
Political weeklx, December 13, 1975. See also
Hanumantha Rao "Growth, Poverty and Tax Effort: An
Inter—State comparison with special referenflzto Bihar,
Institute of Economic Growth
Delhi, 1979 (mimeo.)

Swaminathan, C., Minute to the geport of the (Fifth)
Finance Commission, Government of India, New Delhi,
1969, p.101.

The Internal Debt comprises of market borrowings and
loans directly taken from the financial institutions
Commodity boards, etc.

Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency_and Finance,
Bombay, 1980-81, Vol.11, p.116.



CHAPTER III

AGGREGATE_BUDGETARY TRANSFERS

Role of Budgetary Transfers

One of the valid tests of the success of the fiscal
transfer mechanism should be its ability to bring about pro
gressiveness in the State Governments‘ expenditure by counter
vailing the regressive influences of both their internal re
sources and the larger institutional financial flows that they
receive. Regretably. Centre—State financial transfers in
India are often discussed outside the context of inter—state

disparities in public expenditure and institutional financial
flows. Besides,the regressive/progressive character of each
individual stream of budgetary transfers is being discussed
in isolation. As a result, even the magnitude of aggregate
budgetary flows to different states during different Plan
periods has not been quantified till recently.l The inde
pendent discussions of this nature on each stream of budgetary
transfers are, however, only of limited relevance as the
effect of even the aggregate budgetary transfers on regional
disparity is only indirect, through its influence on the
quantum and pattern of States‘ budgetary expenditure. Pro
gressiveness of transfers by itself does not lead to reduction
in inter-state disparities unless it is of such a degree and
magnitude as to bring about progressiveness in the aggregate
budgetary expenditure of States.



Judged by this criterion,the fiscal transfer
mechanism in India has Qlearly failed as may be seen from
the regressive character of the budgetary expenditure of
States discussed in Chapter II. The budgetary financial
flows failed to bring abeut inter—state equity inspite of
the larger capacity of the Union Government in India to
exert countervailing influence on the quantum and pattern of
States‘ expenditure. The dependence of the States on the
Centre resulting from the concentration of resources with
the Union Government anl the flexibility which the Centre

has got in the allocatidn of resources permit inter—state
redistribution through the fiscal transfer mechanism. As
is well—known, the degree of financial dependence of the
Indian States on the Central Government is much higher than
that of the constituent units in most other federations.

Dependence of States on Central Transfers

Central budgetary transfers financed 45 per cent
of the aggregate budgetary expenditure and 46 per cent of
the Plan outlays of the states in India during five quinquen

\

niqk under our study. The degree of dependence was much
more for the backward States as may be seen from Table III-1.
There is a high negative rank correlation between the pro
portion of expenditure financed by Central transfers and per
capita income as may be seen from Table III—7. During all
Plan periods, the coefficient was statistically significant
at 5 per cent level. Such a high degree of dependence of
the constituent units on the Centre,whatever may be its other
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drawbacks could have facilitated the realisation of the obj
ective of balanced regional growth, an objective to which
all the agencies, particularly the successive Finance Commis
sions and the Planning Commission had repeatedly declared
their allegiance.

In this dgpter, it is proposed to examine how far
the large budgetary resources transferrtd by the Centre to
States aggregating %.71,9OO crores during 1956-1981 had been

utilised to meet this declared objective. After all, these
fiscal powers have been given to or gradually taken over by
the Centre at the cost of States‘ autonomy. What then had
been the trade—off in terms of equity for the States?

State—wise Flow of Central Funds

Table IiI.2 shows the per capita aggregate budgetary
transfers to different States classified according to the range
of their per capita State incomes. The per capita figures
given in this table are gross in two ways. Firstly, transfers
effected by way of loans involve repayment. Secondly, these
transfers do not take into account the contribution of each
State to Centre's resources.

Table III.2 showsthat there had been no clear and
cansistent progressive trends in aggregate budgetary flows.
T7he rank correlation with per capita income was not statisti
cally significant during any Plan periods (see Table III—7).
When budgetary transfers are themselves not clearly progressive,
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they cannot be expected to counteract the very strong reginstitutional
ressive influence of the internal resources andzfinancial
flows on the States‘ budgetary expenditure.

If a group—wise analysis is made, the picture
revealed is much more unsatisfactory to many of the poorer
States. Aggregate budgetary flovs from Centre to States
during the two and half decades under the present study show
that such flows benefited the middle income States the most
and the low income States the least. Of course, the special
category States, received funds gener usly from the Union
Government.2 The low income States (Group C) secured only
95 per cent of the Central funds which went to the high
income States and only 87 per cent of the funds which went
to middle income States. All high and middle income States
except Tamil Nadu received more Central funds than Uttar Pra
desh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. It may be remembered that
these three low income States acc“unt for 34.4 per Cent of
the country's population and 37.1 per cent of country's popu
lation below poverty line. Except in the case of Rajasthan,
the Central transfers do not seem to have benefited the low
income States. Bihar, the poorest of all States, got less
than four fifths of-what Pubjab got. Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh received still lower amounts — only three fourths of
the funds going to Punjab.

Even if we take the net budgetary transfers to
different States (net of debt servicing payments of Central
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loans) the position is not much different as may be seen
from Table III—3. The rank correlation coefficients given

in Table 111-7 confirm? this.

The larger sums received b; the developed States
were not a reward for their greater tax efforts. In fact,
the coefficient of correlation between Reddy's ranks for
States‘ tax efforts (1970-72) and aggregate budgetary trans
fers (during Fourth Plan) was negative3 though not statisti
cally significant. This was not surprising as both the Pin
ance Commissions and the Planning Commission, in spite of
their desire to reward tax efforts had failed to evolve a
scientific criteria for tax efforts. The rank correlation
between budgetary transfers and own resources of States was
also not significant.

A State—wise review of the role of Central trans

fers in reducing inter—%tate disparities in budgetary expen
diture reveals a disparate pattern. For this review, one
has to read together Table III—2 in this Cahpter with the
Tables in the earlier Chapter such as II—1, II-5 and II—8.
At one end of the spectrum are three low income States 
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar — which had very low

levels of own resources, very low institutional support for
their budgets and very low per capita Central transfers and,
therefore, very low levels of budgetary expenditure. Para
doxically, the one deviant in high income group viz., West
Bengal too falls in this category. It received less than
average Central funds and budgetary support from institutions.



This coupled with their inadequate resource mobilisation
led to a short—fall in their budgetary expenditure from
the national average. Orissa spent less than the average
because the large sums of Central funds and institutional
finance which it received turned out to be inadequate to
compensate for its own low levels of resources. The posi
tion’was different for Andhra Pradesh which too spent less
than the national average, though the shortfall was only
marginal. They got average institutional support and had

more than average of their own resources. §ut the Central
assistance which they got was less.

Assam, Himachal Pradesh and Sikkim had low levels

of own resources and received little institutional support.
But they received large sums of Central transfers which
enabled them to have relatively higher levels of budgetary
expenditure. In case of Jammu and Kashmir, institutional
support was less, but their own resources and Central trans
fers were large enough to enable them to spend considerably
more than the national average. In the case of Rajasthan,
Tripura, Manipur, Nagaland and Meghalaya,they got consider
able budgetary support from financial institutions as also

from the Centre which enabled them to spend more. In their
case, the budgetary transfer mechanism can claim to have had
sane success in arresting further aggravation of regional
disparities.

At the other end of the spectrum are Haryana and
Punjab which had the highest per capita own resources, highest



institutional support and more than average amounts of Cen
tral funds which together enabled them to have a level of
expenditure which was the highest among the non special
category States. Kerala also belongs to this category
though in their case the difference from the State's average
is less.

Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka
received less than average sums from the Union budget.
But their own resources and the institutional support they
got were higher than the average. They were, therefore,
able to have above average per capita expenditure. In the
case of Maharashtra, expenditure levels were the third highest
among the non—special category States. The position of
Gujarat and Karnataka in per capita expenditure was fourth
and fifth respectively though they got only less than aver
age amounts by way of transfers from the Centre.

Desirable and Actual Flow of Central Funds

Even the modest task of equalisation of aggregate
net budgetary expenditure would have necessitated, ignoring
for the present the inequitous pattern of institutional
support, a policy of substantial reduction in the budgetary
transfers to the developed States as may be seen from Table

II:'4- For example, during the two and half decades under
review, Punjab and Haryana, would have been able to spend
the all States‘ average amounts with marginal Central trans—
fers. Maharashtra also would have been able to manage
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without much Central funds. On the other hand, Bihar would
have required an additional sum of %.1,lOO eeee-per capita
by way of fiscal transfers from the Centre during the above
period to reach even the very modest target of all States
average in per capita expenditure. During this period,
Uttar Pradesh should have received an additional m.781 per
capita, Madhya Pradesh m.430, Orissa_%"255 and Andhra Pradesh

m.182 from the Union Government to raise their budgetary ex
penditure at least to the all States‘ average. Conversely,
some of the more advanced States like Punjab, Haryana, Maha
rashtra and Gujarat should have received considerably less
as is indicated in Table III—4, Group A States as a whole
should have received considerably less. Group B should have
received marginally more, though this group had received more
than the all States‘ average of Central funds in per capita
terms. This was because, Central transfers were not enough
to finance average levels of budgetary expenditure. In abso
lute terms, during the two and half decades under review,
Uttar Pradesh should have received an additional sum of m.6,9OO
erores, Bihar m.6,2OO erores and Madhya Pradesh m.1,800 erores
erores from the Centre to equalise their budgetary expen
diture. Conversely, Maharashtra would have been given
%.4,3OO erores less, Punjab m.1,900 erores, Haryana m.1,2OO
erores and Gujarat m.1,1oo erores less. Lest these figures
appear too staggering, it may be reiterated that these cal
culations do not take into account the adjustments necessary
to counter the influence of the budgetary support by finan
cial institutions, in which the high income and some of the



middle income States had an advantage as seen earlier.
Besides, even this approach,suggested implicitly,only tries
to equalise government expenditure in States. Even with
equal government expenditure, the existing disparities are
likely to continue due to the regressive flow of aggregate
institutional financc.4 and the differences in the size of
the regional multipliers in different States.

Eléazwié9_ég9£99§§9_I£2a§£§£§

The relative position of the different groups
of States in the receipt of Central funds has not changed
substantially during the different Plans as may be seen from
the high value for the rank coefficient of concordance for

all Plans (0.662). Table III—1 above(gives the flow of bud
getary funds in each plan both in per capita terms and by

means of index numbcr§)also points out towards this. During
all the Plans, the special category States received more
Union Government funds than the other category of States.
What is more, the percentage deviation of this group from
the all States‘ average is much higher in the later Plans
than in the Second and Third Plans. This certainly is a
welcome trend. But this trend is not seen in the case of
other low income States. Except during the two years of
the Sixth Plan and the three years of the Annual Plan period,
the low income States as a whole received less than both
the high and the middle income States.
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§gengy:wise Budgetary Transfers

Eor understanding th- reasons for the inequitous
resource transfer, it is necessary to Cisaggregate the aggree
ate figures according to the agency of transfer. The

budgetary funds from the Centre to States are allotted under
the aegis of three agencies. The statutory transfers effe
cted under the periodic awards of the Finance Commissions,
as may be seen from Table III14 shews—ehat—seatetory~trens—

fees accounted for nearly two—fifths of the aggregate budget
ary transfers during the entire Plan era (1951-1981). Plan
transfers effected by the Planning Commission accounted for
30.5 per cent of aggregate transfers. Discretionary trans
fers effected by the different Union Ministries with the
concurrence of the Planning Commission accounted for another
30.4 per cent. The relative importance of the different
streams of transfer varied during different Plan periods as
may be seen from Table III—5.

Per capita budgetary flows to different States
effected by the three agencies are given in Table III—6. This
table shows that in bringing about the inequitous resource
flows, all agencies are almost equally responsible. The
pattern of distribution of all the agencies had been largely
similar. This may be seen from the high value for the co
efficient of concordance for all the three types of transfer
for the 25 year period (0.564). During all Plans,the special
category States received very generous dispensation in the
hands of all agencies. Among the three agencies, however,
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the Planning Commission appears to have been a little more
generous to them than the statutory Finance Commission. The
Union Ministries however were the least generous.

The low income States did not receive justice
at the hands of any of these agencies as they did not get
even the all States‘ average amounts under the dispensation
of any one. Among the three, however, the Planning Commission
as in the case of the special category States was slightly
more equitable than the \otha:two. The Union Ministries,
inspite of the discretion they had, gave the lowest amount
to the low income States as compared to other agencies.

The agency which benefited the middle income
States relatively the most was the statutory Finance Com
mission. The Union Ministries also allotted more than
average amounts to this group of States. The Plan trans
fers to this group were marginally smaller than the national
average. The high income States benefited relatively the
most by the Union Ministries and least by the Planning Com
mission. But the Finance Commissions too gave them less
than the national average amounts.

Stated differently, among the non—special cate
gory States, the Finance Commissions favoured the middle
income States the most and the low income States the least.

The Planning Commission too allotted the highest amount of
Plan funds to the middle income States, and then to the low
income States. The dispensation of discretionary transfers



was the most regressive - with the high income States get
ting the maximum amount and the low income States getting
the least amount. Prima facie, the cispensation of funds

the Planning Commission was more equitable. But a closer
analysis shows that even the Plinuing Commission was not

guided by any principles of equity. This may be seen from
the funds received by Bihar and Uttar Pradesh which was much
less that of Haryana and Punjab.

The conclusion that emerges is that for the back
ward States,the choice of the agencies is only a choice between
tweedledum and tweedledee- The Finance Commissions clothed

with all the constitutional sanctions have failed to do justice
to the poorer states.

The Planning Commission inspite of its primary
responsibility to achieve the Plan goals have also failed
even if they seem to have fared a shade better than all the
Finance Commissions except the Sixth and the Seventh. The
Union Ministries in dispensing discretionary funds at
their command have totally ignored the equity criteria, which
only goes to prove that it is not the rigidity of the Consti
tutional provisions, which stands in the way of equitable
fiscal transfers.

How has it happened then that despite professions
to the contrary, all the three types of agencies concerned
have allowed inequity to creep into the fiscal transfers
effected by them? This question is examined in greater
detail in_the next three Chapters.
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Notes and References

4.

V‘:For tie first time, aggregate ilows to different
S tes were quantified and analysed in 1978 by this
author, jointly with Gulaii, I.S. See Gulati I.S.
and George, K.K., "Inter—State Redistribution throughBudgetary Transfers” Economic and Political Weekly,
March 18, 1978.

Even the figure of m.4689 for group D States given
in Table III—2 is an underestimate because devolution
to some of these States when they were Union Territories
is not included in the figure.

Reddy, K.N., "Inter-State Tax Efforts”, Economic and
Political Weekly, Dec. 13, 1975. See also, Hanumantha
Rao,C.H., "Growth, Poverty and Tax Effort", Institute
of Economic Growth, Delhi, 1979 (mimeo).

will be discussed in detail in Chapter IX.
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CHAPTER IV

STATUTORY TRANSFERS

The Constitution and the Finance Commission

The Finance Commission occupies a key position
in the constitutional scheme regarding Centre—State finan
cial relations in India. The provision to appoint the Fin
ance Commission every five years or earlier under Article 280
is the only major difference between the Indian Constitution
and the Government of India Act, 1935 in the matter of Centre
State fiscal transfers.1 While Section 142 of the Government
of India Act, 1935 gives unfettered discretion to His Majesty
in the determination of all grants-in—aid, the Constitution
of India curtaiis such discretion of the Union Government
which has to act on the recommendations of the Finance Cm

mission in the matter of distribution of grants under Article
275 of the Constitution.2 Unlike in Australia, the Finance
Commission in India is given the right to determine not only
the quantum of grants, but also the share of taxes, between
the Centre and States on the one hand and among the various
States on the other.3

The Constitution had given much freedom and
flexibility to the Finance Commission in its operations.
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The principles governing the distribution of grants in aid
including capital grants under Article 275 were left entirely
to be determined by the Finance Commission. The criteria
for distributing among tates the proceeds of taxes to be
shared mandatorily under Article 269 and 270 and permissively
under Article 272 were to be determined solely by the Finance
Commission.

The Importance of Statutory Transfers_.__.____—___.__..______.._._._.___..___..__--_.__._...._.

Though the Constitution had given the Finance
Cmmission a pivotal role in the Centre—State budgetary trans

fers, the last three decadesshowedprogressive erosion of
this role as was seen in Chapter III from the low share of
statutory transfers in the aggregate budgetary transfers.
During the first 18 years of planning, the share of statutory
transfers was less than one third of the aggregate transfers.
During the second and Third Plan periods, the role of stat
utory transfers was less than that of Plan transfers. During
the Annual Plan period, it was just equal. During the
First and the Fourth Plans as also during the Annual Plan
period (1966-69) the role of statutory transfers was less than
that of even discretionary transfers. As a result, the
Finance Commission today is a mere shadow of its original
constitutional self. The advent of centralised national
planning and the activities of the Planning Commission which
is a permanent body, have contributed to the decline in the
role of the Finance Commission. The Finance Commissions



themselves were prepared to take eognisance of these changes
in management of the economy and to work within 3 self imposed

narrower framework. Right from the First Finance Commission,
all Commissions reduced the scope of their encpiries to con
sider only revenue grants, though capital grants were also
within their powers under the Constitution? Fran the Second
Commission onwards they confineé themselves further to
consider only the non Plan revenue component of States‘
budgets though it was well understood that the size of the
non Plan revenue budgets is increasingly becoming a function
of the Plan expenditure made earlier. The Third Finance
Commission which tried to look into the revenue component
of the State Plans met with a rebuff in the form of non

6acceptance of its recommendations. The fear of non accept
ance of their recommendations possibly has made the subse
quent Commissions to tread carefully within the confines of
the terms of reference imposed.by the Union Government which

are getting progressively elaborate though the constitutional
propriety of gem such terms is in doubt.7

This gradual erosion of their role led the Third
Finance Commission's Chairman to ask rather cynically,
"Why all this fuss, one might ask, for a separate Finance
Commission when its work is somewhat meaningless and even

8 He went on to add, “the role of theunnecessary?".
Finance Commission comes to be at best that of an agency to
review the forecasts of revenue and expenditure submitted
by the States and the acceptance of the revenue element of



the Plan as indicated by the Planning Commission for deter
mining the quantum of devolution and grants in aid to be
made; and at worst its function is merely to undertake an
arithmetical exercise of devolution based on amounts of

assistance for each State already settled by Planning Com
mission to be made under different heads on the basis of
certain principles to be prescribed“.9

Chanda's remarks are a little too cynical as even
with all these constraints, if the Finance Commissions wanted
to do justice to the States particularly the poorer States
it could still do so. The sharp increase in the quantum
of transfers effected by the Seventh Finance Commission and
the relatively more progressive bias they could build into
their transfers, confirm this feasibility.

Finance Commissions and Equity— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ——-q-——--—--————

Inter-State equity was one of the objectives of
all the Indian Finance Commissions. For that matter, Qven
Otto Niemeyer's award of 1936 which set the pattern for all
the Finance Commissions in independent India spoke of flue
need for transfer of revenue from the rich to the needy
States. "Some provinces are intrinsically better off than
others and at the moment less urgently in need of additional
resources and it is both fair and inevitable that a certain
measure of corrective should be applied even if it means
that provinces which have been able to maintain higher
standards of administration should now, to some slight extent,
have to progress more slowly.“1O



The First Finance Commission agreed that "the
scheme of distribution should attempt to lessen the inequa
lities between States".11 All the subsequent Commissions,
tradition bound as they were, concurred with this objective.
In fact, the recent Commissions are becoming more and more
articulate on this point. For example, the Fifth Finance
Commission spoke of a "more positive redistributive policy"
which has to "distinguish between more advanced and less
developed States".12 According to the Sixth Commission
"the need for using the mechanism of fiscal transfers from
the Centre to States as a means of redressing regional imbal
ances acquires special significance".13 In their scheme
or resource allocation to the States, they claimed to "have
taken the view that the resources belong to the nation and
they should be applied at points where they are most needed".14
Obviously, if the poorer States suffered in the matter of
fiscal transfers, it was not due to lack of good intentions
on the part of the Finance Commissions.

In fact, the statements of the Finance Commissions
regarding equalisation are too prolific to mislead even
experts. According to May, the Finance Commissions had
sought deliberately, both through the devolution of taxes
and through grants—in~aid,to redistribute revenue from the
richer to the poorer States.l5 Even Hanson, an astute
observer, wrote: "In general terms, it may be said that
the Planning Commission works to the matching principle
while the Finance Cmmission is more concerned with equali
sation."16
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From Table III—4 in the previous Chapter, it
was seen that the Finance Commissions, in practice, had
failed to meet the cqualisation objective they had set for
themselves during the 25 year time span covered by this study.

The rank correlation coefficients between per
capita income and per capita transfers which were positive
during the Second, Third and Annual Plan periods turned
negative during the later plans as may be seen from Table
IV—7. But except during the Fifth and the Sixth Plans,
the correlation was not significant. The credit for the
progressivity during these two Plans must go to the Sixth
and Seventh Finance Commissions. This welcome change in
trend is also visible from Table IV-1 in this Chapter which

gives the group—wise and State—wise statutory transfers
during different Plan periods.17

§EsE9:w}§9_§§s§2E9£z_E£§E§§2£§

During the whole Plan period covered by us the
per capita statutory transfers that went to the low income
States weu.lower than that of both the high income and the
middle income States. There has been a favourable change

benefiting the poorer States during the later Plan periods”
That even this had been erratic is seen from the low amounts

received by Rajasthan as compared to Maharashtra, Gujarat
and West Bengal during the Sixth Plan. Madhya Pradesh
and Uttar Pradesh received smaller sums than Tamil Nadu,
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Orissa and Kerala. The same was more or less the pattern
repeated in the Fourth and Fifth Plans too. It has to be
conceded, however, that all the Finance Commissions quite

understandably had done justice to the special category
States.

How is it then that despite flueir need based
approach, all the Finance Commissions had failed to do justice
to the poorer States who are more in need of flieir assist
ance? How is it that later Finance Commissions managed to
do better justice to the poorer States than_the earlier ones?
To get answers to these questions, it would be useful to
disaggregate further the statutory transfers into its compo
nents.

The grants~in—aid under Article 275 meant speci
fically for States "in need of assistance“ accounted for only
less than 20 per cent of the statutory transfers during the
25 years under our study. The remaining was by way of tax
sharing. Even the Seventh Finance Commission dispensed
only 7 per cent by way of grants. The share of excise duty
in the total divisible pool of taxes has been progressively
increasing from 45 per cent during the Second Plan to 75 per
cent during the Sixth Plan. correspondingly, the share of
income tax has been progressively coming down from 55 per
cent in the Second Plan to 25 per cent during the Sixth Plan.
And the distribution of excise duty was relatively more pro
gressive than that of income tax during all except the
Second Plan period.
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States‘ Share in Divisible Taxes._._.._..._..__._.__—..._.....__.—_._..._._..___—_....._.__...._...

Table IV—2 which shows the per capita share

of each State in the divisible pool of all taxes during
different Plan periods shows that as compared to aggregate
statutory transfers, tax sharing arrangements were less
progressive implying that it is the grant component which
has been more progressive than the tax component. But the
progressivity of tax sharing is gradually increasing as may
be seen from the movement of the rank correlation coeffi
cients between per capita income and tax sharing over the
Plans shown in Table IV.7. The coefficients which were
positive and Significantduring the first three Plans under

.

our review, turned negative during the Fourth Plan though
the correlation was not significant. During the Fifth Plan,
it turned positive again, though not statistically significant,
It was only during the Sixth Plan, covered by the Seventh
Finance Commission's award that the correlation between tax

shares and per capita income turned negative and signifi
cant statistically.

During the 25 year period taken together, the
sharing of divisible taxes was more favourable to the Group
A States (followed by Group B States) than the Group C States.
This was the pattern which had prevailed during the three
earlier plan periods also. The relative position changed for
better for the G ‘p C States during the later three Plans
though only marginally.
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States‘ Share in Income Tax

The regressivity in the transfers during flue
three earlier Plans and the progressivity during the Sixth
Plan had arisen as a result of the gradual loss in relative
importance of incane tax as compared to excise duty noticed
earlier. As may be seen from Table IV—7, rank correlation
coefficients of income tax shares with per capita income
were positive and significant during all except the Fifth
Plan periods. Even during the Fifth Plan, the correlation
was positive though weak. A group—wise analysis shows that
during the entire Plan period covered by us the share in
income tax porceeds which went to the high income States
was the highest and that which went to the middle income
States, was the second highest. The low income States’
position was the third. (See Table IV. 3 ). The special
category States came last. This is not surprising as all
the Finance Commissions had given 10 to 20 per cent weightage
to the collection criteria, the most regressive of all cri
teria which helps the developed States.18 The regressive
ness of collection criterion is not surprising as the value
of the coefficient of rank correlation between per capita
income tax collections from different States and the per
capita State income (in 1975-76) was as high as +O.938.

The other criterion employed is population which
at best is only a neutral criterion. All the Finance Com
missions had used this "population—collection cocktail formula"
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for income tax sharing anong the States despite its known
regressive bias partly due to an erroneous understanding
of the Constitutional provisions and partly due to the relu. , , , _ . , . 19ctance of each one or them to breax with the tradition.

States‘ Share in Excise Duty.-—_.—_.._—._.__.—.____._.._._.._.._...._..._._..__.._

Most of the Finance Commissions had relied on

excise duty sharing as the principal instrument to bring
about reduction in regional disparities. But during the
first three Plan periods, even this instrument had failed
to achieve the desired objective as may be seen from its
positive though weak correlation with per capita income.
In fact, during the second Plan, the correlation was signi
ficant at 1% level. But during the later Plans governed
by the awards of the Fifth, sixth and seventh Finance com
missions, the correlation coefficients have turned negative
and significant at 5 per cent level. The increasing pro
gressivity of excise sharing is seen from Table IV—4 which
gives the State—wise flow of excise proceeds. The welcme
change in excise sharing together with the increasing share
of excise duty in the divisible pool of taxes, has helped
to bring about greater progressivity in aggregate tax sharing
though only by the Sixth Plan period.

Excise sharing exhibited a greater progressive bias
than income tax sharing especially during the last three
Plan periods because the Fifth, Sixth and the Seventh
Finance Commissions had been increasingly introducing the



criterifilof backwardness in the inter—State allocation
of the divisible excise pool. The weight given to this
factor has also been increasing.

It is true that in the sharing of additional
excise duties in lieu of sales tax, the Finance Commissions
employed the regressive criterion of consumption or the
nearest approximate proxies like sugar despatches and per
capita income. But the relative importance of additional
excise duty proceeds in the total excise pool is still small.2O

Grants—in—Aid

As seen earlier, the importance attached to grants
in aid by all the Finance Commissions was relatively low.
It varied from 7 per cent in the case of the Seventh Finance
Commission to 25 per cent in the case of the Fourth Finance
Commission. Of the total statutory grants, 88 per cent was
contributed by grants under article 275.21 Table IV—2 shows
that the overall bias in dispensation of grants was more
equitable than tax sharing. The group D States benefited
the most and group A States the least from the dispensation
of grants by all excepéfFifth Finance Commission. Between
the middle and low income groups of States,however,it was the

middle income States which gained the maximum amount of grants.
In fact, during the entire twenty five year period, group C
States received only a little more than one third of what
group B States received. All the low income States except
Rajasthan received substantially lower amount of grants than
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even hst Bengal, This shows that in determining the
"States in need of assistance‘, the Finance Commissions
had not followed any objective criteria with a definite
bias towards the poorer States. It appears that the results
achieved were not due to any conscious formula to redress
the regional inequalities. It was more a random or acci
dental result of the sum total of the many ad hoc approaches
of the Commission. If they were following any objective
criteria, the present position of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pra
desh and Bihar getting less grants than West Bengal, Kerala,
Orissa, Assam, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh would not have

arisen. In fact, Uttar Pradesh did not get any Article 275
grants unaer the awards of any one of the first five Finance
Commissions. Madhya Pradesh did not get any grant from
the Fifth and even the Sixth Commission. Bihar did not
get any grant from the Fourth and Fifth Finance Commissions.

This anomolous position of some of the richer
States getting more grants which should have more properly
gone to States in need of assistance while the poorer States
getting less grants arose due to the defective concept of
‘need’ followed by the Finance Commissions. To most Finance
Commissions, need meant budgetary need and was measured in

terms of the deficit in the non Plan revenue budgets of the
States. Their approach towards grants had been the ‘gap
filling‘ approach followed by Niemeyer in 1936. In assessing
gaps, they had not taken into account either the fiscal
capacity of States or the economies in the States'expenditure,



The existing level and disparities in the~ per capita
expenditure of States also was not considered.

The practice of a few States getting large Central
transfers by means of tax shares and othersgetting just
enough by means of grants — just sufficient to fill their
revenue gaps - tends to be disequalising. In reality, the
grants had been found to be inadequate even to bridge the
budgetary gaps, as their value getseroded by price rise.
While tax shares are expressed as percentages to the divi
sible pool, the grants are expressed in absolute amounts.
While inflation increases the size of the divisible pool and
consequently of the tax shares, it widens the revenue gaps
and the grants provided to some States by the Finance Com
missions,barely enough to cover the gaps even at the time
of sanction,become inadequate leading to reduction of
Plan Outlays and unauthorised overdrafts. All the delicate
balancing mechanisms meticulously built by the Finance
Commissions get upset even before their reports get into
prints by the continuous rise in prices for which no provi
sion has been made by any of the Finance Commissions so far.
The Sixth Finance Commission, for instance, assumed price
stability at 1971-72 level during the ensuing long eight
years (1972-1979). But 60 per cent of the real worth of
their grants was eroded even by 1974-75, the first year of
the quinquennium to which their award applied.22
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Revenue surpluses

In the case of some States, the Finance Commissions‘

awards just covered their non Plan revenue budgetary deficits,
by means of grants. But in the case of others, they left
large surpluses as may be seen from Table IV—5. There is
a positive and statistically significant correlation between
the per capita non Plan budgetary surpluses left by the Finance
Commissions and the per capita inccmes. In fact, during
the Fifth Plan, governed by the Sixth Finance Commission's
award, correlation was perfect (the coefficient being +1.)
During the Sixth Plan, covered by the Seventh Finance Commis
sion award, the value of the coefficient came down; but it
was still positive and high (0.521).

As a result of the surplus in non Plan revenue
account,made possible largely by the inequitous tax sharing,
some of the States could aim at a larger size for their Plans
on the basis of higher resource 'mobilisation'. The 1arger
Plans boost both the revenue raising capacity and the per
capita non Plan revenue expenditure in the subsequent periods
covered by the subsequent Finance Commissions. The rank

correlation coefficient between the per capita Fourth Plan
Outlay and the non Plan revenue expenditure during the Fifth
Plan was + 0.589. The coefficient for Fifth Plan Outlay
and the non Plan expenditure during the Sixth Plan aéao was
+ 0.517. Both were significant at 5 per cent level. Thus
a vicious circle gets joined which no Finance Commission
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had been able to break till now. In fact, the provision
of huge surpluses on non Plan account with a few States
leaves the size of the divisible pool for Central Plan assist
ance reduced correspondingly. So, even if the Planning
Commission were to bring about a more equitable transfers,
the funds available for doing that Will get r0duC¢d

This inequitous situation of some States being given
huge surpluses and othensmade just to scrape through with
the help of grants—in—aid (whose value getseroded by infla
tion thus leading to a deficit in no time).is a result of the
basic defect in the very approach of the Finance Commissions.
This situation was inevitable as all the Finance Commissions

relied primarily on tax sharing and not on grants. Besides
none of the Commissions had an integrated approach, taking

into account the total pool of resources to be allotted
among different States. As a corollary to this, none had
any objective criteria governing the total transfers. Many
of the criteria used had been incquitous. Even when the
criteria of need was used their definition of need was anarrow
one which varied over time. It differed for each stream
let of transfers.

Before going to the above reasons in greater
detail, it is necessary to have a closer look at the inter
State pattern of these surpluses, the most revealing indi
crtor of the overall effects of the Finance Commission's
transfers on State finances”. During the Fourth and the
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Commission's awards, none of the middle income States had

any surpluses. During the Eibth Plan, governed by the
Ehmth Finance Commission's award, only two middle income

States had any surpluses. These were Temil Nadu and Karna—
taka. The Seventh Finance Commission, for the first time,
left surpluses with all States though the size of the sur
pluses of the developed States was larger as may be seen
from the high value of the coefficient or correlation between
per capita surplus and per capita income (+O.52l). Even
Raj Krishna's suggested distribution of statutory funds
would not have led surpluses which are progressive, as may
be seen from the positive though weakmcorrelation with per

23 The per capita surplus of Haryana undercapita income,
the Seventh Finance Commission's award was 45 times more

than that of Orissa. The surplus of Tripura and Himachal
Pradesh was only 4 per cent that of Punjab and Maharashtra«
All the developed States other than West Bengal had sur
pluses left by all the Finance Commissions. It is true
that even without tax devolution, Punjab, Haryana, Maharashtra
and Gujarat, four of the richer States would have had sure
pluses during the operative period of the Sixth Commission's
award. Tamil Nadu and Karnataka were added to the list of
such States during the Seventh Commission's period. But
the Commissions added to the size of the surpluses of these
States by their generous formulae of tax devolution which
did not take into account the existing fiscal capacity of
States.
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The richer States got surpluses in spite of their
larger non Plan revenue expenditure in per capita terms
as may be seen from Table IV.5} In fact, the coefficient
of rank correlation between per caoita surplus according to
the Seventh Finance Commission's award and per capita non

Plan expenditure was as high as +0.95. In short, the richer
States accumulated surpluses in spite of their having higher
levels of per capita expenditure on account of their higher
revenue raising capacity and higher Central transfers. Some
of the poorer States too had surpluses, for exactly the
converse reasons. Their own resources were lower, the per
capita Central transfers too were lower. Still they accu
mulated surpluses because of their lower levels of non Plan
revenue expenditure. This paradox will be resolved once
the genesis of non Plan expenditure is traced.

The non Plan revenue expenditure now,as noted
earlier is increasingly becoming a function of the size of the
previous Plan Outlays, for,the committed Plan expenditure at
the end of every Plan becomes a charge on the non Plan revenue
account. Centrally sponsored schemes too become part of the
non Plan revenue budgets after each Plan. Expenditure on
maintenance of capital assets built up as part of previous
Plan programmes becomes a non Plan liability of the States‘
revenue budget. Similarly, States which have built up higher
standards of social and administrative services, become ent
itled to higher non Plan expenditure in subsequent Plans.
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Larger State Plans involve larger borrowings for the States.
Servicing of these lsans becomes a charge on the non Plan
revenue budget. Thus as noted by the Administrative Reforms
Commission's Study Group, “it becomes more and more diffi

cult to assess the budgetary gaps sine the budgets them
selves increasingly reflected “lan expenditure“.24 As a
result, the poorer States mhich had lower Plan expenditure
in the past become eligible for smaller admissible non Plan

expenditure under the Finance Commission's approach of filj
ling the gaps in the normative non Plan revenue budgets of
States.

Need for a New Approach

For solving this problem of some States, managing
to get huge surpluses while others barely managing with filling
their non Plan revenue gaps, a fundamental break with the past
approaches of the Finance Commissions becomes necessary. The
new approach, should treat all taxes to be shared among States
as feeder sources of a common divisible pool; and their

distribution among the States inter §g_should be made on
the basis of uniform principles serving the sole purpose of
meeting the fiscal needs of each State. Ideally even funds
available for grants-in—aid should be treated as part of
the common pool. “Since both tax sharing and grants—in-aid
have to be governed on the basis of need, it should be pos
sible to evolve rational criteria of allocation applicable
to the total resource transfer from the federal to the State

"25Governments. This scheme was in fact suggested by one
of the States to the Fifth Commission w‘ich was rejectcd.26
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In the absence of such integrated approach, none
of the Commissions except the Seventh eceld even present, in
their reports, the quantum of aggregate transfers, recom
mended by them to different States.27 The continued reli
ance on the present practice in on account of the erroneous
interpretation of the constitutional pro'isions and partly
out of the desire not to depart from tie practice established
by the previous Finance Commissions,has helped the richer
States in getting large sums by way of tax sharing which
boosted their surpluses M1110 some of the poorer Statcss
did not get any surplus at all. The reluctance of the
Finance Commissions to break with the past is surprising.
As pointed out strongly by Sastri,

"It is pointless to adopt the whole gamut
of means of adjustment discussed above
and indulge in ingeneous arithmetical
exercise for making up the total financial
transfers to each State in what is practi
cally an infinite number of possible alter
native combinations among them, all the more
so when a basic principle such as fiscal
need is accepted as the bedrock of the adjust
ments. Money being homogeneous, any given
State can hardly be expected to take an int
erest in the proportions of the total revenue
devolution to it constituted by the several
heads of shared revenues and revenue assign
ments when the degree of its financial
dependence is in no way affected by changesin these proportions." 8

One reason adduced by the Finance Commissions

for their piecemeal approach is the constraints imposed on
them by the wording of the constitutional provisions which
supposedly compel them to give differential treatment to
different items of transfer. According to this argument,
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Constitutional sanction for tax sharing is derived from
separate articles viz., Articles 269, 270 and 272. The
sanction for grants—in-aid is derived from Article 275.
The wording of these provisions differs from one another
and, therefore, a separate treatment of each sharable tax
and grants is essential. This view does not appear to
follow from the interpretation of the Constitutional pro
visions.29 It is true that transfer of the entire tax
proceeds under Article 269 is mandatory and these proceeds
do not form part of the Consolidated fund of the Government
of India. Sharing of income tax under Article 270 is also
mandatory. Excise duties under article 272 form part of
the Consolidated Fund,the sharing of which is only permis
sive. But even under the mandatory provisions of Article
269, the inter gg allocation among the States was left
entirely to be determined “in accordance with such principles
of distribution as may be formulated by Parliament by law",
but on the recommendations of the Finance Commission. The

only restriction placed by the Constitution is that taxes
should be assigned only "to the States within which that
duty or tax is leviable in that year“.3O As for Article
270, the share of the Centre and States on the one hand and
among the States on the other, has to be determined in such
manner and form as may be prescribed by the Finance Commission.
The only limitation, as with Article 269, is that States in
which the income tax is not leviable are not entitled to
a share in its proceeds. As for sharing the Union Excise



duties, as per Article 272 it is purtly permissive and
the distribution among the States should be in accordance
with such principles of distribution as may be formulated
by such law by Parliament on the basis of the Finance
Cmmission's awards. As for grants—in—aid,the eligibility
of States in terms of need 3f assistance is to be deter
mined by Parliament according to Article 275. The Consti
tution also permits the fixation of different sums for
different States. In short, the Constitution does not sti
pulate any rigid principles, but gives ample freedom to the
Finance Commissions.

Even assuming, for the sake of argument that the
Constitutional provisions require differential and separate
treatment to tax sharing and grants—in—aid on the one hand
and among the different taxes on the other, the objective
of equalisation could still have been achieved by increasing
relatively the importance of grants—in—aid. The inter sg
importance of the sharing of permissive and mandatory taxes
could also have been similarly adjusted. Such an approach
was suggested by Swamintthan, a member of the Sixth31 . 1But this was not accepted by other members.Commission.

Surprisingly, all the Finance Commissions adopted just the
opposite approach. They had been progressively raising
the share of taxesisstead of grants and am ng the taxes the
States‘ share in the mandatorily sharahle inccme tax (from
55 per cent to 90 per cent).
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In short, the Finance Commissions, despite the
freedom and importance given to them by the Constitution
preferred to follow the bcnten track of Otto Niomeyer and. .. .- .. . 32 _other British appointed aovisory committees. Although
these committees had done a thorough job, 3% Hanson points
out, fliey were "even less conscious than the Constitution
makers of 1948-1950 of the financial implications of a

33 Though the Second Finance Commissionplanned economy."

was eloquent on the "fundamental changes in the scope of
governmental functions resulting in the widening of the
content of fiscal need as a result if the transition from
a police State t a welfare State, they found, like the
First Commission that the "basic ;werall approach of Niemeyer,
still remains valid; the States and.the Union have to bal
ance their budgets within their available resources and
the needs of the States which cannot be met by devolution
of shares of taxes have to be covered by grants—in—aid“.34
All the Commissions shared Niemeyer's concern for financial
equilibrium and assigned only a residuary role to grants
in~aid which to repeat is specifically earmarked under the
Constitution for States‘ in need of assistance‘.

The gap filling approach of the Finance Commission
is not suggested by the Constitution. According to
Rajamannar, “ex facie, there is nothing in the Article (275)
which confines its operations to filling up of any gap".35
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A corollary to the compartmentalised approach of
the Finance Commissions is that the criteria used by them
for allocating resources among States varied from grants to
tax sharing, from income tax to excise duty sharing and from
time to time. Sme of these criteria had a progressive
bias while some others had an opposite bias. The sum total
of the effects was any body's guess including that of the
Finance Commissions. For sharing of income tax, variation;
of the population collection formula was used by all the
Finance Commissions as seen by us earlier. As for Union
excise duties, the major ingredient of one formula is popu
lation which is supnosed to represent both contribution and
need, depending on which way the Commission prefers to pro

ject its approach. A small weightagc has been given to
the factor of backwardness, for the measurement of which a

large number and wide variety of indicators have been used.
As for grants—in—aid,the criteria was formerly the size of
the revenue budget deficit. From the Fourth Finance Com
mission onwards, the criterion had been narrowed further
to non Plan revenue budgetary gap.

Collection, as a principle of tax sharing, is
clearly regressive as was briefly noted earlier. It is not
a Constitutional requirement either,as is sometimes suggested.
The constitutional provisions do not stipulate collection
as a principle for inter-State allocation. Unlike in the
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Canadian and Australian federations, the right to tax income
is not derived by the Union government by any tax rental36 T. p . p JJ. _ . _ ,.arrangement. disterically, the Provinces of the Incian
federation had never enjoyed the right of concurrent tax. 37 , , . . . A _ _ E, r ,ation C7llLCtlOfl principle; tends to iivour the ilchur

Lo 38 _ . y _ w_._. . . _ _ l. L V ~ g :States. Besides, as pointed out by uuSelCc n3UShalbnQra
Rao in the First Finance Commission's report, the doctrine
of economic allegience which lies behind the principle ofL . . . . . .1. . . 39contribution has. no constitutional valioity in India.
The need—based twist given to the argument by the developed
States that the urban agglomerations necessitate provision
of larger funds from the State revenues is again not fully
valid as incomes generated strengthen the resource base of
the States too as is evident from the larger resources of
the developed States.4O Similarly in a highly integrated/
economy, the contribution of each state to the tax revenue
realised by the Centre cannot be clearly attributed.4l In
fact, the second Camnission was very emphatic that collection
should be completely abandoned in favour of population as
the basis of distribution. Still,the Commission did no
more than reducing the weightage of collection from 20 per
cent to ten per cent as they did not desire to break the
continuity of policy suddenly. The desire not to upset
Niemeyer's applecart was at the back of the recommendation
made by the First Commission to give a 20 per cent weightage
to collection after an elaborate and substantial argument,
both on constitutional and economic grounds against it,
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And acrording to Otto Niemoyer, substantial justice would
be done by fixing the scale of distribution ‘partly on. 1 , 42 r ,.residence and partlm on population‘. The Third and
Fourth Commissions increased the weightage of contribution
to 20 per cent from 10 per cent fixed by the Second Commissi
The Fifth, the Sixth and the Seventh Commissions reduced

it again to 10 per cent.

The principle of contribution has been accepted
for inter—State distribution of not only income tax, but
also of Estate duty (location and assessment) and additional
excise duty (per capita income and consumption). It is
also made use of for making grants in lieu of railtny fares
and wealth tax on agricultural property. However, the
amounts transferred under these heads are of small magni
tudes and therefore may not be of much significance, in
bringing about regressivity in aggregate statutory transfers
Besides, as seen earlier, sanction for Centre's mobilisation
of resources under these heads is derived from some sort of
tax rental arrangements with States. And therefore the
principle of contribution cannot be totally ruled out in
the inter—State allocation of these taxes and duties.

The single most important criterion used in tax
sharing among States is population. As seen earlier, the
importance of this factor Varied from 80 to 90 per cent for
income tax sharing. Its imnortance varied from 75 to
100 per cent in the sharing of excise duty. This criterion



bestows equal benefits to people in all the States irres
pective 01 their per capita income levels. We have earlier
noted an agrument that when taxes are progressive, equal
per capita transfer of the tax porceeds has a built-in
redistributive bias about it. But this argument is not
acceptable, firstly because the progressiveness of the India
tax system as a whole is not yet beyond doubt despite its
progressiveness in appearance, iptgr alia_€ue to the exten

43sive tax evasion. Secondly, equal reszurce transfers
will continue to permit unequal budgetary expenditure levels
as a result of the unequal fiscal capacity of States. In
other words, equal treatment of uncquals is only bound to
increase inequalities.

From the third Finance Commission onwards, apart
from population, certain additional criteria of backwardness
were also used in sharing excise duties. Weightage to this
factor of backwardness however did not exceed 20 per cent
except under the Sixth Commission which raised it to 25 per
cent. The Seventh Finance Commission raised it significant
to 50 per cent. The Third Commission did not even specify
the weightage to this factor. In their attempt, "to bring
all the States as far as possible, to a comparable level
of financial balance" the Third Cmmission considered along
with population the "relative financial weaknesses of the
States, the disparity in the levels of development reached,
the per centage of Scheduled Castes and Tribes and backward. . . .44 . .classes in their population, etc.” The weightage given
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to these individual indicators of baekwardness is not made
clear. "or is it clear what the Commission means by dispa
rities in levels of development. The Fourth Commission
excluded.the criterion of financial weakness, but adopted
Certain others like economic and social backwardness as

indicated by an arrayof seven factors like per capita value
of agricultural and industrial production, labour partici
pation rates, share of rural,Scheduled Caste and Scheduled
Tribe population, enrolment in scho ls and hospital beds
per population. Twenty per cent weightage was given to

45all these seven factors together. The individual
weightages given t these factors are not known. Nor is

4
it known how they were combined."6 The Fifth Commission

also assigned 20 per cent weightage to backwfirdness. The
Commission sought to measure economic backwardness both in

terms of per capita income and a composite index of socio
economic backwardness. It may be said to the credit of
the Fifth Commission that they introduced for the first
time State income as an indicator of backwardness though
its relative importance was still very small. Two thirds
of twenty per cent of divisible pool of excise duty was to
be shared exclusively with States having per capita income
below the national average "in proportion to the shortfall
of the States‘ per capita income from all States‘ average,
multiplied by the population of the State. The remaining
one—third was to be distributed according to the composite
index, constructed with six indicators, giving equal
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Iw 47 . . , . .weigntage. The indicat rs were, Scheduled Tribes popu
lation, factory employment, road and railway mileage,
enrolment in schools and hosoital beds and net irrigated
area. All these are partial indicators unlike the per
capita income which is an ;verall indicator. As the Sixth
Commission pointed ‘ut, these are either the causes or the
effects of per capita income. Besides, these indicators
reflect very much the particular pattern of allocation of
resources by different-States.48

The Sixth Commission, therefore, took into acevunt
only per capita incmne as the sole indicator of backwardness.
They also assigned 25 per cent weightage to this factor in
the sharing of the Union excise pogl. But they allowed all
the States except Punjab to partake in this common pool
divisible according to the criterion of backwardness. The
States with per capita income above the national average
who were excluded by the Fifth Commissin from sharing this
part of the pool were now made eligible on the ground that
the criterion "affected most adversely those States whose
per capita income happened to be just above the dividing
line”,49 The known margins of errors in national income
data also made the Commission to adopt this approach. So the
common pool available for sharing according to the criterion
of backwardness was distributed according to the "distance
of a State's per capita income from that of the State with
the highest per capita income multiplied by the population
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47 The indicat,rs were, Scheduled Tribes popuweightage.

lation, factory employment, road and railway mileage,
enrolment in schools and hospital beds and net irrigated
area. All these are partial indicators unlike the per
capita income which is an uverall indicator. As the Sixth
Commission pointed =ut, these are either the causes or the
effects of per capita income. Besides, these indicators
reflect very much the particular pattern of allocation of
resources by different States.48

The Sixth Commission, therefore, took into account
only per capita income as the sole indicator of backwardness.

They also assigned 25 per cent weightage to this factor in
the sharing of the Union excise pool. But they allowed all
the States except Punjab to partake in this common pool
divisible according to the criterion of backwardness. The
States with per capita income above the national average
who were excluded by the Fifth Commission from sharing this
part of the pool were now made eligible on the ground that
the criterion "affected most adversely those States whose
per capita income happened to be just above the dividing
line”.49 The known margins of errors in national income
data also made the Commission to adopt this approach. So the
camnon pool available for sharing according to the criterion
of backwardness was distributed according to the "distance
of a State's per capita income from that of the state with
the highest per capita income multiplied by the population
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l—.‘\..J-Jof the State concerned“, What the Commission stated
ab ut the marginal States is true. ;owever,for protecting
the interests of the border—line States, the Commission could
have ad pted a sub—classification of States above the nat
icnal income. This has been done in the present study.
To restore the old balance between the States above and

below average per capita inCJmC, the n-w definition adopted
by the Sixth Commission for relative backwardness would have
required the population weightage to be reduced to 30 and
relative backwardness to be given the weightage of 70 per
cent.51

The Seventh Finance Commission has adopted pov

erty ratio too in addition to the inverse f per capita
income. The drawback cf introducing poverty ratio in
addition to per capita income is that poverty ratio is not
independent of the way resources have been allocated by
different states. It is also not independent of the per
capita income level as is seen from fihe high negative value
of the coefficient of rank correlation between per capita
income and poverty ratio noted in Chapter I.52

The criteria selected by the successive Finance
Commissions in allocating the quantum of grants—in—aid which
was explicitly meant by the Constitution to take care of
the States "in need of assistance" were also defective,
though the Commissions had a free hand in selecting these
Criteria- "All the Finance Commissions have hitherto



continued the legacy of the earlier period where statutory
grants were small compared to the divisible pawl and have
not added greately to their importance."53 Here again,
all that all the Commissions did was to slavishly follow
the footsteps if Otto Niemeyer, who treated grants—in—aid
as a residuary factor meant to ‘fill the revenue budget
gaps'.54 The basic defect is in the very apprcich of all
the Finance Commissions to use grants-in—aid “to cover what
a State was committed to and not what a State ought to be
committed to. The so called norms (of expenditure) were
applied to the rates of growth and not to the level of com. . W 55mitments under various heads“.

It was not that the possible divergence between
the financial weakness as reflected in the budgetary gap
and the socio—economic backwardness did not occur to the
Finance Commissions. The Second Commission noted: "In a

Union in which the~Centre and the States co—operate for
planned development, priorities and provisions in the Plan
itself should determine the fiscal need for development for
the period of the Plan”.56 But this lofty principle was
not followed in their scheme of grants. The wurth Com
mission was more explicit: "it is possible that a State
may be economically backward and poor in social services
and yet it may have fairly comfortable position on revenuev a _ . H 57 _ .account. There are states of this type . But this
awareness influenced the Commission's thinking cm excise
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sharing only and not in grants. Similarly, the Fifth
Commission too felt that s a broad meisure of needs of
different States, due regard should be had to criteria like
population and suitable indicators of backwardness, rather
than the relative financial uwakness or budgetary deficits

58 But all the Commissions failed to takeof the States.
into account their own broad norms of needs and preferred
to follow financial weakness as measured by non Plan budget
gaps as the criterion for selecting States in need of assist
ance.

Conditional Grants and Provision for Upgradation of Services

In addition to the unconditional.grants under
article 275, the First and Third Finance Commissions tried t
to give conditional grants for upgradation of standards in
primary education and communications respectively. (The
Third Commission's recommendation regarding conditional
grants for financing the revenue component of Plans was not
accepted by the Union Government.) But even the conditional
grants did not have an tqualisation bias. While Punjab
did qualify for primary education grants, the old princely
States like Travanccme and Cochin did not. While Gujarat
got communication grants, under the Fourth Commission's
award, Uttar Pradesh did not get any. This is because the
Commissionsconsidered only the weakness of a State in the
particular sector for alloting these grants. The States‘
fiscal capacity had nct been taken into account by the
Commissians in this context.
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The Sixth and the Seventh Finance Commissions

in tune with the new emphasis on social consumption and
Minimum Needs Programme and in response to their terms of
reference, made provisign for upgradatisn of administrative
and social services ta national standards Maile camputing
the revenue gaps. These provisions are in fact concealed
forms of grants—in-aid, since, in the absence of these pro
visions in the normative expenditure budgets drawn up by
the Finance Commissions, many States would not have quali
fied for grants in aid under Article 275 at all or would
have qualified for lesser amounts. These'indirect grants‘
for specific purpcses had a broad equalisation tendency:
but they also had benefitted a few of the richer States
like West Bengal and Haryana while some of the poorer States
like Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan benefited only margi
nally. Under the Sixth Commission's award, all but two
States got provisions for upgradation of the standards of
essential administrative services irrespective of either
their per capita income levels or their per capita expendi
ture levels. The per capita resource raising capacity
and per capita revenue surplus also was not considered.
Of the twa States which did not get upgradation provisions
one belonged to the middle income group (Tamil Nadu) and
the other to the special category (Himachal Pradesh).

The upgradation grants actually helped those
States which had in the past diverted their own resources
for purposes other than social consumption. Our own
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analysis confirms the findings of the irlier studies that,
as compared to the richer States, the ooorer States are
spending larger proportion of their expenditure on social
services, in conformity with the conception of modern States
and also for compelling forces to catch up with advanced
States.59 For achieving the most minimum levels, larger
proportion of revenue has to be spent on these services by
the backward States. Our analysis for the Fifth and Sixth
Plan shows that the rank correlation between the share of
expenditure on social services to the total revenue expen
diture and the per capita income was negative though weak.
Some of the States like Kerala had therefore represented
before the Finance Commissions that the adoption of these
criteria for the measurement of relative baekwardness "would

place at a disadvantage those States which despite a poor
resource base have assigned high priority for these services

60 In their concern for the upgradation ofin the past.5
social standards, the Finance Commissions interfere with
the order of preference of the States in the wrong way by
penalysing those States which in the past had given high
priority to these services presumably out of their greater
concern for the weaker sections of society. Instead of
helping even the developed States from the national pool
of resources, the States which had neglected these services
in the past should have been cmmpelled to spend from their
own resources. This problem can be solved if only the
Finance Commission takes the proportin of States‘ expenditure
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on these items to either the totil expenditure or the per
capita income, instead if twking per ca ita expenditure
alone in deciding thu qualifying criterion‘

The upgradation grants despite its apuearance
do not ensure equity, as in cert“in cases it serves only to
widen the disp:rities in total expenditure on SOCi7l ser
vices itself. The upgradation grants or provisions are
given to all States irrespective of their non Plan budgetary
surpluses. The only exception was the Seventh Finance
Commission. But even this Commission excluded only those

States which would have got surpluses even without devolution.
Others who got surpluses after devolution were still given
upgradation provisions.

This concern of the Finance Commissions for

upgradation of social consumption is borrowed from the mature
federations where attempts are made to equalise only social
and administrative standards. But the inequfilities in
income as also consumption are relatively less in these
federations than in India. The social security schemes
including unemployment relief financed by the federal govern
mcnt ensure that destitution does not prevail in any of their
constituent units. It may be remembered that per capita
food consumption in India as also poverty ratios show' con~. .. . , . . 61 ,siderable inter—Scate variations. Tne cancern of the
Finance §ommisSion for equalisation of administrative and

social standards withcmt assuring any corresponding respon
sibility for ensuring a floor level of income and consumption
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is at best a superficial c ncern. "The Basic Minimum Needs
Programmes are qimed at providing a floor standard for
certain development indicators. But basic minimum need
for feed is not included in the basic minimum requirements."6:

Equalisation of social and adninistrative services
may be enough in mature federations where the range of
disparities in income and consumption is less. But as
compared to some of the mature federations, the disparity in
per capita income is higher in India. As against 0.09 in
Australia, the coefficient of variability in per capita
income in India was 0.22 in 1960-61. As seen earlier in
Chapter I it has increased since then. The per capita
income in the least developed Australian unit was 79.5 per
cent that of the richest, as against 47.1 per cent for India
in l960—61.63 As the Sixth Commission rightly pointed out,
when the per capita income levels are very low, the toler. . . . . . 64ance limit for inequalities is also lower.

Again, it is perhaps enough for the federal
government in a loose federation with more powers to States
to limit its responsibility to equalisation of social and
administrative standards. But this is clearly not adequate
for a federal government in a tight federation which has
reduced the constituent units to the State of abject depend
ence aéqniring near monopoly over the financial resources.
Similarly, what is adequate for federations with free enter
prise economies is not adequate for a country which has
assumed the responsibility for national planning and with



its commitment for reduction in inter—State disparities
in devel pment. It is to be noted that in the process of
planning, the Union government had virtually taken over
the responsibility for planning in sectors originally
included in the State and Concurrent Lists. As a result
making gf crucial economic decisions has come to be centra
lised. After three decades of such comprehensive planning,
an attempt to envisage the role of the Union Government as
merely to equalise social and administrative standards in
the constituent units is perhaps defeatist and unrealistic.

In assessing the criterion of need for deter
mining the quantum of statutory transfers, the Finance
Commissions should not confine themselves to partial indi
cators like the ones discussed earlier. They should radical
depart from their traditions and take per capita incane
as their sole criterion. If for any reason this is not
possible, they should at least try to equalise the per capita
revenue expenditure by leaving surpluses to those States
showing sh rtfalls from national average. Though equali
sation of revenue expenditure may not be a big contribution
to the problem of regional disparities, it may give at least
a desirable first break from the past traditions.
Tax and Expenditure Norms

The Finance Commissions prepare, before deciding
the distribution of grants—in—aid under Article 275, normative
budgets in which unnecessary and unproductive expenditure
are excluded flfiwfl computing the revenue gaps to be filled
by grants—in—aid. Similarly they also suggest certain
revenue norms before computing the revenue gaps. But both
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these norms, relating to tax efforts and expenditure economy
are far from tisfactory. These unsatisfactory norms also
have helped the developed States‘ for the laxity in the
discipline sf-tax effgrts and economy in expenditure is
tolerate, more in th,se States Maich have surpluses before
or Iftzr tax devnlution and who do not require grants~in—aid.
This violates the canon of equity which fequires that benefit
sacrifice levels should be equalised in the different consti
tuent units of'the federation.

In India, as May notes, "the Finance Commissions
have been able to take account of States‘ tax efforts and
economy of administration only in a superficial way?65 As
fur tax efforts,the principle of tax effort was deemed
unexceptinnable by all Finance Commissions. But as the

First Commission observed: it is only in clear cases of
inadequate taxation that this (lack of tax effort) should
affect the quantum of assistance a State would otherwise be
qualified to get”.66 According to the Second Commission,
clear cases of inadequate taxation are difficult to determine.
The Commission therefore made the untenable assumption that
"if a State raised additional revenue which it has promised

67 The ball thusfor the Plan, it will have done its part".
was pushed to the Planning Commission's court. But the
latter also does not appear to have hit upon any more sci
entific norms. The best they ceuld think of was the ratio
of tax revenue to per capita income without taking into
account either the structure or the distribution of income.68
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The Sixth Finance Commissi n gflVC UP its effort

or imprvving the tax norms:
“on the practical ccnsideration th“t the appli
cation nf a fwrmula based on relative tax effort,
however designed, would place at a disadvantage
ta some of the States faced wifla big gaps on
non Plan revenue accounts. To leave such gaps

'1‘:uncovered on this groud of their poor tax per
formance, h>wever defensible on theoretical
considerations, would jeopardise maintenance
of essential administrative and ggcial servicesfor want of adequate resources."

The absence of norms or unscientific norms help the richer
States as their tax efforts are magnified unduly which entitle
them to more statutory and Plan funds. According to Rao's
study, about 91 per cent of the variation in per capita tax
between different States is explained by the variation in
per capita SDP,7O

The absence of scientific norms for tax efforts
and expenditure ec‘nomy in India is understandable. The
Indian Finance Commission unlike the Commonwealth Grants

Commission in Australia is handicappeo in making a thorough
study as it is not a permanent one with continuity of. . 7membership and e oermanent secretariat.1 In spite of the
recommendations of successive Ccmmissions for establishing

a permanent secretariat, all that the Indian Finance Cmmis
sions have managed to get is a dormant cell in the Finance
Ministry which gues to sleep as a Finance Commission pre
sents its report and awakens at the first sign of the appoint
ment of a new Finance Commission. And the Fourth Finance

Commission lamented: "no data except the censpectus of the



Central and State budgets has been made available to us, . H 72 m.. . ,1 ,by this cell . lnis is erstanuaele as the cell
consisted of only s ministerial staff! The position
has not changed much since then and the cell continues to
be small and ineffective as n‘ted by the Seventh Commission.

Conclusion.—_.-___._o__._

In summing up, it may be seen that the successive
Cmmissions did not have an integrated approach to the total
statutory transfers. Their approach was adhoc and piecemeal
They relied more on tax sharing than on grants. Their
approach was more judicial than economic. The criteria
chosen for allocation of grants varied from those for tax
sharing. In fact, the criteria varied from sharing of one
tax t another. And even the best of criterion evolved
by them had only scratched the surface of the problem of
ever—widening regional disparities. One may conclude that
the awards of the successive Finance Commissions as a whole

had only served to widen the inter—State disparities in
economic growth.

It is true that even with the best of criterion,
the present role of the Finance Commissions.(self imposed
as also imposed by their terms of reference) in reducing

inter—State disparities is a limited one. As seen earlier,
during the last quarter century of planning (1951-1976), the
Finance Commission's awards covered only less than two fifds
of the total budgetary transfers from the Union Government
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13.

CI-IA Pl‘ ER V

BEAN TR§fiSFERS

Role of Plan Transfers

Central assistance for financing State Plans
accounted for one half of the non—statutory transfers and
nearly one third of the aggregate budgetary transfers during
the period 1951-1981. During the Second and Third Plan per
iods, the role of Plan transfers exceeded the role of even
the statutory transfers. During the Annual Plan period
(1966-69) Plan transfers were only slightly smaller than the
statutory transfers. During the Second, Third, Fifth and
Sixth Plans, Plan transfers exceeded discretionary transfers
also. In absolute amounts, the Plan transfers totalled
Rs.22,35O crores during the last thirty years1 (1951-1981).
Such massive transfers apart from their direct effect, also
influence the amounts transferred through the Finance Com
missions. This is because the non Plan budgets of States
which the Finance Commissions now seek to balance are incre

asingly becoming dependent on the Plan expenditure of the
previous quinquennium.

Central Plan transfers financed 46.3 per cent of
the State Plan outlays during the 25 years covered by this
study. This proportion was much higher during the earlier



Plans. It was 50.8 per cent during the Second Plan and
went up to 60.4 per cent during the Third Plan. From the
three Annual Plan period.onwards, the importance of Central
Plan assistance in financing State Plans has been steadily
coming down, partly due to the large surpluses left by the
Finance Commissions on non-plan revenue account which added

to the States‘ 'own' resources position.

The proportion of States‘ Plan Outlays financed
by Union funds varied considerably among States. This may
be seen from Table V-1. Generally speaking, dependence of
the less developed States on the Centre was greater than
that of the richer States. This can be seen from the neg
ative correlation between per capita income and proportion of
Central Plan assistance to total Plan outlays during all
Plan periods as may be seen from Table II—5. In the case
of the special category States in Group D, more than four
fifths of their Plans were financed by Central transfers.
More than one half of the Plan outlays of both the low and
middle income States were financed by the Centre. The
dependence on the Centre was less in the case of all Group
A States, except West Bengal. The low dependence of the
developed States, it may be added, was not due to any sub
stantial difference in the per capita Plan funds received by
them. It was more due to their larger 'own' resources as
may be seen from Table V-4.
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The dependence of the States on the Centre for
execution of their Plans will facilitate better the attain
ment of all Plan objectives including the objective of redu
ction of regional imbalances as noted earlier.

In this Chapter, it is proposed to examine how
far the massive Plan funds deployed by the Centre for fin
ancing State Plans have served to meet the equalisation
objective that the Planning Commission has set for itself
in the various Plan documents.2 It may be recalled that
the National Development Council which oversees the working
of the planning process, particularly those with a bearing
on State's Plans and their financing, was charged specifi
cally, at the time of its setting up in August 1952 with
the task of "ensuring the fullest development of the less
advanced regions and sections of the cmmunity through
sacrifices borne equally by all citizens, build up resources
for national development".3 In short, the National Deve
lopment Council had fully accepted the principle of equali
sation, not only of benefits but also of sacrifices.

State—wise Flow of Plan Funds

But the rank correlation coefficients of Plan
transfers with per capita State incomes show that there
has been no significant correlation between the two during
any Plan periods.

Table V-2 brings out the State—wise flow of

Plan funds during different Plan periods. The table shows
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that large amount of Plan funds were received by the special
category States (Group D). This group had received the
highest per capita Plan transfers which was far higher than
that of any other group. The deviation from all States

average in their case during all Plans was substantial.
Large assistance to such States was, of course, inevitable
in View of their slender resource base and their near total
dependence on the Central transfers for their Plans. The
equitable bias of the Planning Commission may also be seen
from the fact that unlike under the Finance Commission's

awards, the top income States as a group received less Plan
assistance than the low income States except during the Second
Plan.

Against this apparent progressiveness of Plan
transfers, one has to take note of the fact that next to
the Group D States, it was the middle income States and not
the low income States which received more per capita Plan
transfers during all Plan periods except the Fourth. The
low income States received only less than the national
average during all Plans. Besides, though the Group A
States as a whole received less amounts of Plan funds than

all other groups, two out of the five States in this group
received amounts higher than the national average. These
two States ranking first and second in per capita income,
viz., Punjab and Haryana, received more Plan transfers than
three of the four low income States put together. In fact,
Haryana received more funds than Rajasthan too. Three of
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these four low income States got less than the all States‘
average during the twenty five years period as a whole.
The above as also the low value of the correlation coeffi
cient only shows that the Planning Commission also was none
too successful in using Central Plan assistance as a cor
rective to regional isparities. Of course, it has to be
admitted that the comparable performance of the Cmmission
was a shade better than that of all Finance Commissions,
especially during the early Plan periods. But during the
Fifth and Sixth Plans, statutory transfers were more equitable

Plan Outlays

A more serious criticism against the Planning
Commission is that it failed to ensure a progressive reg
ional pattern in the Plan Outlays. Unless the resource
transfers from the Centre take into acc;unt the need for
progressive Plan Outlays among the States, the problem of
regional disparitieg cannot be solved especially now when
the share of Central transfers in Plan Outlays is coming
downs It may be noted that progressiveness in the
resource transfers in itself cannot correct the existing
regional disparities. It is in this context that the
Planning Commission's limited success in achieving even the
limited objective of progressiveness in the Plan transfers
has to be evaluated.

Table V-3 shows that the per capita Plan Outlays
are highly regressive, This is also seen from the high
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degree of positive correlation between per capita income and
per capita Plan Outlays. During all the plans except the
Third and the Fourth, these correlations were significant
statistically. Disparities in Plan Outlays were far greater
than in Plan transfers. During the two and half decades
covered by our study, the top income States managed to get
higher Plan Outlays than the States in all other groups except
group D. This was true of all Plan periods except the Third
Plan when Group B States had a slight edge over Group A States
The low income States as a group had only the smallest Outlays
during all Plan periods except the latest when their Plan size
was marginally more than that of the group B States. During
the entire two and half decades taken as a whole, Punjab,
Haryana, Gujarat and Maharashtra had the highest per.capita
Plan Outlays. The Outlay of Bihar was the lowest. During
the entire period, per capita Outlay of Bihar was less than
one half that of Punjab and of Haryana. The Outlay of Uttar
Pradesh was only a little more than half that of Punjab and
Haryana.

The skewness of State Plan Outlays is brought out
by the fact that only five out of the 15 non special category
States had a Plan Outlay higher than the all States‘ average.
Of these,four belonged to Group A, and only one belonged to
Group B. None of the low income States could manage to have
a Plan, the size of which was at least equal to the national
average. As Gadgil puts it correctly,
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"there is a let of discussion about reg
ional backwardness. Yet about the basic
problem of Plan Outlays in a federal polity,
there is very little thinking. But I think
it is important that there is a debate, a much
wider debate than at present on these questions“.

The call of Gadgil was taken up a decade later by Raj Krishna
too, but to no avail. The discussions on resource trans
fers still centre around Central Plan assistance whose imp
ortance in Plan financing is steadily coming down.

E23-E‘£E§l_13E‘§9E_1£E9§_9§_§JE§-ESE

The difference in Plan outlays between the richer
and the poorer States is due to the failure of the Planning
Commission and other resource allocating agencies to counter
act the influence of the widely different resource bases of
the States in allocating the Plan and other Central funds.
The differences in resource base arise due to the existing
disparities in the levels of development, especially indus
trial development which in turn are due to historical reasons,
compounded by the failure of the earlier Plans to correct
them.

Table V-4 gives the per capita resources other
than the.Central funds available to each State to finance
its Plan Outlays during each of the Five Year Plans. It is
seen that the ‘own reseurces'6 of Group A States were much
larger than those of other Groups including Group D. The
own resources of Group C and D were less than half that of
Group A. The Plan resources of Jammu and Kashmir weneless
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than a quarter that of Punjab. The resources of Assam and
aihar were only one hird that of Maryana. That the own
resources of Statts are positively related to the per capita
income is borne out by the positive and significant value
of the coefficients of correlation.

The higher level of own resources of the developed
States was not due to greater exploitation of their resource
as was noted earlier.7 This is confirmed by Vithal for the
Fourth Plan. The rank correlation between per capita income
and percentage increase in per capita additional taxation
in the Fourth Plan worked out by'him was negative though
weak.8 This is not surprising if we disaggregate further
the States Own Plan funds. The major items of States‘
resources are: (i) Balances from current revenues at the
base level of taxes and rates; (ii) Contributions of public
enterprises, (iii) Market and other institutional borrowings;
(iv) Miscellaneous capital receipts; and (V) Additional re
source mobilisation.

The wider and more elastic resource base of the
richer States enables them to have higher balance of current
revenues. In fact, the balance of current revenues now is
determined largely by the Finance Commissions which had
allowed larger surpluses to the developed States and lower
or nil surpluses to the poorer States. Unlike in the case
of developed States the meagre surpluses of the poorer States
are provided to them in the form of grants, the value of
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which gets eroded even before the Commissions‘ reports get
into print. Contribution of public enterprises is not
solely dependant on the rates charged or the efficiency of
management. It is also a function of the volume and pat
tern of investments made in the earlier plans. This reso
urce too, thus favuurs the developed States. Miscellaneous
net capital receipts in recent Plans arenegative and lead to
net outflow depending on the debt outstanding which again
is a consequence of the regressive ‘patterns of assistance‘
and the resultant grant—loan composition of previous Plan
and non-plan transfers. Thus the inequities of the past
Plans haunt the current Plans. The market loans and other
institutional borrowings have favoured in the past the deve
loped States more than the underdeveloped States, as was
brought out in Chapter II.

Criteria for Plan Transfers and Plan Outlays

For ascertaining how the declared equalisation
objective was scuttled in the process of allocation of
Plan funds and Plan Outlays/one has to examine the Criteria
which governed these allocations. For this, the Plan
era can be divided into two periods viz., the pre and post
Fourth Plan periods. During the earlier period, there
were no definite criteria governing either the Plan Outlay
or the Plan assistance. During the second period, the
objective Gadgil formula to determine States‘ Plan assist
ance was implemented.



Looking at the process of planning prior to 1965,
Hanson noted thatll _ _The principles on which Central assistance

LC State Plans is allocated have never been made
clear. . . At present,n one knows and even ifthe Commission has this all worked out, no one is
likely to be told, at least just ye . But if
the whole complex process were laid bare, existing
complaints of inequity, serious enough already,
would be redoubledg.. . it . .Gadgil confirmedzlater. "As matters developed, the Planning

Commission had to advise on Plan finance in an ad hoc way.
The Commission had itself no firm criteria which it had deve. . _ 10 .loped and which it could put to the States . And in the
absence of definite criteria,as the Administrative Reforms
Commission's study group on Financial Administration noted
"all sorts of devices and subterfuges are devised by the
States with a View to obtaining as large a quantum of Central

11 One of the subterfuges adoptedassistance as possible”.
to get their Plan outlays boosted was to play off the Plan
ning Commission against the Finance Commission. "For the
Third Plan period, figures presented by some of the States
to the Finance Cmmission underestimated revenue resources

while those to the Planning Commission overestimated them.
For the Fourth Plan, the States were unable to use this
device as the Fourth Finance Commission had completed its
work before the Plan was formulated. But some of them, it
is understood, managed to attain their objective, viz., a
larger Plan, by presenting an over—optimistic picture of
their capital resources”.l2
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Prior to the Fourth Plan, Central assistance, it
is believed, was being allocated after taking into account
the States‘ Plan Outlay and the States‘ own resources deter
mined during bilateral discussions. "The States‘ First
Five Year Plan included projects/programmes which were in
progress before the commencement of planned economic develop
ment. A broad view was taken about the development efforts
that were envisaged in the different States and after assess
ing the resources to be raised by individual States, the
quantum of Central assistance was fixed for each State for
the entire Plan period During the Second Plan, the
quantum of Central assistance was not predetennined. It
continued to change from year to year in the light of the
financial position of States and the Centre and the require
ments of projects taken up in both the States‘ as well as
the Central sector The National Development Council
it may be mentioned, did not specifically consider the prin
ciples for allocation 3: Central assistance E2 States either
la the Second 93 the Third Five Year Plans. (emphasis added)
The main emphasis had been on the principles which should
govern the determination of the States’ Plan Outlays?l3

As the Administrative Reforms Commission (ARC)

study team noted, “After the Plan outlays and financial
resources to be raised have been determined for the Centre

on the one hand and the States on the other, the gap filling
between the states‘ resources and their Plan outlays is left
to be met by assistance from the Centre",14
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There was no definite criteria in the formulation
of State Plan outlays either, Hanson commented caustically,
"the criteria for judging the Plans Muich the Commission has
publicly proclaimed are at best vague and at worse ambiguous"
He quotes an intelligent and exoerienced informant in
Maharashtra as saying, “The extent to which the Planning
Commission agrees to accept the States‘ own targets and to
supplement the States‘ own resources depends on a process
of haggling in which a great deal of cunning but very
little science is displayed on both sides”.16 The criteria
for determining the size and pattern of States‘ Plan Outlay
were too numerous, diverse and often contradictory to have
any operational significance. In the process, the relative
bargaining power, more than any rationale came to have
dominance.

For instance, the Second Plan is supposed to have
taken into consideration the following factors in deter
mining the Plan Outlay: (i) Population, (ii) Commitments
on account of the First Plan, (iii) Expected achievement of
development at the end of the First Plan, (iv) Expected
revenue contribution of the States and programmes for
irrigation and power".17 The Third Plan seems to have
taken into account a still larger numberand variety of
factors including "needs, problems, past progress and lags
in development, likely contribution to achievement of the
major national targets, potential for growth and the



contribution in resources which the State could make toward

its dev lopment programmes. In assessing needs and problem
such factors as population, area, levels of income and
expenditure, availability of certain services, for example
roads, schools, hospitals, extent of commitments carried ov
from the Second Plan, commitments on account of large pro

jects or special programmes and the State of technical and
administrative service available were taken into account.
Care was also taken to see that States whose resources were
unavoidably small did not have to limit development to scab
which was altogether insufficient merely because of paucity
of resources. At the same time, States which were able to
make larger efforts in mobilizing their own resources could
undertake development on an appropriate scale".18 How and
why these criteria were selected, in what fashion they were
combined and what weightage was given to each of them are
anybody's guess including the Planning Commission's. One
can only judge by the results that followed.

Patterns of Assistance

There were no definite criteria for determining
the grant—loan composition of the Central Plan transfers
prior to the Fourth Plan. This proportion depended on the
‘patterns of assistance‘ of individual schemes included in
the State Plans. Not all schemes in the State Plans were
eligible for Central financing. Even for flue eligible
schemes, the grant—loan composition of Central financing
varied. At one time, the patterns numbered 200. "The
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ultimate grant—loan break—up therefore does have an element
of mystery” and was not known till the plan was completed.19
The patterns of assistance are made known not at the time of
determining the State Plan tutlays and the Plan transfers.
"The loan and grant portions of the total Central assist
ance for a State Plan are arrived at by adding up the loan
and grant components in the patterns of schemes included
in the Plan. If the sumtotal falls short of the total
assistance assured to the State, the balance is made up
through what is called a miscellaneous development loan".20
"The patterns which had become a maze" were both inefficient
and inequitable.21 The net result “would therefore appear
to be needless, voluminous and complicated work, a distortion,
of priorities, vexation to the States without ensuring
effectivenessfor the Centre, a dilution nevertheless of the
initiative and judgement of the States and a fettering of
their operational flexibility".22 From the equity angle,
the richer States with larger revenue resources could opt
for schemes with a larger grant component than the poorer
States. This was confirmed by Gadgil. The grant compo
nent "would be as large as 40 per cent or more in the case
of developed States which had resources; it would get 40 per
cent as grants. On the other hand, an underdeveloped
State which had no resources could get only 12 per cent as
grants though the average was about 22 per cent”.23 For _
these reasons, the State governments had demanded the
abolition of patterns of assistance and the Administrative
Reforms Commission concurred with this suggestion.
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Gadgil F rmula

This uncertain and inequitous pattern of Central
assistance was replaced by the Gadgil formula, during the
Fourth Plan. According to this formula, accepted by the
National Development Coundl in 1968, Statas like Jammu and

Kashmir, Nagaland and Assam were given special consideration.
The balance available in the divisible pool of Plan resources
was to be distributed according to five criteria. Population
was the major criterion which was assigned a weightage of
60 per cent. The second criterion was per capita State incom
with a weightage of ten per cent. Only States below the all
States‘ average of per capita income were eligible to claim
this part of the divisible pool. Another 10 per cent was to
be distributed according to tax efforts in relation to per
capita income. Yet another 10 per cent of the divisible
pool was set apart to meet the special needs arising out of
commitments on major continuing, power and irrigation pro
jects. The remaining 10 per cent was to be allotted taking
into account the special problems arising out of metro
politan areas, floods, chronically drought affected areas. 24and tribal areas.

The uncertainty regarding the grant—loan component
also was removed. Seventy per cent of the transfers was to be
given as loans and the balance as grants. For the States
of Jammu and Kashmir, Assam and the hill States of the North
East, the proportion of grants was however, 90 per cent.



The formula underwent some chrnges in 1978-79. The weigt—

age given to special factors was reduced which is now added
to the weightage for per cbpita income.

The formula had to a great extent, removed the
rigidity and delays involved in the schematic patternsof
assistance. It had also reduced the uncertainty regarding
the quantum and composition of Central Plan transfers. Thus
it increased considerably the autonomy of the States in their
allotted spheres.

The formula did have a better oqualisation bias,
but interestingly the effect was felt only during the Fourth
and the Sixth Plans. During the Fifth Plan, the coefficient
of rank correlation between per capita Plan transfers and per
capita income was only the same as in Second Plan. It was
in fact lower than in the Third Plan. Even during the
Fourth Plan when the formula showed greater equalisation bias
the rank correlation was less than during the Third Plan.
During the Sixth Plan, the value of coefficient was only the
same as in Third Plan. In any case, none of the correlation
coefficients was significant at 5 per cent level. Besides,
the formula was not adequate to countcrvail the disequalising
trends in Plan outlays.

During the Fourth Plan, after the implementation
of the Gadgil formula, the group D States, no doubt, improved
their relative position at the expense of all other groups
of States.



The formula also reduced the relative share of
Group A States. But it also reduced the share of group C
States. The low income States did not receive even average
volume of funds under the Gadgil formula. Among the non
special categories,only two States — Assam and Rajasthan — had

received above average Plan transfers during the Fourth Plan.
During the Fifth Plan, eight States managed to get equal or
more than the all States‘ average sums. Of these, two
belonged to Group A, faur to Group B, and only two to Group C.
Of these, Uttar Praflesh's receipt was just equal to the all
States‘ average. During the Sixth Plan, under the modified
Gadgil formula with increased weightage to per capita income
only five States received above average quantum of funds.
Of these, only one belonged to the low income group.

It is worthwhile to examine how even the Gadgil
formula with a ten per cent weightage to per capita income
failed to bring about any substantial degree of equalisatimm
What is more, how is it that this same ‘objective’ formula
had different impact during different Plan periods? The
reason is, except for the weightage of 10 per cent (raised
to 20 per cent during the Sixth Plan) given to the per capita
income of backward States, there is no other equalising
factor in the formula. The role of populeticm as an equali
sing factor is limited as was noted earlier in Chapter TV.
The weightage given to tax norm is unexceptional in prin
ciple. But a norm which is not progressive with State
income enables the richer States with their larger component



of industrial income to show better tax performance and thus
to corner more of the Central Plan funds. The high ratio
of tax revenue to per canita income does not by itself
reflect the degree of utilization of tax potential,25 In
the absence of a oer capita norm progressive with State
income, the cannon of equity-equalisation of benefits and
sacrifices — is not likely to be satisfied. The remaining
factors which had been given 20 per cent weightage cut both
ways and dilute the objectivity of the formula. These give
some elbow room for the Planning Commission to manoeuurenvy.
This may explain the changes in the relative position of
States during the Fourth and the Fifth Plans under the same
'objective' formula. The criterion of commitments on major
continuing power and irrigation projects is a shifting one.
The weightage given to special problems like metropolitan
areas actually benefitsthe urbanised States which are more
industrialised and therefore have larger resource potential.
Chronically flood and drought affected areas\and tribal belts
exist in all the States, irrespective of their income status.
Central assistance according to these criteria would benefit
both the rich and poor States depending upon their barga
ining power and the degree of patronage of the Centre enjoyed
by them at any given time. If past experience is any guide,
developed States with their better administrative machinery
manage to appropriate to themselves more resources on these
bases.26



Not all the Plan funds are brought under the
Gadgil formula. For example, of the Rs.7,9OO crores of
Plan funds that were available for distribution among States
during the last four years of Sixth Plan (original verseion
under the Janata rule) it was decided by the National Deve
lopment Council that only m.4,2OO crores (53.2 per cent) were
to be brought under the Gadgil formula. Of the remaining,
22.8 per cent was set apart for Special Category States,

10 per cent for hill areas and 7.6 per cent for special pro
blem: areas. Funds from IDA Credit (6.3 per cent) also was
not added to the divisible pool27. If past experience is
any guide, the funds meant for the last three purposes are
likely to be cornered by the more developed States with their
better oiled administrative machinery.

The criterion of uniform g£ant loan proportion
of Central assistance applicable to all States except for
the special category States and Assam,irrespective of their
developmental status,is equitable.only on the face of it.
By its treatment of unequals as equaka it does not take
care of the principle of vertical equity.

Thus, Gadgil, the then Vice—Chairman of the Planning
Commission with his thorough understanding of the regional
problems in India (as seen earlier) was also not able to
bring about greater progressivity in his formula for Central
Plan assistance. The explanation is that the Conflicts of
interests between the rich and the poor States represented
in the National Development Council could have been resolved



only by political compromises based on expediency rather
than principles of equity.28 Of course,an illusion of
equity was provided by the ten per cent weightage given to
per capita State income of the backward States. This should
lead us to a discussion of few larger questions regarding
the fundamental problems of Indian federal polity. This
however, we postpone to Chapter X.

Summing up, during the first eighteen years of
Planning, the poorer States suffered in the absence of an
objective formula to determine the Central transfers for Plan
purposes. During the next twelve years, these States conti
nued to suffer,inspite of the implementation of an objective
formula which was not sufficiently progressive in itself. In
any case the degree of progressivity was not enough to bring
about progressivity in States‘ Plan Outlays. In fact, what
is desired is not merely progressivity in Plan transfers but
progressivity in Plan Outlays. In retrospect, it would
appear that the approach of the Planning Commissin before
the Gadgil formula, viz., to determine first the size of the
Plan outlays and then to treat the Plan assistance as a
residual factor, was more sound. But the failure of the
earlier Planswas in translating this Sound approach to obje
ctive and equitable criteria in determining both the size of
the Plan Outlays and the Central Plan assistance. In its
anxiety to clear the above drawbacks of the earlier approaches
the new Gadgil formula seems to have thrown the baby too
with the bath water.
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The Gadgil formula treats the Plan Outlay as a
residuery factor. Once the quantum of Plan assistance is
determined, the States are free to decide the size of their
Plans, depending on the volume of additional resource mobi
lised by them. These efforts depend as much or more on the
States resource potential as on the degree of its exploitation.
It is also dependent on the amount of surpluses left behind
by the Finance Commissions. A change in attention to Plan
Outlays from Plan assistance once again is therefore called
for urgenctly in View of the decreasing role of Central
assistance in financing State Plans, which is more pronounced

in the case of developed states. /7 As seen at the outset,
the Central Plan assistance discussed in this Chapter does
not include all Plan funds from the Centre routed to the
States through the Planning Commission. Financing of
Central and.Centrally sponsored schemes in the States are
excluded in this discussion$. Despite stiff resistance
from all the States, Centre is unwilling to reduce the
importance of these schemes, partly because, in the dispen
sation of funds for these pet schemes of different Union
Ministries, the Union government — Planning Commission, the
different Union Ministries, particularly the Union Finance
Ministry — enjoys considerable discretion. Any study of
the regional pattern of the flow of Plan funds will be com
plete only after a study of the financing pattern of these
schemes. This is done in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCRETIONARY TRANSFERS

The importance of Discretionary Transfers__.—_..—__._..—.__—___——_......_._._.__..__...._..__..._._._._._._...

Discretionary transfers constitute an area of
darkness in the Union-State financial relations Scene in

India, though, these pon statutory, non-plan transfers
amounted to nearly one third of the aggregate budgetary
transfers during the first three decade of planning, (1951
1981)1. In sbsolute terms the discretionary transfers
amounted to m.22,30o crores which was only $.60 crores less

than the Plan transfers. During three Plan periods (First,
Fourth and Annual Plan periods) discretionary transfers
exceeded both statutory and plan transfers. It is only
during the recent Plan periods that the importantcc of discre
tionary transfers is coming down. This is partly due to
the increasing role played by the recent Finance Commissions
and partly due to the concerted opposition put up by the
State Governments against the increasing importance of these
transfers. But even during the Fifth and the Sixth Plans,
discretionary transfers accounted for more than a quarter
of the aggregate budgetary transfers. Apart from their
direct effects, the discretionary transfers affect the
statutory transfers in the following Plan period, by boosting
the non Plan expenditure.
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State—wise discretionary transfers are estimated
by us indirectly by deducting the amounts of statutory and
Plan transfers from the aggregate budgetary transfers (sum
of loans, grants and share of taxes.) As noted earlier
only the transfers meant to finance the State Plans are
included mqthis study under Plan transfers. In other words,
Centre's contribution to Central and centrally sponsored
schemes are included under discretionary transfers and not
under Plan transfers as is sometimes done. Such a cate
gorisation is partly due to reasons of data availability
noted earlier in Chapter V.

Categories of Discretionary Transfers

Broadly discretionary or non statutory non Plan
transfers can be classified into (i) 'schematic' transfers,
(ii) overdraft, gap and special accommodation loans and
ways and means advances (iii) small savings loans and (iv)
assistance for meeting relief expenditure. The relative
importance of each of these items changes over time, During
the Fifth and the Sixth Plan periods, for which alone break
up of data is available, the schematic transfers accounted
for 66 per cent and 61 per cent respectively of the total
discretionary transfers. Next in importance was the small
savings loans (23.8 per cent and 27.6 per cent) followed by
ways and means advances (9.7 per cent and 7.3 per cent).
Central relief for natural calamities formed only a small
proportion during this period, particularly during the
Fifth Plan period. But assistance to finance relief expendi



ture was very large during the Fourth Plan and the three
Annual Plan period. The overdrafts, gap, and special
accommodation loans were also very important during the
Fourth Plan.

The nmst serious objection to the discretionary
transfers from the angle of this study however, is that the
principle of equity has been ignored in discretionary trans
fers. That this has actually happened may be seen from
the rank correlation between discretionary transfers that
went to different states and the per capita income of States.
During all but two Plan periods, (the Second and the Annual
Plan period) the correlation was positive though weak as
may be seen from Table VI-7. During none of the Plan
periods, the correlation was statistically significant.

State—wise Discretionary Transfers

The absence of progressiveness i= confirmed by the
State—wise flow of discretionary funds given in Table VI—1.
It would, in fact, seem that it had served only to widen
the inter—State disparities. During the two and a half
decades covered by the study, the low income States among
the non special category States received less funds than
both the high income and the middle income States. Even
among the latter two groups, it was the middle income States
which received less than the high income States except during
the three Annual Plans (1966-69) and the Fourth Plan. The
low income States, fared better than the top income States,
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paradoxically, only during the three years of the Plan
holidays. Even during these annual Plan years, their posi
tion was worse than that of the middle income States. The

special category States, of course, received the highest
per capita discretionary transfers. This was perhaps
unavoidable in View of their special problems including
defence and internal security problems.

Of the five States which got less than all States
average during the 25 year period, two belonged to group B,
three to group C and none to group A. In other words, only
one among the four poor States, recei ed more than the all
States average amounts while all the five States belonging
to the richest category received more than that amount.
Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh received the lowest while

Assam and Rajasthan received the largest amounts per capita.
Punjab received the third largest amount.

Identification of the reasons for the regressive
ness of discretionary transfers requires analysis based on
its further disaggregation into its components. The most
important category of discretionary transfers is schematic
transfers.

(i) Schematic Transfers:— The schemes for which
Central funds are made available outside the State Plan frame
work are of three types. They are: Central Plan Schemes,
Centrally sponsored schemes and the non Plan Schemes proper.2
The Central and centrally sponsored schemes accounted for
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53 per cent and-58 per cent respectively of the total sche
matic transfers during the Fifth and the sixth Plans. The
difference between the State Plan schemes and some of the

above schemes are only marginal. There are instances
of schemes which are included both under the State Plans and
outside. These are other instances of schemes started as
non—plan, but included in later Plans. As Venkataraman
observes, "Empirically the only definition of centrally
sponsored scheme is that the centrally sponsored schemes
are those for which assistance is given over and above the
assistance assured for the State as a whole."3 There are
schemes which are "sometimes converted from State Plan schemes

to Centrally sponsored schemes with no intent other than the
obvious one of getting the State better financial assistance
as noted by the ARC study group.4 These schemes relate to
subjects in the State list, Central list and the concurrent
lists of the Constitution.

Generally speaking the states are not happy with
the increase in the schematic transfers. These schemes are
mostly thrust upon the State Governments against their own
order of preferences at the behest of the interested Union
Ministries. It may be noted that in several meetings of
the National Development Council, the Chief Ministers of
States have argued for substantial reduction in the number
of Central and Centrally sponsored schemes.5

Secondly, discretionary transfers as the name
suggests are not governed by any objective criteria. The
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large scale discretionary transfers effected by the Plan
ning Commission and different Union Ministries undermine
the importance of the criteria adopted by the Finance
Commission6 and the National Development Council. Thirdly,
these transfers reduce the pool of funds available for
distribution on the basis of the National Development Council
(Gadgil)formula. Fourthly, some of the criteria used for
discretionary transfers are the ones rejected by the Fin
ance Commissions. Fifthly, discretionary transfers tend
to undermine the autonomy of States by entering the State
subjects in the Constitution through fiscal backdoors. The
States‘ priorities are often ignored in the allocation of
funds by the different Ministries at the Centre. Sixthly,
large scale discretionary transfers leave the area of fiscal
transfers open for political bargaining and horse—trading.7

All the above objections of the State Governments
could perhaps have been ignored if only the Schematic trans
fers were equitable. During the Fifth Plan, assistance
under all the three types of Schemes showd a positive
though weak correlation. But during the Sixth Plan, the
trend was slightly reversed as is seen from the emergence
of negative, though still weak correlation between per capita
income and different types of schematic assistance.

If we go beyond the general trends and carry
our analysis in per capita terms, we are confronted with
our usual finding that the three low income States - Uttar
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Paadesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar — got only less than the

national average and much less than the averages for some
of the most developed States like Punjab and Haryana. This
is brought out in table VI—2. Bihar received only 41 per
cent of the funds which Punjab got. Uttar Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh also got less than half of what Punjab received.

Discretionary transfers to finance various schemes
initiated by the different Central Ministries had a higher
grant content than the Central assistance for State Plans.
During the seven year period covering the Fifth Plan and
the first two years of the Sixth Plan, the grant content
of schematic discretionary transfers was 63 per cent as
against 38 per cent for Plan assistance. The grant content
of Central Plan schemes was higher at 72 per cent. For
centrally sponsored schemes, the grant content was still
higher at 88 per cent. The grant—loan component of schematic
transfers varied among the States according to the nature of
the schemes as in the case of ‘patterns of assistance‘ for
the State Plans followed by the Planning Commission, prior
to the Fourth Plan. As with the Central Plan assistance
before the Fourth Plan, the proportion of transfers by way
of grants was the highest for the developed States as may be
seen from Table Vi—3. The proportion of grants'was 66 per
cent for group B States,63 per cent for group A States and
only 59 per cent for group C States.

Among the special category States, the grant
component was the second highest for Haryana, (after Orissa)
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and the third highest for Gujarat. The grant component
for Bihar and Madhya Pradesh, on the other hand was less
than the national average, The overall trend may be seen
from the correlation of grant content of all these schematic
transfers with per capita income. The correlation was
positive though weak during the Fifth Plan period. During
the first two years of the Sixth Plan, there was a welcome
change leading to a negative and statistically significant
correlation.

The same trends are visible even when we analyse
the discretionary grants in per capita terms. The rank
correlation between per capita grants and per capita income
was positive during the fifth plan and negative during the
Sixth Plan. During both Plans, the correlation was weak.
However some of the figures for individual States strike
discordant notes. For example, Punjab, Haryana and Gujarat
received larger grants per capita during the seven year
period (1974-81) than the three low income States, viz.,
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. Bihar's per capita
grants during the seven year period was only 37.7 per cent
that of Punjab. Per capita grants of Uttar Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh were just half that of Punjab. The dist
ortions introduced in federal financial relatidns by the
discretionary transfers not supervised by any federal body
like the Finance Commission and the National Development
Council may be seen from the fact that three States, viz.,
Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan received more discretionary
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grants than Plan grants during the Fifth and the Sixth Plans.
Again, except for Kerala, West Bengal, Assam and the special
category States, the discretionary non Plan grants exceeded
the Statutory grants.

<ii> Ta9§11E_‘E9‘;’E£§§_§EE£E_£Tl_§FEE£E_§EY.iE€l§"

The second most important item of discretionary transfers
is the loans representing States‘ share in Small Savings.
From the Fourth Plan onwards, they are treated as non Plan
loans, meant to meet the overall non Plan gaps. At present,
following the recommendations of the Seventh Finance Commission
two—thirdsof the net collection of small savings in each
State is given back to it as loans ‘in perpetuity'.8 As an
incentive to States for larger collection, the States are
also offered half of every five per cent over and above the
national average of net to gross collections. The small
savings loans are in addition to the non Plan grants given
for meeting half the expenditure on State staff employed
for popularising small savings.

The sharing formula adopted by the Union Govern
ment implicitly amounts to the acceptance of a principle
already rejected by all the Finance Commissions, both on
constitutional and economic grounds, namely the principle
of contribution. The pfesent arrangement for sharing of
small savings collections, in the name of giving incentives
to States, leaves some of the poorer States badly off. The
high weightage given to collection serves only to perpetuate
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the existing regional disparities, as may be seen from
Table Vi—4. The rank correlation cocfficientl between
share of small savings and per capita income is positive
during both the Fifth and sixth Plans. But during both

I"the Plan periods, it was not significant at 3 per cent
level.

The reasoning behind the present sharing formula
is fallacious. As the Sixth Finance Commission pointed
out, "Small Savings collections in recent years have shown
a sharp spurt mainly because of the Provident Funds, parti
cularly subscriptions under Employee's Provident Fund Act
have been permitted to be invested in post office Time
Deposits. Nearly 60 per cent of the net collections of
Small Savings are attributable to the investments made by
the Provident Funds. In the mobilisation of funds from
this source at any rate, the state Governments cannot claim
to play an active part".9 For the contributions made by
the non institutional investors the scale of the other two
incentives being granted at present to the State Governments
must be considered adequate.

(iii) §§E_1_95_1Il§__a_1'_1§_"_\’§Y5_’ _an_<l _P_4e:ar2s_ _§§‘£§1I1.<2§i1 :

Gap loan was a major component of the discretionary loans
during the Fourth Plan. Such loans, comprising of loans
for clearance of overdrafts, loans for meeting gaps in
resources and special accommodation loans, had assumed massive

proportions during the Fourth Five Year Plan period. Toget
her, such loans outstanding at the end of the Fourth Plan
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amounted to m.1,27o crores.1O However, its importance
deelined considerably during the Fifth and the Sixth Plans
as a result of the massive debt rescheduling recommended
by the Sixth and the Seventh Finance Commissions.

During the Fourth Plan period, most of the States
ran into large overdrafts with the Reserve Bank of India
which were cleared at the end of March 1972 by the loans
given by the Centre. Many States faced, even in subsequent
years, serious Ways and Means difficulties, which would have
led them to resort again to heavy overdrafts, but for the
loans given by the Centre to avoid overdrafts. §uch loans
given to avoid overdrafts have come to be known as gap loans.
Several States had taken these two types of loans even
after receiving special accommodation loans, for the purpose
of covering non Plan gaps in their resources. These loans
were given at the time of finalisation of the States‘ Fourth
Plan. So that the States can fill their non Plan gaps
without taking recourse to Central Plan funds and the addit
ional resources mobilised by them for financing their Plan.
Resort to overdrafts and gap loans reflects to some extent
the financial mismanagement of States.But boa greater extent
it is also a commentary of the approaches of the Finance
Commissions which do not provide for escalation of price
rise. Gadgil, the then Vice Chairman of the Planning
Commission explains the then prevailing position, "Examining
the post Finance Commission position, we found that all
States had to carry on their administration and for this they
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will have to run into ovcrdrafts. what we said to the
Finance Ministry was, "If you have any resources, these
resources must first be earmarked for meeting the deficits
of these States. It is only after you meet them that you
really have surplus resources for adding to Central assist
ance.‘ "11

All these gap loans assisted the middle income
States more than the poorer States. These loans were given
to all States except Punjab, Maharashtra and Gujarat among
the high income States, and Tripura and Nagaland among the
special category states. States like Haryana, Assam, Orissa
and Kerala which received relatively large amounts as stat
utory Plan funds, managed to get large amounts as gap loans
too. Among the group C States, Rajasthan which was the
largest beneficiary of Plan and statutory transfers during
the Fourth Plan, received the maximum amount of gap loans

too. Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar received the
lowest amounts. Among the special category States, Jammu
and Kashmir and Maghalaya benefited the most from gap loans.

During the Fifth and the Sixth Plans, resort to
gap loans on such a massive scale as during the Fourth Plan
has not been made for the reason referred to earlier. But
the States still take recourse to ways and means advances
from the Centre. During the Fifth Plan, such loans amounted
to $.63? crores and during the first two years of the Sixth
Plan, m.34o crores. Unlike during the Fourth Plan, the



States which availed themselves of the maximum ways and

means loans m£m,Punjab followed by West Bengal, Rajasthan,
Haryana and Karnataka. Except Rajasthan and west Bengal, all
the others‘in the list of States had large revenue surpluses
awarded by the Finance Commissions. The ways and means

loans availed by the low income States on the other hand was
low. While all the high income States took ways and means
loans, Madhya Pradesh did not take any during both the Fifth
and Sixth Plan periods.

(iv) Relief for Natural Calamities:— The fourth
major component of discretionary transfers is the Centre's
contribution for relief from natural calamities. Transfers
of this nature which amounted to m.271 crores during the four
year period ended in 1968-69 went up to H.530 crores during
the next four years.12 During l973~74 alone, the total
amount transferred on this count amounted to m.239 crores.13

Thus during the Fourth Plan period as a whole, Central trans
fers to finance relief expenditure added upto M. 769 crores.

It may be recalled that the Central assistance
discussed here is to finance expenditure over and above the
provisions for famine relief made by the Finance Commissins
while computing the normative non Plan revenue budgetary
gaps for the purpose of determining the quantum of grants
under Article 275. Funds provided for relief by the Finance
Commissions which are in the nature of concealed grants were
used by the States during normal years, for meeting their
ways and means requirements. The recommendations made by
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the successive Finance Commissions that funds provided

by them for financing relief should be appropriated in
normal years towards a famine relief fund for use in the
lean years went unhecded by the States. Nor did the Centre
implement the suggestion of the Finance Commissions that in
determining the Central transfers for relief, the accumu
lated provisions made by the Finance Commissions and not
merely the annual provisions relating to the particular
year in which the natural calamity occurs, should be taken
into account.

The Sixth Finance Commission had taken note of

the possibility of the constraint of resources for develop
mental programmes in the Plans, in a few cases, leading to
pressures by the States on the Centre for larger assistance
in the form of drought relief. According to the Commission,
while it could be argued that utilisation of relief funds
on works of permanent value that should normally be accom
modated within the Plan is in national interest, the distri
bution of Central assistance for drought relief, outside the
framework of Central assistance for Plans, tends to set at
naught the formula (Gadgil formula) for distribution of
Central assistance evolved according to the criteria approved
by the National Development Council. The present system
of assistance for natural calamities has thus introduced
serious distortions in the scheme of allocation of Central
funds among the States and if continued any longer, will
accentuate inter-state jealousies and rivalries.“14
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The Sixth Finance Commission, therefore, recom
mended that tre sfers for relief over and above the pro
visions made by the Finance Commissions should be adjusted
against the Central Plan assistance. In fact, the imple
mentation of the Commission's suggestions during the Fifth
Plan, reduced not only th quantum of such non Plan expendi
ture but also the possibilities of diversion of relief funds
to other purposes. During the Fifth Plan, Central assist
ance for relief expenditure came down to a meagre sum of
m.6 crores, as against m.769 crorcs during the Fourth Plan.
Only very few States ¥eceived any Union funds for relief.from
natural calamities during the Fifth Plan, as against all
except three states during the Fourth Plan.

There is evidence to Show that with the Sixth Finance
Commission's recommendations that bulk of Central assistance

for natural calamities should be set off against State Plan
assistance, the demand for funds for relief expenditure has
tapered off. As the Seventh Finance Commission noted, the
advance Plan assistance for relief released during the
first four years of the Fifth Plan formed less than fifty
per cent of the total relief expenditure intimated to it by
the States.15 The Seventh Finance Commission has loosened
the purse strings again and U115 accounts for the sudden
jump in relief assistance to m.l98 crorcs within the first
two years of the Sixth Plan. Apparently even weather gods
respond to the tightening orloosening of the purse strings
by the Union Government.
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During the period of bountiful Central assistance,
political bargaining is believe; to have had a hey—day in
allocation of relief funds. ’“?br, allotment of relief "was
almost the only element for which no clear guidelines have
been laid down for State—wise distribution and therefore in

respect of which there is considerable room for exercise of
discretion.”16

Data for the Fourth Plan presented in Table VI—6
show that the lavish transfers made in the name of relief
from natural calamities benefited a few of the high incme
States with more resources of Uaeir own. Three States in
group B also received substantial relief funds. Rajasthan,
the biggest beneficiary of Central relief funds belonged of
course, to group C. It is also true that Rajasthan is a
drought prone State. But Rajasthan also happens to be the
one poor State which benefited the most from all types of
transfers, statutory, Plan and discretionary.

The major drawback of all Central schemes for
financing relief expenditure is that Union Government funds
are given irrespective of the budgetary position of States or
past accumulation of relief provisions with them. Some of the
States which received massive assistance from the Centre were

the ones with large revenue surpluses on non Plan account.

Summing up, it is often argued that a tight fede
ration, in which resources are centralised with the Union and
the Union Government which has the maximum discretion in their
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alloc“tion, is better suited for achicving cffcctive rc
distribution of rcsourccs from tho richer to the poorer
States. But our analysis, covering one quarter of a
century, only gocs to prove that centralisation in itself
is no guarantce for rtgional equity in resource allocation.
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CHAPTER VII

INSTRUMENTS OF BUDGERARY TRANSFERS

In the earlier Chapters, we had examined the
allocation of budgetary funds according to different agencies.
However, the agency—wise allocation is much less important
than the composition of budgetary transfers. In this Chapter,
therefore it is pfoposed to examine the aggregate budgetary
transfers to different States according to its components 
viz., tax shares, grants and loans.

Constitutional Provisions

There are differences in the constitutional
sanction for different f)rms of transfers. Taxes are shared
among the States according to Articles 268, 269, 270 and 272
of the Constitution, whereas grants are effected under Arti
cle 275 and 282. Loans are granted under Article 293.1

While transfers by way of tax sharing are effected
solely by the Finance Commission, grants are disbursed by
all the three agencies %uch as the Planning Commission,
different ministries of the Government of India and the

Finance Commission. Loans are sanctioned by the Planning
Commission and the Ministry of Finance.



Importance of Instruments of Transfers_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._...5.—- ._.—....au-.-.-—~a-4-.————

An analysis of the instruments of budgetary flows
assumes importance not primarily because of the differences
in Constitutional sanction noted above or because of the
differences in the type of agencies through which such flows
take place. Forms of transfer assume importance mainly
because of the differences in the impact of each form of
transfer on the State budgets at a later date. While loans
create debt servicing problems, transfers by way of tax
sharing and grants do not give rise to these problems.

If there were assurances that fresh loans would
always exceed the sums due as repayment instalments and
interests on past loans, there would not have been any reason
for the States to worry about the composition of budgetary
transfers. In fact, the States were little worried of the
forms of transfers till the end of the Third Plan/till when
fresh loans used to exceed the debt servicing amounts. This
was taken note of by the Study Group of the Administrative
Reforms Commission. "This had bred in the States a degree
of indifference as a result of which,when receiving assist
ance from the Centre they need worry little whether the
assistance is in the form of a loan or a grant".2 But the
situation has changed in subsequent Plan periods when reverse
flow of funds in the form of debt servicing started exceeding
fresh loans in the case of many States.3
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Again, States need not have bothered about pat
terns of assistance,provided all loans were productive
enough to generate sufficient revenues to repay the principal
and interest during the maturity period of the loans them
selves. But in India, the debt servicing obligations used
to be fixed independent of the capacity of the project to
generate repayment potential. Loans are used to finance
projects which should in the normal course have been fin
anced by capital grants. Loans are used even to finance
revenue component of Plans.

The loan:grant composition of Central Plan assist
ance in India used to be determined by the'patterm3of assist
ance'which were more often a reflection of the Centre's
priorities and preferences for different projects. It was
very often determined independent of the financial produ
ctivity, gestation period and the life span of the projects.
Miscellaneous development loans and loans for flood control
and anti—sea erosion works are examples.

Between taxes and grants, the States prefer
to receive funds by way of tax shares as noted by us in
Chapter IV. This is because, by sharing taxes they are
able to partake in the byoyancy of Centre's tax revenues.
While tax sharing expressed in fixed percentages of divisible
pool provides for escalation in prices, inflation erodes the
real worth of grants as the amounts are fixed in absolute
terms’ more than five years ahead of their disbursements.
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Another reason adduced for the preference of the States for
tax sharing is its unconditional nature. While all tax
shares are unconditional, some grants — both statutory and

Anon statutory - are conditional.’

Components of Transfer — Plan—wise and State-wise

Table No.VII—1 gives the pattern-of aggregate
budgetary transfers during the three decades ending March
1981. During this period, loans constituted the largest
single component of Central budgetary transfers accounting
for two fifdficfi the aggregate transfers. This was the
position during all Plans except the Sixth. Tax sharing
was the second most important fonn of transfers accounting
for little less than one third of the total. Grants of all
varieties together accounted for only 28 per cent of the
total transfers. As between tax sharing and grants, their
relative importance varied among the different groups of
States and"over time. The relative importance of grants
was more during the Second, Third and the Annual Plan
periods. From the Fourth Plan period onwards, the relative
importance of tax sharing has picked up thanks to the
increasing role played by the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh
Finance Commissions.

This pattern of assistance was not the one
envisaged by the Constitution. According to Santhanam,
the Constitution envisaged "that the main assistance required
from the Centre would be in the nature of share in taxes
and grants towards recurring revenue expenditure of the States
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TABLE VII. 1

(Figures in percentages)

Plans Tax Grants Tax & Grants Loans

1st Plan 24.0 20.1 44.1 55.82nd Plan 23.3 27.5 50.8 49.23rd Plan 21.4 23.3 44.7 55.4
Annual Plans 24.0 26.0 50.0 50.04th Plan 30.2 25.4 55.6 44.45th Plan 33.0 32.2 65.2 34.86th Plan 40.3 27.0 67.3 32.7All Plans 32.1 28.0 60.1 40.0

Source: Report of the Seventh Finance Commission, 1978
p.172 for 1st to 5th Plans.

State Govcrnmcnts,Finances f
India Bulletin, Aug . 1981.

For the 6th Plan,
Reserve Bank of

1.‘):



Though under Article 293, the Government of India is empow
ered to make loans to States or give guarantees in respect

9

of loans raised by them, it was contemplated that normally
the capital needs of a State would be met by its own bor

. H 5rowing .

It may be interesting to note that the loan
component of Centre-State budgetary flows in India was more
than that of the official assistance granted by 15 members
of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the Organi

sation for Economic Co—operation and Development (OECD).6

In 1964, the share of loans in their assistance was much
less (40 per cent) than the share of loans in the Central
assistance to States in India, during the first three Plans,
which varied from 49 to 55 per cent. In 1968, the Share
of loans in the official assistance of the above 15 OECD

countries increased to 50 per cent. Even then,it was only
equal to the share of loan. in the Central transfers during
the three Annual Plans period. In fact, the Development
Assistance Committee had recommended that the loan component
of_the member countries‘ official assistance should not
exceed 30 per cent.7

Loan Component

Loan component was the largest single component
of aggregate budgetary transfers for all States, barring
Orissa and the group D States. Even in this group, Jammu
and Kashmir is an exception. There is however a welcome
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trend of declining share of loans from the Fourth Plan
perioc mainly because of the increasing role played by
the Finance Commission.

States at the lower levels of development
are required to invest a larger proportion of their budgetary
funds in the development of infrastructure and other social
overheads. Investments in these sectors are not immediately
productive. Their productivity is therefore not immediately
reflected in increased revenues. It is therefore necessary
that the less developed States must get more of the budgetary
transfers in non—repayable forms as compared to the more

developed States which can invest a higher proportion of
budgetary transfers in directly productive activities. It
may be remembered that even in international financial assist
ance, the principle that grant component should vary inT . . . . 8favour of hard core developing countries is quite accepted.

Devolution in Non Repayable Forms

But this principle has not been consistently and
systematically followed in India. In fact, the rank cor
relation between per capita income and the percentage share
of the non repayable type (tax and grants) in the aggregate
transfer amounts shows divergent trends. It was positive
during the three Plan periods (i.e, between 1961 and 1974)
and negative during the three other Plan periods, i.e.,
the Second, Fifth and Sixth Plans. Even during the Sixth
Plan, the correlation was not statistically significant.
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As ma be seen from Table VII—2 during the entire period,
Maharashtra and Gujarat received a higher proportion of
Central funds in non repayable forms than Rajasthan, Bihar,
Assam and Jammu and Kashmir. The redeeming feature, however

is that the special category States received 71 per cent
of funds in the form of taxes and grants.

Tax Sharing and Grants

The share of taxes exceeded that of grants in case
of all groups other than group D. Orissa and Assam in
group B and Rajasthan in group C, however were exceptions.

The importance of tax sharing in the aggregate
budgetary transfers was the same for group A and C States.
This amounted to 35 per cent each, followed by the group B
States which come to 30.6 per cent. For group D States,
tax sharing was the least important form of resource trans
fer, accounting for less than one—tenth of the aggregate.
In their case, grants were of the highest importance acco
unting for 61.3 per cent of the total. The only exception
was Jammu and Kashmir. For the low income group C States,
the relative share of grants (2304 per cent) was lower than
that of the middle income States (27.7 per cent). The
share of grants for high income group A States was the
lowest (21.2 per cent).

It was noted in Chapter III that the low income
States received the lowest quantum of Central funds among
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non special category States, while the mid’le income states
received the maximum.9 The shortfall of group C States in
aggregate transfers was contributed 3y all forms of transfer
as may be seen from Table VII—3. But the deficiency was the
maximum in the case of grants where the deviation from the
national average was 23 per cent. In tax sharing, the group C
States more or less levelled off with the national average. In
loans, the deficiency was by ten per cent.

The high income group as a whole too, had received
less budgetary funds than the all States average. But their
shortfall was relatively small. It was only six per cent.
But this shortfall was contributed by the shortfall in grants
which was by 27 per cent. In tax sharing they had received
more while in loans they received average sums.

The group B States teceived above average sums of
loans as also grants. Their shortfall, although marginal,
was in tax sharing.

Grants Per Capita

In Chapter IV it was noted that the Plan—wise
and State—wise distribution of the share in taxes among
States was not progressive except in the Sixth Plan.lO A
Plan—wise analysis of total grants shows relatively more
progressive bias than tax sharing as may be seen from Table
VII—6. The correlation between per capita income and per
capita grants was negative during all Plans except the
Fourth. During none of the Plan periods,
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however, the correlation was significant at 5 per cent
level.

It is true that during the whole 25 year period,
it was the low income States which received more grants than

the top income States. But the grants that they received
were considerably less than what the middle income States
received. Besides, all but Rajasthan in group C received
less than the national average of grants. The per capita
grants received by Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar
were less than three fourthgthat of national average.

Statutory and NonhStatut9ry_§rants

As may be seen from Table VII-4, statutory grants
constituted only 25.8 per cent of the total grants. The
remaining grants were disbursed by the Planning Commission

and the Union Ministries under Article 282. The importance
of statutory grants was the highest for middle income States.
Next in importance was it for the low income States. Stat
utory grants formed only a small share of the total grants
that went to the high income States. Of course, the imp
ortance of statutory grants was considerably more for special
category States.

The high income States, with the exception of
West Bengal, did not receive much statutory grants. But
three of the low income States — Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar also did not receive much statutory grants.
In fact these three States received less than the national
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average. They received less than Jest Bengal. Madhya
Pradesh's statutory grants were only 15 per cent of the
national average. Statutory grants of Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar were only one third of the national average.

The large share of non statutory grants raises
some interesting constitutional questions as well. The
Article 282 of the Constitution whichmms used to give large
volume of grants by the Planning Cmmission and the Union
_Ministries falls outside the purview of the substantive pro
visions relating to ‘Distribution of Revenue between Union
and the States‘ and findsa place only under ‘Miscellaneous
Financial Provisions‘. The constitutional assumption was
that "the discretionary paragraph under Article 282 would
be used only for special emergencies like famines or floods
or other natural calamities" as noted by us in Chapter IV.
It was assumed by the framers of the Constitution that Arti
cle 275 was the channel through which grants will be routed

11 The use of the Articles forfrom the Centre to States.
effecting substantial transfer of resources is not unconsti
tutional. But, it can still be argued that it is really
stretching the constitutional provisions too far. Though
not unconstitutional, the present excessive use of Article
282 is not constitutionaly ‘neat'.l2

All these aberrations mbuld have been tolerable
if only the cause of equality was upheld by the dispensers
of non statutory grants, But this is not so. Even in the
distribution of non statutory grants;the low position of the
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low income States continued. Bihar got only three fourths
of the national average of non statutory grants. It rece
ived only three fiftnsof what Punjab got. West Bengal
which received more statutory grants than the other group A
States received the second lowest quantum of pen statutory
grants.

The general direction in the inter—State flow of
loan funds was towards the developed States as may be seen
from Table VIl—5. This is also borne out by the positive
correlation between per capita income and per capita loans
during all Plans other than the Third Plan and.the Annual
Plans as may be seen from Table VII—6. However, during
none of the Plans, the correlation was statistically signi
ficent.

Summing up, it may be seen that the pattern of
financial flows from the Centre to the States which has
emerged during the last 30 years, with its high content of
loan and non statutory grants, is not the one visualised in
the Constitution. Further the pattern had no definite and
consistent progressive bias. The pattern of financing,
in which loans predominated, has generated serious debt
servicing problem. This is being discussed in the next
Chapter.
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Notes and References

Relevant clauses of Article 293 read

.__.__ _._._...-._._._.__..___.

as under:
(2) The Government of India may, subject to such con
ditions as may be laid down by or under any law made
by Parliament,make loans to any State or so long as
any limits fixed under Article 292 are not exceeded,
give guarantees in respect of loans raised by any
State and any sums required for the purpose of making
such loans shall be charged on the Consolidated Fund
of India.

(3) A State may not without the consent of the Government of India raise any loan if there is still outst
anding any part of loan which has been made to the
State by the Government of India or by its predecessor
Government or in respect of which a guarantee has been
given by the Government of India or by its predecessor
Government.
(4) A consent under clause 3 may be granted subject
to such conditions if any as the Government of India
may think fit to impose.
Administrative Reforms Commission, Report of the Study
Team on Centre—State Relationships, Government of India,
New Delhi, Vol.I, p.4.
These aspects are discussed in greater detail in
Chapter VIII.
All discretionary grants are conditional. Finance
Commission givesboth conditional and unconditional
grants. From the Fourth Plan onwards, most of the
Plan grants are unconditional ‘block grants‘.
Santhanam, K., Transition in India , Asia Publising
House, Bombay, 1964, p.116.

The Organisation for Economic Development unlike its
its predecessor, European Economic Co—operation, has
a membership outside Europe. Countries like U.S.A.,
Canada, New Zealand, and Turkey, in addition to the
non Socialist European nations, are its members. One
of the objectives of the Organisation is "to stimulateand harmonise its members‘ aid efforts in favour of
the developing countries”. Development Assistance
Committee is one of its important Committees.
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(Report of the Commission
_. M _ gpmont — Chairman, Lester B.

roan, Pall ll Press (London), 1969 p.385.

Taolo III.2 Chapter 111.
Table IV.2. Chapter IV.
Santhanam, K., op.cit. p.116.

A€ministrativo Reforms Commission, op.Qit. p.74.
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CHAPTER VIII

STATES‘ INDEBTEDNESS AND THE

REVERSE FLOW OF FUNDS TO THE CENTRE

Magnitude of the Problem

In the previous Chapter, it was examined how far
the federal financial relationship in India has been trans
formed to a Creditor Debtor relationship as a result of the
‘pattern of assistance‘ adopted by the Planning Commission
and the different Union Ministries. The high loan compo
nent in Central assistance, especially in the earlier Plans
has led to reverse flow of funds in the form of debt servicing
payments, from the States to the Centre.

The Indian States‘ debt per capita has been ever
on the increase, From %.10.4 per capita in 195; it has
reached m.366.5 in 1981.1 In 1951, Central loans accounted
for only 52.2-per cent of the outstanding debts whereas in
1981 it accounted for 72.9 per cent. As a result, the per
capita Central loans to States which amounted to m.5.4 only
in 1951 increased nearly 50 times to m.267 in 1981JTable VIII.1)‘
absolute terms, the volume of central loans increased from m,196
crores in 1951 to m.18,000 crores in 1981. As a result,
the per capita debt servicing payments increased from
m.17.7 during the Second Plan to %.111 crores during the
Fifth Plan as may be seen from Table VIII—2.
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The mounting debt servicing payments, have pro
gressively reduced the net loans given to the States into a
trickle as may be seen from Table VIII—3. Most of the
States in India have fallen into ‘debt traps‘, a situation
wierein fresh loans are necessary to service old loans.
During the Annual Plan period, the ratio of net loans to
gross loans come down to 31.1 per cent from 59 per cent
during the third Plan. During the Fourth Plan, it came
down further to 21.6 per cent. This trend was arrested to
some extent by the debt rescheduling made during the Fifth
and the Sixth Plans on the basis of the recommendations of
the Sixth and the Seventh Finance Commissions. But for
these rescheduling,the net loans would have been negative
for ten States during the Fifth Plan and for one State
during the Sixth Plan. This situation in which debt service
payments exceeded the fresh loans arose in Haryana as early
as the Annual Plans period. The problem of negative loan
‘assistance’ was faced by Punjab and Madhya Pradesh during
the Fourth Plan. Despite massive debt relief, three States —
Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh and Tripura faced this problem of

negative loans even during the Fifth Plan.

In the case of other States too, the percentage
of debt servicing payments to gross loans was steadily going
up as may be seen from Table VIII—3. This mounting problem
is being faced by all groups of States. During the Second
Plan, the problem was most acute for the special category
States;During the Fourth and the Sixth Plan, the problem was
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most intense for the low income States. During the Third,
and the Fifth Plan periods,the oroblem JQS more serious for
the middle income States. During the Annual Plan periods,
the problem was more grave for the top income States.
Judged by the ratio, the overall picture is that of the
burden varying according to per capita income. This may
be seen from the positive though weak correlation between
this ratio and per capita income (see Table VIII—15).

The debt servicing payments in per capita terms
were the highest for Group D States during the entire period
as may be seen from Table VIII—2. Group B came second and
group A third. In per capita terms, group C came only
fourth. There was a positive though weak correlation
between per capita debt service payments and per capita
income.

The per capita loans outstanding at the end of
the Fourth and the Fifth Plans also show the same pattern,
of the special category States having the highest and the
group C States having the lowest burden,2 Again, there
was a positive though weak correlation between outstanding
loans and per capita income.

But neither these per capita figures nor the ratio
of debt servicing payments to fresh lcans give the correct
picture of the debt burden as they do not take into account
the ability of the States to bear the debt burden. During
the two and a half decades studied here, debt servicing
accounted for about eleven per cent of the states‘ combined
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revenue and capital expenditure as may be seen from Table
VIII—4. The ratio of debt servicing payments to the aggre
gate expenditure of the States was steadily on the rise till
the Fifth Plan. The ratio which was only 9.8 per cent in
Second Plan rose progressively to 16.7 per cent during the
Fourth Plan period. During the Fifth and the Sixth Plans,
this ratio however came down, bhanks to the debt rescheduling
done according to the recommendations of the Sixth and
Seventh Finance Commissions.

The burden of debt as indicated by this ratio
is not being felt uniformly by all the States. During the
25 year period, the poorer States felt this burden more as
may be seen from the consistently negative though weak
correlation between this ratio and the per capita income
during all the Plans except the Second. During the whole
25 year period surveyed in this study, the burden was the
highest for Rajasthan followed closely by Jammu and Kashmir,
Assam, Orissa and Bihar. Among the non special category
States, it was the lowest for Maharashtra, Gujarat and Tamil
Nadu. Speaking of groups,the debt burden as indicated
by the ratio of debt servicing to aggregate expenditure,
was the highest for low income States and lowest for top
income States, lower than that of even the special category
States. The middle income State's debt burden was the
second highest. Again,it may be qualified that there were
considerable intertemporal and inter—State differences in
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the debt servicing burden, within the groups and among them.
During the Second Plan, the problem was most acute, for the
Special category Strtes. In fact, the ratio was the highest
for Jammu and Kashmir. During all subsequent Plans,except
the Fifth and the Sixth, the debt servicing ratio was the
highest for the middle income States. During the Fifth
and the Sixth Plans, in spite of debt relief, the burden
was the highest for the low income group C States.

The intensity of the debt service burden is high
lighted by the ratios of repayment instalments due to total
capital disbursements given in Table VIII—5. These ratios
also highlight the circumstances which cmpelled the Sixth
and the Seventh Finance Commissions ta recommend a massive

debt rescheduling. But for the rescheduling, 97-5 per cent
of the States‘ total non Plan capital disbursements would
have gone only for meeting the repayment obligations on the
previous Central loans to them.during the Fifth Plan. In
spite of the debt rescheduling recommended by the Sixth Com
mission, repayment obligations would still have accounted
for 86.8 per cent of the non Plan capital expenditure of
States during the Sixth Plan period (1979-1984). The State
wise position given in Table VIII—5 shows that during both
the Plans, it was the ratio of the special category States
which was the highest. Among the non special category
States, the burden was the highest for middle income States
during the Fifth Plan and for low income States during the
Sixth Plan, The range of inter—State differences however
was small,
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A still better indicator of the debt servicing
burden is the ratio of debt service payments to States‘ own
resources — capital and revenue. The ratios given in Table
VIII—6 show hat the States’ ability to service the debts
(if it were to service the debts out of its own resources
and not out of Central funds) was steadily on the increase
till the Fifth Plan. These ratios for all the Plans, were
highly regressive as may be seen from its negative and signi
ficant correlations with per capita income. Among the groups,
the debt burden was the highest for special category States
during all Plan periods except the-Annual Plan period. Among
the non special category States, the burden was the highest
for the low income States from the Fourth Plan onwards.
During the Second, Third and Annual Plans, debt servicing
burden was the highest for middle income States. During all
the plans, except the Annual Plans, the burden was the lowest
for high income States. For the period as a whole, the bur
den was the highest for Manipur, Tripura, Nagaland and Jammu
and Kashmir. For these States and Assam, debt servicing
during the Fourth Plan exceeded their own resources indi
cating an insolvency position. To them, debt servicing
payments could be met only out of additional Central loans
or Central transfers in the form of tax sharing and grants.
And if the Centre for some reason were to tighten its purse
strings, the States could not have been able to spend any
money at all even for their maintainance. A financial
‘emergency’ would have been certainly on the cards as the
State administration would have ground to a halt.
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The Sixth Finance Commission found it object

ionable to assess the debt servicing capacity by relating the
debt burden to own revenug of States as it puts to disadvantage
those States which exploited their revenue potential more
fully. They had therefore relatef the burden of debt with
per capita income. Our own analysis on similar lines is
given in Table VIII—7. The ratios given in the Table
differ from the Sixth Finance Commission's ratios in four

ways. Firstly, the interest payments have also been
included in the total debt burden. Secondly, the data on
burden in the study are those of acbials unlike those of
the Finance Commission which are only estimates. Thirdly,
the burden data in this study are annual averages.
Fourthly, the per capita income figures are those of the
middle year of each Plan, except those of the Fifth and
sixth Plans. In the case of these two Plansqthe 1975-76
data had to be used as they are the latest available.

The analysis shows that except during the Annual
Plan period, the burden was the highest for special cate
gory States. Except during the Fifth Plan, the burden was
lowest for high income States. During the Third, the Fourth
and the Annual Plans periods, the burden was the highest
for middle income States. During the Fifth and the Sixth
Plans, the burden in relation to per capita income was the
highest for the low income States.
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Commenting on th; t servicing problems of
the devtlo ing nations, the Pearson Commission Report
{Db S L; 1" V k

The accumulation of excessive debt
is usually the combined result of errors
of borrower governments ans of their fore
ign creditors. Failure vn the part of the
debtors will be obvious. The responsibility
of foreign creditors is more rarely mentioned."

Without forgetting that there is a definite dis
tinction to be made between loans from international deve
lopment agencies or the developed nationsto the less developed
ones and the loans from the Central Government to the States

in a developing country,it can still be noted that in the
ever increasing burden of debt servicing faced by the Indian
States, especially the poorer among them, the role of the
creditor Central Government cannot be minimised. It should

be noted that in a vast country like India,the Central Govern
ment bears a special obligation to the less developed States
as per the objectives of development laid down by the
Planning Commission and the philosophy of planning adopted
by the National Development Council. To quote the Pearson
report again:

". Economic growth in many developing
countries calls for large and sustained
investment in areas where increased produ
ctivity is not immediately reflected either
in increased revenue (e.g., education, roads,
agriculture, public health, research etc.) or
a sufficient improvement in balance of payments.”



Therefore, they had urged that future development assist
ance be extended on highly concessional terms»

The terms of official development
assistance loans should provide for inttrest
of no more than 2 per cent, a maturity of
between 25 and 40 years and a grace period
from 7 L0 10 years. It is t: be understood
that while the length of the maturity and
grace period may vary according to the circum
stances of the borrowing country, developing
countries with very low income per head should. 5receive the most favourable terms”.

The World Bank group is already implementing
this policy. While the International Finance Corporation
(IFC) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) charge near commercial rates, the Inter
national Development Association (IDAL the soft loan asso
ciate of the IBRD makes only a service charge of 0.75 per
cent and the poorer among the developing countries share
most of these loans. Even International Monetary Fund has
its Trust Facility under which hard core developing coun
tries are given loans on very concessional rates. Even
in bilateral credit, this principle has been implemented
to a large extent. The weighted average interest rate
on official bilateral commitments of DAC countries in 1968
was 3.3 per cent. In fact, many DAC countries like Canada,
Norway, Sweden and United Kingdom charged less than 3 per

eent.6 The principle of differential interest rates and
differential maturity has been accepted by the commercial
Banks and the term lending institutions under the Union
Government ownership in India too.



Interest Rate Structure

As against the trend for the softening of the
terms of official multilateral and bilateral aid, parti
cularly to hard core deve oping countries,the lending rates of
the Central Government's loans to States in India have
been going up.7 What is more, the Centre, till recently,
was charging more on its loans than it was paying for its
borrowed funds as may be seen from Table VIII—8. Even now

the Central Government charges more interest rates on IDA
funds lent to the States which it has received on concess
ional terms. It may also be noted that the eentre's inter
est rates have been very regressive, as may be seen fran
the negative correlation between the per capita State income
and the rates of interest given in table VIII.15. In 1960
61, the first year of the Third Plan, it was the high income
States which were oaying more than all the other groups of
States. In the final year of the Third Plan, the first
year of the Fourth Plan and the second year of the Sixth
Plan,the low income States were paying higher interest rates
on Centre's loans than both the high and middle income States.
In the final year of the Fourth Plan, the low income states
were still being charged higher interest rates than the
high income States, though lower than the middle incme
States. The rates of interest on loans to special category
States, however were generally lower (see Table VIII—9).
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TABLE VIII.8

Comparative Interest Rate Structure of Centre and
States

(in percentages)

Years On Centre's On Centre's Loans toLiabilities State Governments

1960-61 1.2 2.81965-66 3.3 3.71969-70 3.1 5.01973-74 3.6 4.71975-76 4.1 4.51978-79 4.6 4.21980-81 4.7 .3
Seurces: 1)

2)

3)

"Finances of Central Government", Reserve
Bank of ggfiigmggiietgn, different issues for
dif?3rEnt years.

“Finances of State Governments", op.cit. for
varieus years.

"Report on Currency and Finance” op.cit.
various years.
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It may be conceded that the interest rates paid
by the States on Central loans were lower than those paid
for its market borrowings or institutional borrowings or
unfunded debtS But the cost of market borrowings to the
States was much more than for the Centre. This is seen
by the running yield of State Government securities which
was higher than that of Central Government securities during
the last seven years ending 1980-81. Similar differences
were seen in the redemption yields too till 1978—79.8

The interest rates were higher for the State
Government securities though the maturity periods of their
loans were shorter than those of Central Government loans.
The weighted average maturity period of Central Government
securities issued in 1980-81 was 20 years, whereas the mat
urity period of all State Government securities was only
12 years.9 Taking into account the fact that it is the
Reserve Bank of India which is the Manager to the issue for
both tiers of government and the principal subscribers are
(mostly or all) all public sector financial institutions, the
additional costs incurred by the State Governments are
difficult to justify.

The Centre was borrowing long frm the market
and lending short to the States. What is more, the Centre
was charging higher rates on the States, for these rela
tively short-term loans.



Maturity of Loans

It would be difficult to arrive at a weighted
average maturity period for the 12,000 and odd individual
loans advanced by the Centre to the States. So the ratio
of repayment instalmenfiito the aggregate debt servicing
payments has been adopted in this study as an approximate
indicator for the change in the maturity pattern. This
indicator has been used by others in the international
context.1O

The ratio of repayment instalments to aggregate
debt servicing of the Centre has steadily come down from
61.8 per cent during the Second Plan to 21.4 per cent during
the Sixth Plan as may be seen from table VIII.10. The
ratio for State loans frmn the Centre on the other hand
went up frmn 64.8 per cent in the Second Plan to 69.3 per
cent during the Fourth Plan. This ratio went up, inspite
of the hardening of the interest rates. It came down dur
ing the Fifth and the Sixth Plans, thanks to the debt re
scheduling effected.on the recommendations of the Sixth and
the Seventh Finance Commissions. But for this debt
rescheduling.this ratio would have been 70.2 per cent during
the Fifth Plan and 65.3 per cent during the Sixth Plan.

Details of the maturity period of some of the
loans extended during the Fourth Plan are available. The
block loans under the Gadgil formula extended during the
Fourth Plan were repayable in 15 years, starting from the
first anniversary of the loan. Loans for relief of distress



TABLE VIII. 1O

Ratio of Repazment Instalments to Aggregate Debt
Servicing_PaXments — 1956-81

(In percentages)

Plan Centre States
Second Plan 61.8 64.8Third Plan 47.7 66.1Anhual Plans 44.7 66.2Fourth Plan 44.9 69.3Fifth Plan 28.5 60.5Sixth Plan 21.4 55.5
Sources: 1) "Finances of the Central Government? op.cit.

2) "Finances of State Guvernments,"op.cit.
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caused by natural calamities were repayable within ten
years. The special accommodation lcens extended to the
States during the Fourth Plan were repayable in ten equal
instalments. The overdraft loans and loans for meeting. . . llgaps in resources were repayable in SlX years.

In contrast, it may be noted that the weighted
average maturity level of official bilateral loan cemmit—
ments of DAC countries who are members of the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development in 1968 was 25 years

with a weighted average grace period of 6.5 years.12 The
Pearson Commission as also the DAC have recommended further

softening of the period of repayment of these bilateral loans
The period of repayment of IDA loans for which India is the
major beneficiary is still longer.13

There was no weightage in favour of the poorer
States in the Centre's loan operations. In fact, during
the second, Third and Annual Plans, the correlation between
the per capita income and the ratio of repayments to aggre
gate debt servicing payments was negative, signifying longer
maturity for States with high incomes. From the Fourth
Plan onwards, this trend, however, has been reversed. During
the Second, Third and Annual Plan periods when—P%an—&ssist
ease, the ratio was the lowest for high income States as may
be seen from Table VIII-11. During the Fifth and the Sixth
Plans, it was the lowest for middle income States, largely
on account of the debt relief. This ratio was the lowest for
the Group C States, am ng the non special category States
only during the Fourth Plan.
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The Pearscn Commission's observations on the

responsibility of both the debtor and the creditor in the
mounting debt service problems of the States was noted
earlier. The debtor country or the debtor state finds it
difficult to service the debts if the debt amounts have
been spent in financially unproductive ventures, which need
not necessarily be unproductive, if one takes the long term
development perspective and the social and economic benefits
accruing from it. These benefits are very rarely refle
cted in the commercial cest—benefit ratios or are reflected
only in the long run. Many of the investments in human
capital or sicial overheads are productive only after com
paratively longer gestation periods unlike the directly and
immediately productive investments. But the directly pro
ductive investments which are commercially remunerative
are indirectly dependent on the existence of a critical
minimum level of social overhead capital. The hard Core
devel iing countries or their counterparts among the Indian
States perforce will have to invest larger proportion of the
loans received in economically productive but commercially
non remunerative ventures with longer gestation periods.
So a larger proportion of the fiscal transfers to the poorer
States will have to be in non repayable forms. Even when
loans are extended,the maturity and interest terms should
be more concessional for those loans advanced to the poorer
States. Hnfortunately, for the poorer States in India,
this well established principle has not been taken note of
so far.



The Centre's lending norms and practices do not
conform to that of a modern banker either. If the borrower
,f a bank lands himself in a liquidity crisis or gets into
repayment difficulties, it can ssmetimes be traced to the
mistake of the banker in prescribing shorter repayment
schedules and grace periads which d. not correspond with
the funds flow of the venture. The interest rates and
maturity periods of Central loans to States have not been
fixed either on the basis of the end use of funds or on
the basis of their financial productivity. It is with the
help of patterns of assistance that the loan and the grant
components of Central assistance to be released against each
head of development in the State Plan are determined.
These patterns do not take into account the financial
remunerativeness of schemes". As the Seventh Finance
Commission estimated, the percentage of Central loans uti
lised for ‘non productive purposes — which are unlikely to
generate returns sufficient to cover interest charges much
less of repayment instalments — ranged from 40 to 100 per
cent in the case of some of the special category States.
Even in the case of other semi productive and productive
loans, the repayment fixed is unrealistic and arbitrary.14
For instance, the block loans given in the Fourth Plan are. . _ . _ . , 15repayable within 15 years,with a grace period of one year.

What is worse, the terms of repayments are uniform for all
States irrespective of their different stages of development
or the nature of investments proposed by each State, These



terms imply that these loans will generate resources equal
to one fifteenth of the loan amount plus interest within
one year in all States. This may be possible only if the
State giwernments were to utilise the loans for trading,
that too in fast moving commodities. Loans for relief
of distress caused by natural calamities are repayable in
ten years. Even if it is assumed that all these loans
are utilised for creation of physical assets,it weuld still
be unrealistic to assume that they would generate enough
revenues to meet both interest and repayment schedules in
ten years, As pointed out by the study group of the
Administrative Reforms Commissin, "the standard period of
15 years and the upper limit of 25 years prescribed for
the period of repayment are based on the periods of maturity
of medium and long term market loans and are not related to
the capacity of the schemes financed to yield returns."1

The loans are granted not only for building up
of physical assets, but also for meeting the revenue compo
nent of the State Plan Outlays which Very often are not
worked out with any degree of accuracy. "Another drawback
in the present scheme of financing is that there is no attempt
to determine separately the gap between the revenue component
of its Plan Outlay and to cover the gap by revenue grant
assistance. The result is that a State is sometimes forced
to finance its revenue Plan expenditure from capital funds.
This is not sound financial practice”.17
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Till the beginning of the Fourth Plan,
loans were being granted for State Plans on the basis of the
‘schematic patterns of assistance‘. If these patterns do
not twke into account the financial remunerativeness of the

schemes, the mistake obviously cannot be attributed to the
States. A large number of Central and Centrally sponsored
schemes with varying loan grant contents are implemented
more at the behest of the Union Ministries than at the requ
est of the State Governments. As the Administrative Reforms
Commission Study Group asked, "what will happen to the nat
ional Plan if the States decline to implement these schemes
on the grounds of unfavourable patterns of assistance."18

A striking feature of this; process of Plan for
mulation in the States pointed out by the Administrative
Reforms Commission is that till the end of the Plan formu

lation stage, the Centre and the States are thought of as
partners in a common endeavour. The ostensible aim is to
assist each State according to its developmental needs, such
needs having been determined in the national Plans. A
State, when assured of a certain quantum of Central assist

ance for its Plan, is committed to its executin. There
can be no question of a State backing out on the plea that
the Central loan assistance earmarked for it will prove
unduly burdensome. A logical corollary of this partnership
would be to ensure an equitable sharing of the repayment
obligations which the capital resources distributed bring in
their wake. But the present scheme of financing is not
designed to ensure this. "Consequently when the Plans
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are implemented and plan assistance is released, a relation
ship of partners is transformed into a creditor—debtor
relationship. Herein lies the anomaly which has placed
an unduly heavy burden of outstanding loans on the States.l9

One peculiarity of the creditor debtor relation
ship between the Centre and the States is that the Centre,
unlike the ordinary creditors, partakes in the profits
generated besides getting back the principal and interest.
For, the economic development financed by the loans also
adds to the buoyancy of Centre's revenues. As the Admini
strative Reforms Commission Study Group notes, "as a sharer
in the fruits of such projects in the States, the Centre
cannot, in fairness to States, absolve itself of all res
ponsibility for shouldering a reasonable portin of the
repayment obligations".2O As it is today, the Centre is
in an enviable position of a banker who is also entitled to
dividends.

For the purposes for which it gives grants, if
undertaken directly,by it, the Centre only gives loans if
it is undertaken by the States. For example, Centre's
civic expenditure is financed by capital grants whereas
similar expenditure in the states are financed by loans

21 A substantial part of Central government's
expenditure on industry is financed.by equity contributins.
Some of the Centre's pet schemes for slum clearance and
rural housing are financed by grants. But if the same
schemes are undertaken by the States in a flood or cyclone
devastated area, the mode of financing is loans, repayable
in ten years.



The Need for Debt Relief__—_....__....__..__..._._.__..__....__..—-...

Fears are often expressed that any substantial
debt relief of the existing loans and the softening of the
terms of future liens might adversely affect the Centre's

To the debt relief leaves the Statesfinances. extent,
with non Plan revenue and capital surpluses, the require
ment for Centre's loans for State Plans and grants under
Article 275 will correspondingly be reduced. The States‘
own resources can then substitute the Centre's Plan assist
ance. In other words, it is not only that the Centre's
receipts from the States which will come down as a result of
debt relief but also that its need for further disbursements

affected.in the States would be The change does not matter
for the States also as they are more concerned with net
flows (than with gross flows) in relation to their Plan and
non Plan requirements. The savings in the ever increasing
army of book keeping personnel employed unproductively to
keep accounts of the tapering flow of net loans would not
also be an insignificant advantage.

An aparently sound objection raised by the Sixth
Finance Commission was that the debt servicing payments
add to the Centre's pool of reseurces which are amenable for
redeployment in favour of the poorer States.22 But the
basic assumption here is that the repayments due are more
from the richer States. This is not always true as may
be seen from the very weak thOugh]poSitiVe correlation between
outstanding debt and per capita State income, Even in

23 1)
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simple per capita terms, the outstanding debt position of
States shows a mixed pattern. The per capita outstanding
debt to the Centre at the end of March 1974 and March 1979

given in Table vIII—12 shows that it was the highest for
special Category States than for all other categories. So
a complete writing off will help these poorest States the
most. It is adnitttd that such a step would have benefited
the middle income and the high income States more than the
low income States,during the Fifth Plan as well as the Sixth
Plan. But some of the poarer States like Rajasthan with
its highest per capita debt outstanding would have benefited
the most out of such a step. Bihar and Uttar Pradesh would
have benefited more than Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu
as the per capita outstanding debt was more for the former
States. Besides, as noted earlier, though per capita debt
outstanding is marginally smaller for the low income States,
their debt burden in relation to their capacity to service
these debts is higher. What is more, the inter—State
differences in advantages arising out of such a step aree
not as high as not being amenable to be corrected while
allocating current resources by both the Finance Commission
and the Planning Commission. "To the extent that the cor
rection of past imbalances in resource transfers is called
for, it can effectively be dene through the allocation of
currently transferable funds without them being supplemented
by recoveries of past loans."23 Besides as
Gulati asks, "if the argument were to be pursued to its
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logical conclusion it should lead one to ask that all
Central transfers shoule be made to the States in the fonn
of loans because the criteria which are acceptable tomorrow

24 Themay not be the same as the criteria u today."
States falling into a debt trap and Centre falling into a
creditor's tra§>am.not necessary for achieving equity in
fiscal transfers. The real tragedy in India today is that
no attempt is being made to correct the inequities in the
past allocation while making current allocatiqi of resources.

A gig media solution was suggested by the Study
Team of the Administrative Reforms Commission. The Study
Group suggested that all financially unremuncrative schemes
should be financed by grants — revenue and capital — All
financially remunerative schemes should be financed by non
repayable loans but carrying interest. But to be-effective,
the rates of interest and repayment schedules will have to
be fixed on individual loans, taking into account the fin
ancial remunerativeness and the time span in which project
will recoup the investment made. The creditor's control
will be effective only if it is itemised. Such itemised
control on sanctions and subsequent follcw—up may lead to
interference in the day to day administration of States,
the results of which, judged by the itemised control under
the ‘schematic patterns of assistance‘ prior to the Fourth
Plan are none too encouraging. Besides, the vast array
of the existing book keeping personnel will have to be
supplemented by control personnel, the nature of whose

I
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25 It is doubtfulcontrol will be more thau that of a banker.
whether such controls over the states by the Centre is
desirable or necessary in addition to the existing controls
by the audit and the legislatures.

Debt Relief by the Sixth and Seventh Finance Commissions

Even with their perception of opportunities avail
able for redistribution of the loan funds coming back from
the States, the Sixth and the Seventh Finance Commissions
were compelled to go in for massive debt rescheduling. For,
the existence of huge non Plan capital gaps, with the States
left them with only two alternatives,viz., to go in for
unauthorised overdrafts or to utilise the additional resources
mobilised by them for reducing non Plan capital gaps instead
of utilising them for financing their Plans. It may be
recalled that the Central Government, in order to maintain
the states‘ agreed Fourth Plan outlays had to resort to
concealed debt relief in the form of loans to clear as also
to avoid overdrafts (loans for meeting gaps in resources,
including special accommodation loans). Such adhoc non
Plan loans given at the instance of the Union Government
amounted to m.1,5o0 crores in the Fourth Plan. "All this
assistance was, except in name debt rescheduling" as the
Sixth Finance Commission correctly recognised.26

The Sixth Commission was asked by the Union

Government for the first time to suggest changes in the
existing terms of repayment having regard . to the
size of the overall non Plan gaps of the states, their
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relative position and the purposes for which the loans have. . "27been util-sed and the requirements .f the Centre. But
the Finance Commissivn did only a holding operation and did
not examine the problem of States‘ debt burden from the long
range p)int of view, possibly because of the time constraint.
On the admission of the S'wth Finance Commission itself,

"their proposals for debt relief are concerned primarily with
mitigating the burden of repayment in the Fifth Plan period
and that they do not make an enduring contribution to the
long term issues of unsatisfactory creditor debtor relat
ionship between Centre and States."28 Perhaps,a better
forum to find a long term solution to this problem would
have been the Special Enquiry Committee recommended by the

ARC Study Team.29

The Sixth Commission recommended debt relief

aggregating m.1,97o crores for the entire Fifth Plan period
mostly in the form rescheduling. In an indirect way, the
Commission had also provided for the interest burden while
calculating the non Plan revenue gap and trying to fill
these gaps by means of Article 275 grants. That thecommis—
Sion COul¢ only scratch the surface of this problem
is evident from the fact even with Commission's debt resche
duling, three States facee the problem of nil or negative
loan transfers. It is true that, in the absence of debt
relief, seven more States would have faced the problem of
negative transfers during the Fifth Plan.
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Table VIII—12 gives the per capita debt relief
rectmmended by the Sixth and the Seventh Finance Commissimu
to various States, as als the per capita non Plan capital
gaps and outstanding debts (at the end of the Fourth and
Fifth Plans). The Table shows that the debt relief recom
mended in per capita terms justifiably favoured the special
category States the most and the high income States the
least. But among the non special category States, the
Commissions‘ recommendations benefited the middle income

States more than the low income States. within the groups,
there were considerable inequitous inter—State variations too.
During the Fifth Plan, the per capita debt relief to Haryana
and West Bengal was more than that to Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar. During the Sixth Plan, the per capita
debt relief to Punjab and West Bengal was more than that to
all low income States, barring Rajasthan.

The argument of the Sixth Finance Commission that
debt servicing payments from the States to the Centre add to
the resources of the Centre and thus provide an opportunity
to utilise them for redeployment on a more equitable basis
than in the past was referred to earlier. Despite this
right perception, the Sixth as also the Seventh Finance
Commissions merely applied their traditional gap filling
approach to the non Plan capital gaps.

Like the non Plan revenue gaps, the non Plan
capital gaps too are not true reflections of the economic
backwardness of states or their resource raising capacity.
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Besides, even when the gap filling apwroach suggested no
debt relief to some uf the developed States like Punjab,
and Maharashtra which had surpluses in their non Plan capital
ace unts, the Sixth Commission was still guided by the ‘need
to give every State some minimum relief‘. For a large
variety of loans, the Cmmnission's approach partly influen
ced by its terms Jf reference was to give uniform debt relief,
leading to augmentation of non Plan capital surpluses of the
above two States. The Commission's discriminatory approach
was confined to loans for irrigation and power projects,
loans for natural calamities,special accommodation loans,
miscellaneous development loans and block loans. In the
case of loans for major irrigation and power projects, aggre
gate debt burden of the concerned State in relation to its
general econdnic position was only one of the many consider
ations, the others being the stage of execution of the pro
jects, the amounts outstanding and the terms already in force.
With the limited importance given to discriminatory relief,
the aggregate relief even in relation to the non Plan capital
gap,was less favourable to the poorer States as may be seen
from Table VIII—13. While the Commission covered more than

the gaps of the high income States, its coverage was only
90.7 per cent of the group B States's gaps, 92.0 per cent
of the group C States's gaps and 93.6 per cent of the group
D States's gaps. Even excluding the surplus States, in
group A, the debt relief covered 92.6 per cent of the non
Plan gap of the other three high incrme States. In fact,the
Commission more than covered the gap of Gujarat and left it
with a large capital surplus.
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The Seventh Finance Commission too did not fare

any betctr in bringing about more equity in debt relief.
The Cdnmission which filled 73.9 per cent of the gap of the
Group A States filled only 57.8 per cent of the gap of the
group C States. The coverage of group B Statee gap was even
lesser. While the coverage was as high as 98.7 per cent
for Maharashtra, it was only 27.8 per Cent for Karnataka.
Thus the Finance Cammissions failed even to do what they
had been doing with the non Plan revenue gaps of States‘
budgets. What is worse, the size of the uncovered gaps was
more for the low income States than for the high income
States .

One of the major failures of the Finance Commis
ion was its inability, either due to its terms of reference
or due to its own other constraints to take equity consi
derations to their logical ends, by taking an integrated
look at the non Plan revenue and capital gaps. As a result
whatever revenue surpluses were left with the States after
devolution of taxes shared were allowed by the Finance
Commissions to be utilised by the States for financing
larger plans. The same States, if they had gaps on non
Plan capital account, were given debt relief to varying
extent irrespective of the revenue surpluses they had. This
had led toasituation where some States had an overall deficit
in their non Plan account while scme others had big surpluses
which could be utilised to finance larger Plans. The
right approach should have been to merge the revenue sur
pluses with the capital gaps and then to relate the debt
relief to the overall surplus/deficit.



The result o f t h i 6
compartmentalised approach of the Finance Commission fol
lowing the wrongly formulated terms of reference of the
Union Government may be seen from Table VIII-14 which gives

the surplus/deficit position in the aggregate non Plan
budget. During the Fifth Plan, the high income States had

an average surplus of %.lO2 per capita even before debt relief,
while all other grgups had deficits. while all States
other than West Bengal in group A had surpluses before debt
relief, only two States in group B (Tamil Nadu and Karnataka)
and one State in group C (Madhya Pradesh) had any surpluses.
The surpluses of these states outside group A were smaller
than that of the high income States.

Even after the debt relief, all the deficit States
continued to be deficit States. The only exceptions were

Tripura and Nagaland whicnfleft with very marginal surpluses.
Thus while the debt relief continued to add to the surpluses
of the already surplus states, it failed even to cover fully
the overall gaps of the deficit states. In their case,the
additional resources they mobilised, perforce had to be
diverted for debt relief: fromrPlan financing.

As a result of the Seventh Finance Commission

leaving revenue surpluses with all the States, though to
Varying degrees, all but ten states had overall surpluses
in non Plan account even before debt relief, inspite of the
fact that all the States had a non Plan capital gap to
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begin with. The States saddled with deficits even then
were Orissa, Assam, Rajasthan and all the Special category
States. Even after debt relief, Orissa and Jammu and
Kashmir continued to have over-all non Plan gaps. The size
of the overall surpluses alsg varied. The surpluses were
the highest for high income States and the lowest for middle
income States. Among individual States, Haryana followed
by Maharashtra and Punjab had the largest surpluses, while
Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, Tripura and Meghalaya had the
least amount of surpluses. This inequitable position left
behind by the Finance Commissions even after their debt
relief operations is brought out by the high positive value
for the rank correlation coefficients between per capita
income and overall surpluses. During the Fifth Plan, the
correlation was significant at one per cent level. During
the Sixth Plan it was significant at five per cent level.
This obviously is the best, though sad, cemmentry on the
Finance Commission which had perceived a great opportunity
for redistributirm in the mounting debt service burden to
States.
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CHAPTER IX

FLOW OF INSTITUTIONAL FINANCE

The Role of Institutional Finance

It was noted in Chapter II how the budgetary
expenditure of States vary directly according to the per
capita state incomes.l The reason for this was also
considered viz., the failure of the budgetary transfer mech
anism to Correct the disequalising trends in the States‘
internal resources. As with public expenditure, expenditure
in the household and corporate sectors both for investment
and consumption also varies directly with State incomes.
rhis is because of the fact that the savings and capital f
fonnation in the corporate and household sectors are higher
in the high income States. The profits ploughed back to
business - both incorporated and non incorporated — which
are the important elements of aggregate savings are likely
to be higher in the more developed states. Personal savings
also may vary directly according to State income. Therefore,
higher levels of investment expenditure in the corporate and
household sectors can be sustained in States with higher
levels of per capita income even if the flows of private
capital from the backward States to the developed States are
not taken into account.
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But fortunately in India, an institutional infra
structure has been built up under the Uni n Government's
ownership and control which can, if so desired, act as a
corrective to these disequalising trends. Firstly, the

of funds is smallrole of the capital market as providers
in India. Of the project costs of new companies which
issued share capital in 1980, only 33.5 per cent was financed
by issue of shares.2 A large share of even this capital
is contributed by the all—India financial institutions. Of
the private capital issues subscribed in 1980, 23.1 per cent
was by governments and financial institutions. Besides, no
capital issue can succeed in India without underwriting by
these institutions. The percentage share of amounts under
written in the capital offered to public in 1980 was as
high as 77.8 per cent.3 Further,direct financing by these
instituti“ns accounts for a large share 3f the sources of
funds of the Indian corporate sector. Of the project costs
of new companies issuing capital, 57.8 per cent were met
by these institutions. And these institutions now have a
virtual monopoly over the financial savings of the community.

The disbursal of funds by these institutions has
not been studied extensively from the Centre—State financial
relations angle, though the importance of institutional fin
ancial flows in accentuating regional disparities was felt
even earlier.4 Firstly, most of these institutions have
been established by, or transferred to the public sector
under the Central Government for the explicit purpose of

mu



implementing national objectives. Secondly, these insti
tutions draw basically from the same pool of the community's
resources as budgetary finance. Thirdly, most of these
institutions rely heavily on the Union budget and the
Reserve Bank of India for their funds. Fourthly, the
vvlume of their disbursements in different States is quite
high in comparison with the Union Government's disbursal
of budgetary funds to State governments as may be seen
from Table IX—2. Fifthly,the volume of finance from
these institutions going to the States is very high in com
parison with the States' own disbursements from their
capital budgets, as may be seen from Table IX—1. The dis
bursements of these institutions in some of the sectors
included in the state list in the Constitution are more than
that of the State Governments out of their own budgets.

Table IX<1 brings out sharply the relative role
of the financial institutions vis—a~vis the States‘ capital
budgets in correcting regional disparities. It may be
noted that these capital budgets themselves are largely
financed by Union Government. The disbursal of funds
by major development banks in 1978-79 in different States
amounted to m.815 crores. During the same year, the
Combined capital outlay of these States on industry was
only m.95 crores.5 The States’ combined capital outlay on
industry and infrastructure together (power and transport)
amounted to m.514 crores which was m.300 crores less than

the annual disbursements by the development banks. The
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disbursal of term credit to agriculture by the Agricultural
Refinance and Development Corporation (ARDC)
cial banks in 1978-79 amounted

crores provided by the States‘. . 6ture and allied services.

It can be seen from

tional finance formed 43_o per

and the Commer

to %.586 crores against m.217
capital bucgets for agricul

Table IX-2 that the institu
cent of the total financial

flows to States comprising of budgetary transfers and funds
flowing from the major financial institutions. It can even

be argued that from the point of View of their impact,
institutional funds are more important than is indicated by
this ratio.
goes to cover the States‘

While a high proportion of budgetary funds
current consumption expenditure,

almost all institutional funds are directly linked to
investment and production.

This Chapter seeks to review the inter—State flows
of institutional finance tt show how progressive/regressive
they have tended to be. This
from a number of limitations.

Limitations of the Analysis

Firstly,
covered is

unlike in earlier Chapters,
only 7 years (1973-80).

analysis however suffers

the period
We were forced to

select March/June 1973 as the starting period, due to the
non availability of banking data on end use basis prior to
December 1972, For the first time, the Reserve Bank of

India started collecting credit data on end use basis
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through the Basic Statistical Returns only for Dec. 1972.
The data available far earlier years are compiled according
to districts af sanction. In same States, the difference
between credit on the basis of sanction and utilisation has
been substantial due to outflow or inflow of funds. For
instance, in Haryana utilisation of Credit was 189 per cent
of the credit as per sanction vmereas in West Bengal it was
only 87 per cent. As the latest date for which State—wise
data on commercial banks‘ investments are available is

31st March 1980 we were force‘ to limit the the-study to
the year 1979-80;

Second limitation arises out of the incomplete
coverage of the institutions. Some exclusions have been
made deliberately to avoid double counting, while others
were made for want of sufficient information. For instance,
the ways and means advances and overdrafts allowed by the
Reserve Bank of India to the States have been excluded

because they eventually get reflected in the Central bud
getary flows. Similarly refinance granted by the Reserve
Bank of India to commercial banks has also bbvn pxclugbd to
avoid double counting. Advances by the Reserve Bank to
the co_operative sector have not been included, as these
loans which are of a short term nature get repaid within
the period under the present review itself. The funds that
are disposed of by organisations under different Union
Ministries like the University Grants Commission, Central
Social Welfare Board, Housing and Urban Development Corporation,
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National Co—operative Development Corporation and various

commodity boards, have been excluded for want of detailed. . 7information.

The third limitation of the study arises
frgnaggregating net with gross flows. with respect to 74
per cent of %he total institutional finance flowing from com
mercial banks, the position given is net of repayments and
disinvestments. For the remaining 26 per cent,the position
indicated is gross of repayments and disinvestments. Net
figures for the term lending institutions are not available
as the State—wise data on repayments are not compiled by
them. On the other hand, gross figures of commercial bank
credit and investmentsare just not collected. The fourth
limitation arising from the problem of aggregating repayable
with non repayable flows cannot be considered a major one,
because there is already such a practice of aggregating in
budgetary data. Secondly, it is the current availability of
funds which is more important and only the total quantum
of funds, whether it is in non repayable or repayable form,
which will give the appropriate figure. Of course, 1oans
do generate debt servicing problems in the long run.

State—wise flow of Institutional Finance

It can be seen from Table IX—2 that the ratio of
institutional finance to total financial flows is the lowest
(10.3 per cent) for special category States. As between
the rest of the fitates, the corresponding ratio is the
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highest for group A high income States (60 per cent), next
higher (43.5 per cent) for group B, middle income States
and the lowest (30!pcr cent) for Group C low income States.
(see also Table IX—3). Thus, broadly speaking, the lower
the per capita income ranking of a State, less important
is the role of institutional finance in the total flow of
finance taking place to such a state. This is confirmed
by the positive correlation between per capita income and
the share of institutional finance in aggregate financial
flows given in Table IX.6. Of course, there are deviations
from this trend within each group and the most significant
of these deviations occur in group B. While for Tamil Nadu, Kerala
and Karnataka, the ratio of institutional to total finance
is significantly above the group ratio for Orissa and Assam
it is significantly below the group ratio. That the devi
ations are most significant for group B is reflected also
in the range of the ratios, For Group A, the range is
narrower. For group C and D the range is still nfirrower,

The aggregate financial flows — budgetary and

institutionaL—have been highly regressive as may be seen
from the high value of the coefficient of rank correlation
between per capita income and per capita financial flows.
The group D States had received the largest amounts in
per capita terms. But among the non special category
States, it was the high income States which received the
largest quantum of funds. The low income States received
the least amount. The first five States which ranked high
in the per capita income ladder were the ones which ranked
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high in the matter of total finance. The ranks of Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar were more or less the
same in both receipt of funds and per capita income, Of
iflmzflgfl States which failed to get national average amounts
{bur each belonged to the middle income and the low income
groups. None belonged to either the high income group or to
the special category. In .ther words, it is these two
categories of States which benefited the most from financial

flows taken in their totality. States like Keral§EdAssmn,
Ka£Hetaka+a%$4Efifis%hen belonging to eeher grmnmBalso

received more than average sums.

As compared to the pronounced regressiveness
of institutional finance, the budgetary financial flows
showed no pronounced bias either regressive or progressive
This is seen from the weak rank correlation.

The per capita amount of institutional finance
received by the low income States was the lowest. The
special category States fared only slightly better. It
was the highest for group A States. The per capita insti
tutional finance received by group A States was 181 per
cent that of group B States and 337 per cent that of
group C States. The per czpita institutional
credit vf Punjab which received the maximum was 619 per cent
that of Bihar. Only nine out of the 21 States (excluding
Sikkim) fleceived more than the average sums of institutional
finance. Of these five belonged to high income group,
three to middle income group, one to special category antlnone



to low income group. Conversely, of the States which
failed to get the average sum of institutional finance,
five belonged to special category, four to group C, three
to group B and none to group A.

Among the States, Nagaland received more than

average sums of both institutional finance and budgetary
funds. Orissa and Rajasthan though they received more
than average budgetary funds, got very little institutinal
finance and consequently they fared badly in overall fin
ancial flows. The States like Assam and the special cate
gory States other than Nagaland made up their deficits in
institutional finance by budgetary transfers. On the
other hand, all States in group A and Kerala made up their
deficit in budgetary funds by receipt of institutional
finance. Tamil Nadu and Karnataka were the only States
in whose case the surplus in institutional finance proved
inadequate to cover the shortfalls in budgetary flows.
Four States viz., Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar received inadequate budgetary funds and
grossly inadequate institutional finance.

The role of financial institutions yi§;g:yi§ the
State budget as providers of capital funds for industry and
infrastructure as may be noted from Table IX—1 was small
for the low income States despite the smaller amounts per
capita spent by them from their own budgets. A perusal
of Table IX—1 shows that the States which can spare little



budgetary funds for capital investment in industry and
infrastructure facilities on account of their poor resource
base are left to fend for themselves by the financial —
institutions to a greater degree than the more developed
States.

Inter~State distribution of all the different
streams of institutional finance shcnm more or less similar
trends as may be seen from the high\caefficient of rank,
concordance for 211 thu streams of flows (0.621). Of the
total institutional finance, the commercial banks accounted
for 74 per cent the term lending institutions catering to
industry for 19 per cent and Agricultural Refinance and
Development Corporation for 7 per cent. In the succeeding
paragraphs, the performance of each stream of institutional
flows in fulfilling the objectives of equalisation is being
examined.

Commercial Bank Credit

The State—wise distribution of commercial bank
finance shows pronounced regressive trends as may be seen
from the high positive value of the coefficient of corre
lation (+O.907). One finds that the per capita bank finance
of group C States was only 28 per cent that of the corres
ponding figures for group A States (m.145 as against m.526),
and one half of the corresponding figure for group B States
(m.145 as against %.282). Bihar's per capita receipt of
bank funds was only 14 per cent that of Punjab. One has
to appreciate that the disparities noticed in this table



are in the incremental credit and investment and not in
their outstandings. what is more,the incremental figures
relate to the post nationalisation period.

A major argument advanced in fav ur of nationali
sation of all excegt the small commercial banks in the
country in 1969 was that it facilitztes redeployment of

devebank finance to suit a policy of balanced regional
lopment.

One of the major complaints levelled against
the prenationalised banks was that these "banks mobilised
resources in the form of deposits in certain areas and
utilised them elsewhere thus aggravating regional imbal
ances".8 It was argued at the time of nationalisation,
that "these trends can be corrected and the policy of bal
anced regienal development which has frequently been empha
sised can be implemented when banks are under public control."
Table IX—4 which gives the State—wise ratios of bank funds
to bank deposits, clearly show that even after nationali
sation, banking system is serving as an instrument of
redistribution net in favour of the poorer States but in
favour of the better off States.

Table IX-4 is significant from another angle.
In Chapter III, we had noted an argument that even with Egg
se regressiveness in transfers, some inter—State redistri
bution can take place in as much as the developed States
get back only less than what they contribute to the Central
pool and the backward States get back more than what they
contribute. We had also noted the insurmountable data

9
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problems which make it almost impossible at present to test
this argument empirically. But the State—wise position of
credit deposit ratios indicates that this argument does not
hold goad at least as far as bank funds are concerned. On
the other hand, the banking system continues to siphon off
more funds from the backward States for lending and invest
ment in developed States.1O This is not surprising as the
private capital funjfi tend to flow from the backward to the
developed regions attracted by larger opportunities for
profits.

The position of Life Insurance Corporation is much
better in this respect as may be seen from the investment
premium income ratio. Due to the non availability of detailed
data this ratio however could be computed for only one year.
The rank correlation between per capita income and invest
ment premium ratio was negative and significant. The reason
for the progressive investment premium income ratio is the
diversification of LIC portfolio to socifl.overhead capital.
In per capita tormslhowever even the LIC investments favoured
the developed States.

Going back to Table IX—2 and IX-3 it can be seen

that the distribution of investments, regressive though it is,
is less skewed than that of credit. This is seen from the
value of flue coefficients of correlation between banks‘

investments and per capita income which was lower than bank
credit Besides group D States had the highest per capita
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investments. While bank credit per capita extended to
group A States was four times more than that to group C
States, the investments per capita ma€e in group A States
were only twice as large as those in group C States.

One wculd have expected still better from bank
investments because these are not constrained by the credit
absorption capacity, the lack of which is often trotted out
to be the principal reason for the smaller institutional
flows to backward states.12 For,if only these institutions
had invested more in the backward States, the credit absor
ption capacity of these States would have gone up. The banks
should have consciously striven through the distribution of
their investments to ensure that, the ratio of credit pigs
investments to bank deposits in the loweincome States reached
at least the all—States' average. The blame for this failure
must be shared by the Reserve Bank of India and the Planning
Commission too, for they have a definite say in the invest
ment decisions of commercial banks.

The low per capita investments is not due to the
non availability of State Government securities. The pro
portion of banks‘ investments in total State's loans outst
anding given in column 6 of Table IX.4 shows that the banks
had subscribed to a larger proportion of securities of some
of the developed States than that of some of the poorer States.
This is also seen from the positive and significant correlation
between this proportion and per capita income. The banks
which owned 60.6 per cent of the securities of Punjab owned
only48-6 per cent that of Bihar.
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If the banks had done at least tw equalise the
credit+investment deposit ratios,the low income group C
States would have had at their disposal additional banks
funds t the tune of m.387 crores over a period of seven
years covered by aur exercise. Uttar Pradesh would have
rcceiver an addition ammunt of 3.393 crores and Bihar $.99

crores. This amount is of course, small when one calcu
lates what these some states would have got, additionally,
if bank funds were flistributed equally in per capita terms
among all the States. According t the calculation, the
additional entitlement of group C States would have worked
out to m.3,1l8 crores. Uttar Pradesh would have received
m.1,263 crores more, Bihar m.1,031 crores, Madhya Pradesh
m.641 crores and Orissa %.377 crores.

Reasons f r the regressive flows of bank funds
are not far to seek. Nationalisation had set two objectives
before the banking system, viz., sectoral and regional diver
sification of credit. While following the first objective
which was relatively easier, the banks tended to overlowk
the second objective which unlike the first was never
quantified.13

The differences in the additional entitlements
if bank funds were distributed on equal per capita basis and
on equal credit + investment deposit ratio basis show how
the argument for equalisation of credit deposit-ratios
raised scme times by the backward States themselves, is
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inadequate to safeguard thtir interests. The deposits in
a State are largely a function wf State incomes. According
1y, equalisation of credit deposit ratiis or for that matter
credit + investment deposit ratios will merely stem the
present outflow of bank funds from the p orer to the richer
States. This itself, however will not lead to redistri
bution of bank funds. Equalisation of these ratios will
merely imply that the richer States will be entitled to the
use of the bank deposits,the size of which will be higher.
Acceptance of this principle will tantamount to the accept
ance af the principle of contribution largely rejected by
the Finance Commissions. That a higher ratio for poorer
States can camouflage a lower per capita investments is
brought by the pattern of Life Insurance Corporation invest
ments.

Development Banks

The institutions included in this group
are? (i) Industrial Development Bank of India,14 (ii)
Industrial Finance Corporation of India, (iii) Industrial
Credit and Investment Corporation of India, (iv) Industrial
Reconstruction Corporation f India,(v) Unit Trust of
India, (vi) Life Insurance Corporation and (vii) General
Insurance Corporation. ‘

Distribution of finance to industry by these
term lending institutions was almost as strongly regressive
as bank credit. The rank correlation coefficient with
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per ca ...tf1 incrme was as high as 0.832., Group C States
secured rnly little m re than one fourth of the per capita
finance which group States got during the period under
review. Inter—State deviations were also quite wide with
Bihar getting less than one tenth and Manipur one twentieth
of what Gujarat gqt. Maharashtra got six times more than
what Madhya Pradesh get. Thus a stream of finance that
was supposefi to play a majar role in correcting regional
imbalances in investment actually followed an opposite
course.l5 Besides,the regressiveness in the flow of invest
ment credit is bound to be reflected in the regressiveness
of bank credit for working capital finance, eventually.

In View of the leverage that the term lending
institutions have cane to exercise in recent years with
respect to industrial investments,they could have certainly
played a more important role in securing balance in regional
development if their policy for directing investment finance
to backward areas had been scrupulously implemented. In fact,
the highly inequitous financial flows took place during a
period when these institutions were operating a conscessionary
financing scheme to cfirrect regional disparities.

Agricultural Finance

This stream, consisting of only the Agricultural
Refinance and Devel:pment Corporation (now renamed as National
Bank f r Agricultural Refinance and Development) is found to
have been quire regressive, though to a lesser extent than
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the other streams. The rank correlation coefficient
between per capita state income and ARDC credit is lower.
Group States secured about 35 per cent more per capita
finance from even this source than group C States. Group
D States were significantly wtrse off than even group C
States. They received only Jne nineth that of group A
States. Meghalaya is yet to find a place in the Corpon
ration's map of India.

It is somewhat intriguing that agricultural fin
ance too followed the pattern of the flow of industrial
finance,of more to the developed States.l7 The usual
explanatijn for the skewness of distribution of bank credit
is that the old deminanee of industrial credit together
with the lopsided industrial development existing already
in the country prevents any sudden change in their reginal
pattern. For the skewness of credit from a new institu
tion like ARDC, that to: concerned with agricultural credit,
explanations will have to be s“ught elsewhere.

The salient features of the total picture that
emerges frmn the foregoing analysis of the individual streams
of institutional financkfl flows to the States are: (a) inter
State distribution of each stream of institutional finance
has a proneuncedly regressive bias. Consequently the distri
bution of trtal financial flows (including budgetary flows)
operated clearly to the benefit of States with higher levels
cf States income. The only exceptions are the group D
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States as alsd Assam in whose case the regre
ssiveness cf institutional _lows has been counteracted by
the pr gressiveness of budgetary flows. This is as it
should be.

The performance of the financial institutions
is rather disturbing as they have been created to correct
the distortions in fund flows through the capital market.
The allocation pattern of capital market18 guided as it is
by profitability indicators, was thought to be not conducive
to the implementation of desired planning policies.

In an economy where capital resources particularly
foreign exchange resources are limited (these institutions
are important conduits of foreign exchange). and where few
institutions under government ownership have a near monopoly
in their supply, their policies can have a definite say in
the pattern of corporate and household sectors‘ investments.
The carrot of liberal and concessionary availability of term
finance in backward States and the stick of restricted and
costly finance in the developed States can act as a stimulant
to counter the location inertia of industries. But, for
this purpyse, clearer and time bound operational policy
guidelines giving location—wise priorities have to be issued
by the Government to the financial institutions. Preferably
these guidelines will have to be expressed in quantitative
terms as is being done elsewhere.19 secondly a separate
institutional structure is necessary as in Italy to admi. . . . 20nistor these regional policy aids.
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In the absence =f such clear guidelines from
the Government, the policies followed by the financial
institutions had been largely adhoc and arbitrary. The
implementation of these policies too had been half hearted.
By and large the market forces guided the financial flows
from these institutions and not the other way about.
Despite professions to the contrary, the criteria adopted
in allocation of funds were largely commercial. Adoption
of socio—economic criteria by and large were only cosmetic.
NO wonder,their allocation pattern was not more progressive
than that of the capital market.

At present, there is a chicken or egg controversy
between the industrial licensing authorities and the fin
ancial institutions. The latter complains that they have
little say in the location decisions of the firms as they
are determined by the entrepreneurs and approved by the
licensing authorities. The licensing authorities argue
that they do not get sufficient number of applications from
backward areas.2l As seen before, when investment funds,
especially in foreign exchange are scarce, any carrot and
stick policy linking the supply of funds to the location
priorities can work well notwithstanding the disclaimers of
the financial institutions. Modern theories of location
like the'satisficing' theory tend to support this view.22
In any case, the complaints of the financial institutions
that they do not have a say in the location decisions can
be satisfied td some extent by giving them participatin
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in the licensing cwmmittee as also in the Secretariat of
Industrial Approval.23

Financing infrastructure Development

Another defense argument of these institutions
is that they do not have much demand Err funds from the
backward States due t the poor credit absorption capacity
in these States. The absorption capacity is said to be
low in these states because of the low levels of development
of infrastructure implying the failure of the state Govern
ments. It is true that the Governments if the backward
States, due to their limited resources position to which
the failure of the fiscal transfer mechanism had also contri
buted, are not able to allot as much volume of funds for
development as the developed States can afford. But then,
the role of the financial institutions themselves was none
too positive, In Chapter II, the inequalities in the bud
getary support policies of these institutions were notcd.24
Table IX—5 shows how much these institutions had been fin

ancing the infrastructure development in different States.
Even in the matter of developing infrastructure, these
institutions had been pumping more money to States which
on their own were spending more, In fact, they were only
responding to the pressures for infrastructure, which were
more vocal in the developed States. In short, infrastructure
financed by these institutions only tended to follow growth
and not lead them.
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Thus the States are getting caught in the vicious
circle of backwardness. The States which have limited
internal resources due to the low levels of income spend
less on infrastructure. The financial institutions provide
them with little budgetary sup ort. Nor da they directly
finance infrastructure development as much as they do in
the developed States, all the time complaining of the pear
credit absorption capacity in the backward States treating
them as mna1ibi_for lower quantum of direct financing in
these States. The relatively mare autonomous fiscal trans
fer mechanism too did nothing better. The low levels of
institutional credit perpetuate the low income levels in
these States, thus completing the vicious circle.

To the extent, however, that the institutional
finance fails to deliver the go ds (no reason why they can
not be made to deliver), the onus on central budgetary
transfers for reallocation ef resources between States
becomes, much greater. Only by increasing the budgetary
flows to these backward States that they can hgpe to raise
their credit absorption capacity. The prevailing position
is that even Central budgetary transfers are not progressive,
The very pronounced regressiveness ef institutional finance
as also the wide disparities in States‘ internal resources
will call for the introduction of a very high degree of
progressiveness in the inter-State distribution of Central
budgetary transfers than is the position today.
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According tc our c,mputations, group C States
should have received in gross terms m.5,366 crores, more
than what they actually rLCOiVCd (Rs.8,56O crores) during
the seven year period studied by us, if Central budgetary
transfers as also institutignal finance had been distributed
among all States equally, to ensure for each the same amount
in per capita terms. Group B would have been entitled
to m.756 cnore more. Group A would have been entitled
to %.3,8OO crores less. While Uttar Pradesh would have
been entitled to %.2,11O crores more, there should have been
a reduction by $.854 crores from what Punjab had actually
received. While Bihar should have received m.1,871 crores
mtre, Maharashtra should have received m.1,739 crores
less. Lest these computations appear too staggering to
be realistic, let it be adred that all what they seek to do
is to distribute Central budgetary transfers as well as
institutional finance am-ng the States on the same per capita
basis. The introduction of any progressive bias in favour
of low income States would call for much larger correction
in the present pattern.

In conclusion, it can be said that in the
correction of the present inequitous pattern of inter
State distribution, the greater the freedom with which the
institutional finance is allowed to follow the market forces,

the larger Will haV€ t0 be the c rrective role to be played by
the relatively more autoncmous Central budgetary transfers.
The tragedy in India today is that the budgetary transfers
even by'th¢mSUlVgs(bnot have any progressive bias.
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Reserve 3:
of Comttnies issuine
Finesse, 1980-81,
Reser‘c of I

Issues”,Capital
Swaminaflnan, c., is minite to the Report of the
(First) Finance Commission, 1969, referred to the
“Utilisation C Tit Resources “lowing through Money
Markets , as one or die factors Miich, according to
several State Governments, operated in favour of the
advanced States to enable fi1em “to make more rapid
progress in raising their per capita income level", see
Report of the Finance Commission, Government of India,..‘_. .. ___... -...._. _._.4._._._...h._..
N ew oe'1aa':;"i1 97 3 s‘;1‘o‘ ~.

1) Industrial Development Bank of India, Operational
Statistics — 1973-79, Pmrmbay, 1980, p.160. T‘"h‘e‘."‘insti—
tutions included are (1) IDGI, (2) ICICI (3) IFCI
(:2) IRCI, (5) I.T‘l."I, ('6) (;,:_c_,_ (7) L°I_c_
2) FinancesM3§N§t§to_£§yernment§, Reserve Bank of India
Bullet3h:“Bombay, 3-itember#bctobcr 1979..1.

Agricultural Refinance Development Corporatiml, 18th
annual_RepgrEL 1980-81, Bombay pp17—l8. (2) Reserve Bank
of India, Report on Currency and Finance, 1979-80
and ‘980m81. op.cit.
It may be noted that The Stuly Group of the Administrative
Reforms Commission on Centre—State Relationships had
viewed with concern due growta in the activities of

these organizations. According to them "The role of
autonomous Central Organisations in State subjects
created or la gcly financed by a Ministry must not be
allowed to exceed that of the ministry. The possibility
of theese of such organisations for a massive encroachment
on State subjects cannot be discounted. The National
Co—operative Development Corporation and flue Central
Social Welfare Board provide ready examples. Unless
restraints are placed on these, similar to those
recommendedfor the ministries, the latter may tend to cir
cumvent these by creating autonomous organisations and
channelising funds through them". See Administrative
Reforms Commission, Report of the Study ream on Centre
§§§§§;g§5gaEi9n§hip, Government of India, New Delhi, 1968Vol. I., p.163. See also Vol.III for case studies of
seven such Central agencies already in existence,
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Prime Minister's Stitement in Parliament on July 19, 1969.
Eve; H raise, it woul set be reasonable to expect that
in a nlanneu ecu om wi:h aalaneed regional development

iajor jective, bank finance should be emgloyed
as .. impertant instrument to correct regional imbalances.
Tbough our tudy is confined to distribution of funds
among States, it is worth noting that, even within a state
be it low or high income State, the manner of interdistrict distribution of is extremely important.
.s things tan}, there has also been a tendency for

funds to flow Erem backward to developed districts.
See, George K.K., “beployment of Bank Funds”, EgonogicTimes, September 5, 1975. H ‘

5-15 El
3.

Due to Italy's technological dualism (the wide divergence
in economic development of due NOIU1 and South) savings
in the Mezzogiorno tend to be attracted to the developed
North for investment purposes" See Martillaro, A Joseph,
Dgtppggpuggyglgpment in Southern Italz, Catholic University of America Press, Washington, 1965, p.4. According
to John Friedman, ” . . it seems to be that if we
exclude the corporate sector in rural areas such as estate
farming in Malayasia, wealfln for the most part does notareas but from rural areas

of private investment here.serves as a funnel to channel
go frdn rural areas to rural
to the city. I am sgeaning
The banking sector essentiall
the flow of capital resources to eities where they are
invested . .” In fact, according to Friedman, "The
whole question of transfer of resources from rural to
urbar areas underlies the theory of polarised development”.
Friedman John, in Growth Pole Strategy_and Regional
Development Planning, United'Nations Centre for Regional
Development, Nagoya, 1975. pp.404—405. These apprehensions on rural urban flow of funds have come true in
India. See George K.K.,”Rural—Urban Flow of Bank Funds?
Egfligghflgnggggi Cochin, July—September, 1979.

L.I.C. gives premium data only according to Divisions
and not according to the States. Jurisdiction of some
Divisions extendsto more than one state. (see Footnote
to Table IX—4). Besides,Division's jurisdiction undergoes
changes frequently which makes computations for jnore
years difficult. Again, for the above reasons our
computations will have to be taken as approximations.

In September 1976, the author had made out a case for
Channelling more bank investments to less developed
States. See, George K.K., “Investment Portfolio of
Commercial Banks: Regional Pattern”, Eusinessnfitangagg,Calcutta, September 24, 1976. I ‘ M
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16.
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18.

19.

Priority Sector Credit had largely gone to urban
areas and developed districts, particularly in deve
loped States, See George K.K.{1VRegional Distribution
of Credit to Small Scale Industries” Eingngial
gggyqxga, Bombay, June 24, 1975.
(2) "Farm Financing: Regional Pattern? ginangial
gxpresg, 18 Oct. 1975..
(3) "Regional Disparities and Expansion of Bank Branches,

_§a§§grn Eggggmigt, New Delhi, 10 Dec. 1975.
Refinance to Commercial Banks by IDBI could not be
excluded from our computation in the absence of State
wise Data on such refinancing. So there is a certain
element of double counting in their figures with those
of bank credit,
The Industrial Development Bank of India waich is now
“the principal financial institution to act and coordi
nate in conformity with national priorities, the
working of institutions engaged in financing, promoting
or devetoping industry” explicitly considers it important
to follow an appropriate location policy while assisting
projects“ so as to help determine the geographical dis
persal of industries and facilitate reduction in regional
imbalances by creation of incomes and employment in the
relatively backward regions of the country". See
Industrial Development Bank of India, Development
Banking in_j§5$E1, Bombay, 1976. L
The Scheme had only served to widen inter—State dis
parities. This finding as also its reason has been
brought out by Parameswaran Nair, N., and George, K.K.,
“Strategies for Development of Backward Areas — Do they
widen inter—State disparities? ", in ed. IDBI, Ingpstgial
Develo:ment_of Backward Areas, Bombay, 1981. '
This was U18 regional pattern of commercial banks‘
lending to agriculture also. See George K.K., ”Fann
Financing: Regional Pattern“, op.eit.
For the allocation pattern of Capital Market, see

“Institutional Investment in Industry:
Southg;fl_Bg2n9misE, Bangalore, 1 Mar.

Kolanjiyil, G.K.,
a Regional Study”,
1976.

In the undivided Pakistan, fifty per cent of the credit
budget was ;allotted for the erstwoile East Pakistan
See Pakistan, Ministry of Finance, §astMPakistan's
Share in Central Revenue and Expenditure, Government
of Pakistan , 1 970 .
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23.
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See Martillaro Joseph, op.Qit.
Sea niiis"r; of In ustrial Development, 5gEp£E_g£
tpgulngggtri§lH§i§on§ipg_folicy, IngpirX_§ommittee
(Main Report) Chairman— Dutt, S.,Government of India,
New Delhi, 1969, p.110.
For a brief
J.B. Frank,pn28i

introductionto this theory see, Stillwell,
Regional Econorrc Policy, M cmillan, London,_._._._.._.._... . ._..._._-._ -,. .. .-,,..——

Such a suggestion Was made by the iuthor in 1973, see
George K.K.,”Crcdit Planning and Industrial Licensing,“
State Bank of India Monthly Review, Bombay, Oct. 1973.

See Table II—8, Chapter II.



CHAPTER X

coNeLU§_I_ 931

The problem of regional disparities in India
is sometimes referred t in the international parlance, as
a 'North—South' problem.1 This expression in a geogra
phical sense, is incorrect as all the poorest States are
in the North. The Southern States, though not the richest,
are relatively better off. The alternate expression, viz.,
'Centre4periphery problem‘ is also incorrect as unlike in
its original connotation,2 all the States located in the
centre are poor ones and those in the periphery, with the
exception of the special category States, are the richer
ones. Paradoxically, the States which are in the centre
of political power are the ones in the periphery of economic
development. It is the States with highest political repre
sentation in the Union legislature and Government which are
lagging behind economically.

Whatever be the expression, more than half of
India's population (55.6 per cent) nsw live in States with
per capita inccme below the national average.3 To the
richer States who too have their problems of poverty and
pockets of backwardness,it is largely a problem of redistri
bution of their high incomes within the States. But unlike

Athe richer States which have more resources of their own to
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tackle their pr)blems of goverty, the p vrer States require
massive resource inflows from outside mainly thr ugh the
Union budget and the all—India Financial Institutions.

But the conclusion that emerges from this study
is that all the agencies entrusted with this task of resource
allocation — the Finance Commission, Planning Commission,
Union ministries and the financial institutions - have
without exception failed to bring succour to the porrer
States. All the major instruments of regional policy
have failed to arrest the widening trend in regional dis
parities in India.4 In fact, some of the agencies weilding
these instruments had actually contributed to the accentu
ation of the divergence trends as they only acted as conduits
for the outflow of savings from the poorer to the richer
regions. They seem to have been vying with each other to
prove the Biblical saying, "To the rich shall be given;
from the poor shall be taken away". Instead of guiding
the market forces, they were being guided by these forces.
Instead of inducing development, they were only responding
to pressures emanating from the already developed States.
Even the very limited goal of equalising the per capita
financial flows could not, therefore, be achieved by them.

It was noted earlier that ,ne of the standard
defence arguments of all these agencies particularly the
financial institutions is that the absorption capacity of
external funds is less in the poorer States than in the
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richer gnes. The sccial and administrative environment
is also i dentified as an inhibiting factor. It is

tted that growth canaot be brgught about solely by
larger infusion of external funds.5 But one cannot fail
to notice the high ositive correlation between the ranks
in the growth rate in per capita inceme of States and their
ranks in aggregate financial flows. The coefficient was
+O.563 for the seven year period, 1969—76.6 The correlation
is still stronger between growth rates and the total of
institutional financial flows and budgetary expenditure of
States (+O.761). The correlation between ranks in budgetary
expenditure and the ranks in growth rates in State income,
itself was quite high (+O.739).

Besides,it has to be noted that due to resource
constraints which were not removed by the Central Govern
ment agencies, the per capita expenditure of the poorer
States on social and administrative services was much lower
than in the richer ones as was noted in Chapter IV. Thus
they could not, on their own do much to improve their
administrative machinery or social environment. To recall,
the per capita expenditure of Bihar on social services was
only 37.1 per cent that of Punjab, though Bihar was spending
42.5 per cent of its revenue expenditure on these services
against 40.6 oer cent by Punjab, Bihar's per capita expen
diture on administrative services was only half that of
Punjab thvugh Punjab was spending only 13.6 per cent of its
revenue expenditure on these services against Bihar's 19.5
per cent,
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The multiplicity of agencies had only served to
delay a solution to this problem of ineqitous financial
flows by disjyinting the picture of the aggregate financial
flows to different States. This possibly may be one of
the reasons why the magnitude of the problem of inequitous
financial flows has not been brought home sharply till now
resulting in delays to its solution. The multiplicity of
agencies by itself would not have created much problem if
only the national planners had co—ordinated effectively
their activities. In reality, there was very little co
ordination and each agency was going about in its own way
following its own lights. And the Plan authorities failed
to beam the guiding lights from their commanding heights.
There was no common set of regional objectives, expressed
in precise terms, given to these agencies by the planners.
As a result, the position as it emerged was that one
agency was not knowing (or was not concerned with) what the
other was doing. Nor did the national planners know. What
appears to have been in operation was a composite policy
that enables the national Plan to be interpreted as the
individual policy maker sees fit.

A solution to the regional problem would require
delineation of the areas where regional policy instruments
are to be used. But as on today, there is not even an
agreement among the different agencies on the units for
administering regional policy aids. The financial
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institutions generally take districts as the units of back
wardness following the flanchoe Working Group's recommend

ations.7 And in their selection of districts, it is the
industrial backwardness vmich is the major criterion used.
Official agencies connecteu with agricultural development
or poverty amelioration programmes alse take districts as
their units of backwardness. The criteria selected is the
one suited for their immediate purpose without regard to the
Overall developmental status either of the area or of the
State concerned. This identification of district as the
unit fer administering regional policy had led to a situ
ation wherein the bulk of the concessional finance and fiscal
incentives meant for the backward areas too were cornered

by the developed States.8 Of the concessionary finance
extended by the term lending institutions to backward areas,
38.8 per cent went to high income States. The middle income
States cirnered another 38.1 per cent, against their share
in population which was 31.8 per cent. The low income
States which accounted for 39.2 per cent of the c>untry's
population received only 19 per cent of the concessionary
finance. In per capita terms, while the group A States
received concessional credit of $.61 and group B $.51, the
group C States received only $.21. While Gujarat received
M.131 per capita, Bihar received just m.10.9

A solution t9 the problem of regional disparities
would first require an identification of the backward areas.
This presupposes identification of the criteria of back
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wardness.So far, very limited research has been undertaken
in India on regional inequality in general or on the criteria
for comparing the ec nomic development of States. The need
for using, for inter-State comparison, several indicators
instead of ;ne single indicator, viz., per capita income had
often been felt.lO But the question relating to the sele
ction of the variables as also their satisfactory aggregation
into a composite index has not even been addressed, leave
alone answered. This is partly a reflection of the secon
dary importance given to the regional problem, by Indian
planners. The lack of cvnsensus on the selection of deve
lopment indicators and their relative weights,is a reflection
not only of the absence of consensus on the measurement but

11also on the concepts and content of develipmentJ'

For inter-State comparisons, per capita income,
despite its known conceptual limitations are being used by
official agencies including the Planning Commission and the
Finance Commissions. But even this data had been computed
by the Central Statistical Organisation only from the end
of the Second Five Year Plan, 1960-61 onwards. A time
series study of the performance of different States even
during subsequent years is not perfect as the data for
1965-66 and 1966-67 are not available. Besides, the reg
ional incdne data are oublished after such a long time lag
that it is not of relevance to policy makers. The latest
available data relate to the year 1975-76. Further, the
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quality of per capita State income data leaves much to be
desired, (though there has been some improvement in recent
years). For instance, the problem of differential prices
and its effect on the inter-State comparability of State
incomeshas not yet received the attention it deserves.
Though the Committee on Regional Accounts had recommended

that the Central Statistical Organisation "should initiate
a study on the purchasing power parity 7f Rupee in different
States for a more meaningful comparison of Domestic Products
between States”, no such study appears to have been con
ducted till now.12

Another failure of the Planning Commission in
solving the regional problem is its failure to State the
regi;nal objectives of Indian Plans in any precise, leave
al;ne quantitative terms. The Plan documents or the
technical Notes do notindicate within what Plan period and
by how much regional income differentials are to be reduced,
unlikein some other counrties%3 The ecnflicts between the
objectives of inter—regional equity and aggregate efficiency
and between national priorities and regional priorities
have never been resolved by explicitly stating the ‘trade
off‘ between them. A keen observer of Indian planning
process like Hanson observed“. on so delicate a question
(balancing between maximum economic returns and balanced

regional development) the Planning Commission has expressed

itself with less than its usual clarity and has refrained
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fr*m enunciating unambigu us principles. It is in this
field indeed that the Commission's ‘on the one hand but on. . . . 14the other‘ approach has received most anguished expression".

Though there has been ng explicit trade offs
between regional equity and national efficiency, every
national policy has a regional dimension and therefore it
has an implicit trade off. But tlese had been mostly fav
ouring national efficiency at the expense of regional equity.
It is true as Alonso notes, that there is a perennial con
flict of interests between those agencies charged with
territorial planning and those charged with sectoral plan
ning even in socialist ciuntries. As he notes, "It so
happens that a great deal of time, these sectoral agencies
believe, as do their capitalist ccunterparts, that the best
location is in the most advanced regions. It may be noted
that n the whole, it appears that the sectoral agencies
tend to win most of these arguments, possibly because they
deal with concrete operational decisions vhile the terri
torial agencies tend to deal in general policy with respect

"15to the location of productive activity. This is pre
cisely what happens in India.

The reason why territorial agencies are compelled
to confine themselves to generalities is the absence of an
explicit space dimension to the national plan. As noted by
us earlier, there has never been an attempt to work out a
model for allocating public expenditure among different



States with alview to equalise the State incomes within a
stipulated time horizon. Such a model incorporating inter
alia the variable regional multiplier, the calculation of
which in turn requires an understanding of the inter—
regihnal and inter—sectoral relationships has not been
attempted in India. No serious attempt has been made till
now even to provide a data base for this purpcse in the form
of a system of regional accounts. Any system of regional
accounts has to resolve several cvnceptual and methodo
logical problems of a kind different from those at the
national level. "Thus,the State has an open boundary with
the neighbouring areas, regions and transactions of the
regions with these areas need t be recorded and treated
in the same manner as the transactions of the country with
the rest of the world if a complete regional accounts is
to be prepared. However,hardly any data exist on inter—
State transactions of goods and services as well as other
financial flows which will enable such a measurement".16

The absence of spatial dimension to Plans left
the field open to political pulls. For instances as
Bhagavati and Desai notes: “The failure of the Indian
Planners to work “ut the space dimension of their industrial
targets on the basis of economic efficiency constrained by
State targets o overall industrial investment designed to
assure the States that they wculd get some minimum indus—

trialisation, in effect left the field almost entirely to
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. . .17 _ I .,.political Pressures.“ “part rrlm political pulls, the
pulls ;f the market forces als determine the financial
flows. If these pulls are to be cauntered, both the phy
sical and financial Plans sh:mld.have a regional dimension.
An occasional 't~uch here and fiddle‘ there will change the
direction only marginally.

This analysis thus points towards two major
deficiencies in the Indian Planning process. First, is
the very failure of the Indian Plan models to work out a
regional dimension. While the Indian planning models
"have become fairly smphisticated in relation to inter
temporal phasing and perspective planning", they have
"no comparable extensicm of analysis questions of spatial
planning.18 How to tie up regional plans with national
Plans and how to arrange sectoral Plans in various regions
are problems which "require innovative mechanisms for bzth
Plan formulation and plan implementation”. It is true
that “at the present stage, the technology for such harmo
nisation is in an infant stage and there is not much inter
national experience",19 It is also admitted that till
recently, even on a theoretical plane, national economic
development was viewed as space free. But the absence of
space dimension may also be due to the absence of any nat
ional consensus on how to share the fruits of development
among regitns.
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The second lacuna in the planning process is
the aosence of a credit budget integrated with the govern
ments‘ budgets (Jf both the Centre and the States) forming
part >f the overall financial Plan for the economy which in
turn should be an adjunct to the economy's physical Plan.
The need for such a Plan was felt earlier also. “There
is need for better and ebntinuing co—ordination between the
credit budget, the Government budget and the Plan. The
importance of such co—ordination has now been recognised and

appropriate arrangements to bring it about are under way."2O
This was stated by L.K. Jha, way back in 1967 and when he
was Governor of the Reserve Bank of India. The present
position is no way better than what it was in 1967.

Whatever may be the reasons, it is certain that
inter~State dispanities in income levels can be corrected
only by reversing the oresent directions of the financial
flows from the Union Government and the financial institu
tions. This would imply that allocation of both credit
and budgetary funds to the developed States will have to be
considerably reduced. Instead of funds flowing from the
backward to the developed States as at present, more funds
should flow from the developed to the backward States. The
magnitude of the financial flfiws in the reverse directions,
n0C0SSarY to correct the long accumulated disparities in
the reasonable future is likely to be very high and this is
likely t cause strains on the structure of the federal
polity. Fear of these strains may possibly be one of the
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reasons the Indian regi)nal pr)blem and its dimensions
are rarely stated explicitly and discussed openly. Spcaking
sf how decisions reconciling regional equity and national
efficiency are taken by Indian planners, Hanson Jbserves
"At present no one kn ws and even if the Commission has
this all worked out, no one is likely to be told at least
just yet. For, if the whole complex process were laid
bare, existing complaints of inequity, serious enough
already would be redoubled.21

As seen earlier in Chapter II, the internal
resaurces of some of the high income States at present
exceed even the total budgetary expenditure of some of the
low income States. Even if no budgetary funds are received
by them from the Union Government, they will still be able
to maintain a relatively high level of budgetary expenditure.
Therefore, only minimum budgetary funds should logically
flow ta them for some years. But the big question is whether
this would be possible under the present constitutional and
political set up. "To direct more than a proportionate
share of Central funds to one region requires that expendi
ture be curtainled in athers. Since much government expen
diture is directly related to pressing social demands (for
schools, roads; hospitals, etc.) the opportunity costs of
this sbrt of reallocation are likely to beccme a strong
political issue. This is espeically true because the pres
sure on existing sicial capital is likely to be stronger
in those areas which according to policies of this sort,
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. 22should have their share of government expenditure reduced."
Similarly, even if credit deposit ratias are equalised,
some 3f the developed States will still have the use sf
larger vvlume of bank funds in per capita terms, as their
deposit base is already very high. In their case, they
should get for some years ta ceme, only minimal share in
the incremental bank credit. will the present and poten
tial.users of bank funds with their financial and politial
leverage allow such a decision to be taken? For, such a
decision will compel them to move out of their comfortable
'satisficing' locations. It is clear that these economic
interests will gain full political and administrative support
from the gdvernments wf the developed States.

If attempts are sericusly made to reverse the
directions of the financial flows, it is likely to become

‘a major palitical issue in the developed States who even
now plead as a group before the finance commissions for
much smaller causes like the ad ption of the archaic prin
ciplecxf "contribution" in sharing the drying pool of income
tax proceeds. Surveying the regional policy measures of
the European Economic Community, the Economist wrote in

1975: "Germany's poarest areas are as wealthy as the richest
of Ireland and Italy, but a German Politician who cuts. out
regional aids to Lower Saxony or Bavaria on these grounds
w uld ccmmit political suicide."23 substitute Germany with
Punjab and Ireland with Bihar and we may get the situation
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that is likely to emerge in India (notwithstanding the fact
that Punjab and Bihar are States in the same Union, unlike
Germany and Ireland) if the logical policy of reversing the
funds flow were implemented. Gadgil was one of the earliest
in India to note this dilemma. He observed as early as 1970,
"In a federal polity, you will find it difficult to say you
will not give any Central assistance. You have therefore
a large question here of adjustment of relations and atti

"24 Thus thetudes between members of a federal polity.
problem of Centre—State financial flows becomes part of a
larger political problem.

In fact, the "adjustment of relations and atti
tudes betwecn members tf a federal polity” mentioned by
Gadgil is going to emerge as a touchstone of Indian federal
polity. Federal set up cannot survive if the developed
constituents take the attitude of "Am I my brother's keeper?"
Nor can it survive for long,if some of the poorer States
feel that they are ‘strangers at the feast‘ and they nurture
the feeling that they are ‘internal colonies'.25 A federal
set up cannot be sustained for long by sweeping the regional
problem under the carpet as is being done today. In that
process, the poorer States are made to finance the richer
ones. The past policy of camouflaging the problem has
failed as may be seen in the signs of conflicts between the
haves and the have-not States. The conflicts of economic
interests are increasingly getting crystalised and arti
culated on group basis before the Finance Cmmissions and
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the Planning Commission. The meetings of the National
Development Council are increasingly turning to North

South summits. What is more,expressionsof these conflicts
are no longer confined to these bodies. They are getting
spillcfl Ovur to the Str¢CtS-The turmoil in North East,
Assam, Jammu and Kashmir and of late in Punjab has its
economic undertones.

The addition of Punjab to the above list goes
only to confirm Mays observation that the threat tg federal
polity cmes not only from its poorer units but also from
its richest.26 Quebecis not the poorest region in Canada.
Nor was Biafra the poorest region in Nigeria.

Here, then we have a still larger question with
not only economic and political dimensions but also a social
and cultural dimension,leading to the very nationality
question itself. For, ultimately, it is the Strength of
their cultural ties which determines "the relations and
attitudes between members of a federal polity” and makes
the richer States to accept financial sacrifices for the
sake of their poor relations, who in the past had contri
buted to their present affluence. After all, as Wills
noted long ago, "The taking of tax money raised in this way
for the purpose of State aid in other States is not unfair
as it first seems. For one thing, the people in these
cities who object to highways being built by the federal
government in other States are just as likely to use the
highways in those States as the people of these States;
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and for another thing, the eople in all the States of the
Union have helped to contribute to the making of the fortunes
of the people in our large city centres."27
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